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Understanding the Present examines the thematization of the historical present in 
nineteenth-century German literary texts. In theorizations of political literature, such as Jean-
Paul Sartre’s writings on “committed literature,” an emphatic concept of the present is a given. 
Of course, the present is a notoriously elusive temporality. The texts discussed in this 
dissertation, rather than focusing on accurate sociological representations of the present or an 
intensive rhetorical engagement in its political discourse, interrogate how the present can be 
evoked in literature in the first place. Understanding the Present discusses the forms privileged 
by certain authors in the representation of the present – prose, periodicals, drama – as well as the 
paradoxes such approaches posed. Rather than discussing these texts in terms of “operative 
literature” or “committed literature,” which has been a trend in scholarship since the 1960s, this 
dissertation approaches the nineteenth century from the perspective of so-called 
Gegenwartsliteratur. It does not claim the successful or unsuccessful political intervention of 
these texts, but rather shows how their authors imagined a literary intervention in the political 
present could occur at all.  
 Chapter one shows Ludwig Börne’s popular magazine Die Wage: Eine Zeitschrift für 
Bürgerleben, Wissenschaft und Kunst, not only as surreptitiously carrying barbs against state-
sanctioned censorship, as is most common in studies of the periodical, but as following a 
program of political historiography. Börne’s text is therefore subversive at a structural level and 
presents a poetics of representing the present. Chapter two shows how Heinrich Heine used the 
 
 
republication of his political journalism to reflect on the essential dynamic of understanding the 
present whereby one can only comprehend contemporary events with reference to the past and 
future. Georg Büchner’s drama, Dantons Tod, the subject of chapter three, presents a paradox 
similar to Heine’s, but through a little observed aspect of his citational practice, which I call 
“internal citation.”  By showing his characters wittingly and unwittingly quoting each other in 
the play and repeating certain gestures, Büchner draws out ambiguities of authorship in political 
discourse and raises important questions about the experience of the present. Together, these 
three texts contribute to the study of political literature by interrogating the central notion of the 
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The present seemed amorphous in the early days of post-Napoleonic Europe, being at 
once burdened by the legacy of revolutionary history and on the verge of radical political and 
aesthetic developments. In his 1836 novel, The Confession of a Child of the Century, Alfred de 
Musset described this period as a post-heroic moment that followed the successive “wounds” of 
1793 – the beginning of the so-called  Reign of Terror in France that undid the revolutionary 
movement – and Napoleon’s defeat by the Holy Alliance in 1814 (de Musset 19).1 According to 
Musset’s protagonist Octave (a name suggesting his position at a historical interval with its 
reference to musical scales), the generation coming of age in the period of restoration had been 
raised to regard its highest ideals as futile: the revolution had promised liberté, égalité, fraternité 
ou la mort, and death and disappointment had won out; Napoleon, the “one man [who] was truly 
alive in Europe,” gave purpose to the life of his subjects, despite that purpose’s being to shed 
their blood in foreign lands for the expansion of the French empire (ibid. 6). The youngest 
generation, “ardent, whey-faced, and morbidly sensitive” was stuck in a historical moment that 
had inherited all the disappointments of a formerly great age and that could only glimpse the 
faintest sign of a better future: 
The life that was offered to the young was made up of three elements. Behind them lay the past, 
now destroyed and gone forever, but still dancing on the ruins and the fossils of centuries of 
absolute monarchy. Before them lay the dawn of an immense horizon, the first glimmerings of the 
future. And between these two worlds was something resembling the Ocean which separates the 
old continent from young America, something vague and elusive, a heaving sea of many 
shipwrecks traversed at intervals by a distant white sail or a ship huffing with the heavy breath of 
steam, in short, the present century which separates the past from the future, which is no longer 
one nor yet the other but is simultaneously both; and being in it we do not know, with every step 
we take, if we are stepping out on the seeds of the new or the rubble of the old (ibid. 9-10).   
 
                                                          
1 De Musset, Alfred. The Confession of a Child of the Century. Translated by David Coward, Penguin Books, 2012. 
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While the future offered faint glimmerings of a new day, the past was in ruins and provided no 
guide to it. The youngest generation in Europe found it difficult to be hopeful for the newness of 
the future because of the oceanic, formless present across which they first had to persevere.  
 The present was also a fraught subject in restoration Germany, where the French 
Revolution and Napoleonic occupation had left a conflicted political and aesthetic legacy. The 
present, as we know, can be a distracting place. Following the French Revolution, Ingrid 
Oesterle writes, Goethe, Schiller, and other proponents of German classicism began to recognize 
the present as “beängstigend, friedlos, aktualitäts- und neuigkeitsversessen und dadurch 
beschränkt auf das unmittelbare Heute, ohne Sinn für ein dem Zugriff der Zeit Entzogenes” 
(Oesterle 94).2 The problem had to do in part with the various media of representing the present. 
Regulated by an increasingly standardized calendar and clock time, the present fixed one into a 
pattern of superficial attention to the detriment of sustained meditation. Such concentration, this 
characterization suggests, was only possible if one could pull away from the day’s chatter. One 
thinks of contemporary anxiety around the effect of social media or web content in general on 
concentration; how will the future of thought look if the jittery temporality of one’s newsfeed 
continues to intrude on the sustained attention required to read literature, philosophy, or just 
follow one’s own train of thought? Escaping the pull of the present’s distracting conflicts was 
key for Goethe and Schiller to the cultivation of freedom, humanity, and art (ibid.). The writing 
of those who attempted to engage with the present on its own distracting terms, who did not 
                                                          
2 “[…] Frightening, without peace, intent on daily relevance and novelty, and thereby limited to the immediate 
present, without a sense for accessing timelessness.” Oesterle, Ingrid. “‘Es ist an der Zeit!’: Zur kulturellen 
Konstruktionsveränderung der Zeit gegen 1800.” Goethe und das Zeitalter der Romantik. Ed. Walter Hinderer. 




insist on such autonomy of reflection, were considered just another contribution to the 
maelstrom. 
 The period Oesterle discusses is 1795-1800, and she frames Goethe’s and Schiller’s 
interpretations of the present as reactions to the terror of the French Revolution. Their insistence 
on the writer’s distancing himself from the day’s events seems to have become more difficult to 
heed in the following decades. This development can perhaps be attributed to the expansion of 
avenues for public engagement in politics during the War of Liberation against Napoleon. These 
included newspapers and journals that rode the wave of officially sanctioned nationalism and 
liberalism directed against French rule. Additionally, the period of censorious restoration that 
followed this liberal moment stoked the resentments of many writers and politicized their work. 
There is perhaps no better example of defiance to the classical insistence of stepping back from 
the present than the writing of the young, politically liberal authors in the period between 1830-
1848. Inspired by the July Revolution in Paris that deposed Charles X, many writers in Germany 
abandoned forms of writing they found outmoded in order to engage with the events of the 
present. They called for a new, critical, and transitional form of literature that would bridge the 
gap between their time and the democratic utopia they saw on the historical horizon.  
 The literary critic Ludolf Wienbarg imagined what this new literature would look like in 
Ästhetische Feldzüge (Aesthetic Campaigns), his 1833 lecture series on contemporary literature. 
The present, he said, was in a “verpupptem Zustande,” or pupal stage (Wienbarg 75).3 There was 
a lively, manifold future ahead, and the way to it was through an unabashed engagement with the 
drab cocoon in which it was housed. A democratic future would develop in Germany through the 
development of its prose, and moreover, through a literary embrace of the prosaic: “Unsere 
                                                          
3 Wienbarg, Ludolf. Ästhetische Feldzüge. Berlin and Weimar: Aufbau Verlag, 1964. 
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Dichter sind prosaischer geworden, unsere Prosaiker aber poetischer,” writes Wienbarg.4 This 
development is politically significant, “weil Prosa unsere gewöhnliche Sprache und gleichsam 
unser tägliches Brot ist, weil unsere Landstände in Prosa sprechen, weil wir unsere Person und 
Rechte nachdrücklicher in Prosa verteidigen können als in Versen” (ibid. 87).5 In a manner 
similar to Jean-Paul Sartre’s description of a “committed literature” (littérature engagée) in the 
1950s, prose for Wienbarg turns literature into a critical tool for engaging in the present because 
it links the language of the poets (who have become more “prosaic”) with that of the law, 
represented here pejoratively by the medieval (read: retrograde) institution of Landstände.6 The 
language of literature can also defend one’s rights against would-be feudal lords. Moreover, the 
literary practice of such prose becomes part of secularized Lord’s Prayer — hence “tägliches 
Brot” — that a writer repeats every day against the versifiers’ insubstantial words.7 Literary 
writing, as Wienbarg envisioned it, was a daily affirmation of one’s faith in democratic 
principles as well as a pragmatic intervention in politics. 
This dissertation looks at three texts where key issues for representing the historical 
present emerge in restoration Germany: Ludwig Börne’s Die Wage: Eine Zeitschrift für 
Bürgerleben, Wissenschaft und Kunst (1819-1821), Heinrich Heine’s Französische Zustände 
                                                          
4 “Our poets have become more prosaic, our prose writers more poetic.” 
5 “[…] because prose is our ordinary language and at the same time it is our daily bread, because our local diets 
speak in prose, because we can more firmly defend our person and our rights in prose.” 
6 Compare, for instance, this passage on the practicality of prose versus poetry in the programmatic essay “What is 
Literature?”: “What do they [writers of poetry and prose] have in common? It is true that the prose-writer and the 
poet both write. But there is nothing in common between these two acts except the movement of the hand which 
traces the letters. Otherwise, their universes are incommunicable, and what is good for one is not good for the other. 
Prose is, in essence, utilitarian. I would readily define the prose-writer as a man who makes use of words. M. 
Jourdan made prose so he that he could ask for his slippers, and Hitler, so that he could declare war on Poland” 
(Sartre 34). Sartre, Jean-Paul. “What is Literature?” And Other Essays. Translated by Steven Ungar. Harvard UP, 
1988.   
7 One might parallel Wienbarg’s sense of verse here with the heathens Jesus invokes in his sermon on the mount, 
from which the Lord’s Prayer and expression “daily bread” are taken. The heathens, perhaps like the versifiers, use 
“vain repetitions” when they pray (Matthew 6:7). Their words become empty blather. 
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(1831-1833), and Georg Büchner’s Dantons Tod (1836). These texts – a periodical, a book 
collection of journalism, and a drama, respectively – engage with the historical present in 
creative and nuanced ways. It is well known that “the present” (die Gegenwart) became a kind of 
liberal buzzword in nineteenth-century Germany. In fact, most discussions of the figuration of 
the present in the literature of this period have focused on its use in political rhetoric. The present 
came at this time to represent life, the vibrancy of youth, movement, and invention as opposed to 
the past, which stood for reactionism, cultural stagnation, and traditionalism in a pejorative 
sense.8 That is, the generational interest in the present is typically discussed as a rhetorical 
position, rather than as an effort to realistically describe the present. To state one’s allegiance to 
the present was to take the side of progressive politics in opposition to the Metternichian regime 
that took power over German territories after the defeat of Napoleon. What these three writers 
show, however, is that the representation of the historical present posed formidable challenges to 
writing. Their texts take as their explicit subject not just the political stakes of writing about the 
present under a censorious regime, but the formal paradoxes of such a task. First, there is a 
specific challenge to the government: how can a regime resist the burgeoning democratic 
character of the epoch (as Börne and others saw it), when all writing will necessarily bear this 
character by having been written in this age? Second, directed to the self-aware writers of such 
texts: even if there were a daily record of the age as periodical journalism provided, is it not 
impossible to understand the present without simultaneously comparing it with the past and 
measuring it up against one’s expectations of the future? The revolutionary politics of the 
nineteenth century, often characterized as the demands of the present overthrowing the mounting 
contradictions of the past, is shown by these authors to have a much more complex temporality. 
                                                          
8 See Wulf Wülfing’s much cited discussion of the Young-German characterization of time in Schlagworte des 
Jungen Deutschland. Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1982.  
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These writers, not united by a school or political perspective, show moreover how the 
generational concern over the representation of the present informed their literary innovations, 
not just their rhetoric. 
The call for literature to be morally and aesthetically commensurate with the present is 
familiar to all readers of literature that aspires to affect political discourse. Young Germany and 
the writings of the three authors studied in this dissertation are well known, in German Studies at 
least, as being among the most notable examples of this imperative in literature. The “present,” 
though, cannot be taken as a given. As Michael North has shown in his recent book on the 
history of the present – as it has been discussed in various disciplines, from philosophy to 
historiography –, the boundaries of the experiential and historical present have never been agreed 
upon, to the extent that North even suggests phasing out the concept of the present altogether.9 I 
do not take such a radical position as North in this dissertation, but rather pose the question of 
whether the political contribution of these texts by Börne, Heine, and Büchner might be 
characterized by their interrogation of the concept of the present, as opposed to its pedantic 
invocation in their rhetoric. Each of these writers treats the present as first and foremost a figure 
that must be represented in literature, which is to say that the present is not a stable object for 
them, but that it must be reconstructed in literature. I suggest that these three texts offer an 
introduction to forms of political literature that take the interrogation of the historical present, 
that very object which is often deemed necessary to their effectivity as political literature, as their 
point of departure.   
                                                          
9 “Now, it seems, is one of the words that fools us into believing that it is something real. The puzzles that have 
accumulated around it over the centuries are, therefore, not problems to be resolved but rather signals that the term 
itself might be dissolved” (North 17). North, Michael. What is the Present? Princeton UP, 2018. 
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My use of the term “historical present” in this dissertation does not refer to the 
historiographical use of the present of the present tense, but rather to the historicized experience 
of the present that is evoked in the texts studied here; the recognition of the immediate present as 
being itself historical. One reason for this terminological choice is stylistic. Much has been 
written recently in the field of so-called Gegenwartsliteratur (I refer primarily to the work of 
Kerstin Stüssel and Johannes Lehmann) of Koselleckian “past presents” (vergangene 
Gegenwarten), which are historical conceptions and expressions of the presents. In English, the 
proper nouns for temporal designations (past, present, and future) are identical with their 
adjectival forms, making the translation of formulations from Gegenwartsliteratur scholarship 
somewhat cumbersome. Moreover, beyond referring to past concepts of the present, the 
“historical present” in my usage refers also to the self-aware experience of the present – a theme 
in all three of the texts studied – as a form of participation in history.   
   Chapter one approaches Ludwig Börne’s groundbreaking magazine Die Wage (The 
Scale) from a slightly different angle than earlier approaches, which have sought examples of 
political critique in its theater reviews. The magazine of course does contain many hidden barbs 
against the powers that be. This chapter focuses, however, on how Börne’s journalism reflects 
the historiographical program put forth in the introduction to the magazine’s first issue. 
Journalism, according to Börne, reflects the conditions of its historical moment, which was an 
inherently political position in the censorious restoration period in Germany. Rather than writing 
daily political reports, which would have been immediately banned as political agitation due 
Börne’s freewheeling rhetorical style, he resorted to theater reviews, which protected him from 
the authorities because of their belletristic (read: apolitical) association. Beyond surreptitious 
criticism, Börne was able to provide the sense of dailiness he demanded of journalism by writing 
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copious theater reviews. His irreverent reviews made Börne’s journalism very popular and they 
demonstrated his conviction that the political and social conditions of the present would assert 
themselves in writing, regardless of whether a sensitive king suppressed their expression.  
Heine’s Französische Zustände (Conditions in France), the subject of chapter two, is also 
concerned with the ability of periodical journalism to reflect the times in which it is written. 
While the point of Börne’s journalism is to demonstrate the irresistibility of censorship against 
the character of the historical present it tries to suppress, Heine’s journalism for the Augsburger 
Allgemeine Zeitung interrogated claims by partisan journalists of such representation’s 
objectivity. Does the character of the present that gets transmitted through the daily press reflect 
anything more than the private feelings and opinions of those journalists? This question guides 
much of Heine’s journalistic output in 1831 and 1832, where he regularly mimicked the writing 
of legitimist-royalist ideologues (those in favor of restoring Charles X to the throne after he was 
deposed by the 1830 July Revolution) and republicans in order to show the biases shaping their 
observations and thereby their readers’ own understanding of the present. 
The question becomes more pointed in the 1833 book edition of Französische Zustände 
where it gains a historiographical nuance that Börne’s journalism does not have. Heine asks how 
the present, which irresistibly expresses itself in all writing, can be understood without being 
compared to the past. Likewise, how can the past be understood without comparison to the 
present and one’s hopes for the future? Heine’s politics of the present reveal themselves here to 
be much more ambivalent than those of Börne, who imagines the essence of the present to be 
carried automatically10 into all writing. Heine sees these unconscious expressions as the result of 
                                                          
10  In the 1823 text, “Die Kunst, in drei Tagen ein Originalschriftsteller zu werden” (“The Art of Becoming an 
Original Writer in Three Days”) Börne advises all would-be “original writers” to simply write down every word that 
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a complex interaction of memories, idealizations, perceptions, and wishes. He attempts to show 
this in book edition of Französische Zustände by breaking up his articles with mediating notes 
added for publication, which reflect on the conditions of his journalism’s composition and draw 
attention to his historical comparisons with events in the present. His sixth article, which features 
a discussion of the French Revolution and a seemingly unrelated report on the 1832 cholera 
epidemic in Paris, is the most compelling example of this approach and therefore is the focus of 
the end of the chapter. 
Heine’s reports in Französische Zustände showed that it was impossible, not just for a 
writer reflecting on history in his apartment11 but for the spontaneous actors on the street, the 
present is always perceived through its comparison with the past and future. Georg Büchner’s 
1835 drama Dantons Tod (Danton’s Death), which depicts the French Revolution’s infamous 
Reign of Terror period and is composed of myriad historical and literary quotations, shows this 
historiographical dynamic in its dramatic representation of historical events. Büchner’s drama 
does not just use quotations to evoke historical authenticity, but it reflects on the provenance of 
such quotations and their role in orienting historical knowledge. Chapter three examines the role 
of what I call “internal citation” in Büchner’s play, which has as yet gone undiscussed in studies 
of Dantons Tod. Internal citation refers to the phenomenon, prominent in Dantons Tod, of the 
play’s characters’ quoting each other. On the one hand such citations seem to reflect a fatalistic 
view of history that Büchner is well known for having ruminated upon, where history is 
perceived as endlessly repeating itself, rendering historical experience helpless and automated. 
                                                          
comes into his or her head over the course of three days. His conviction that this “art” would bring about heretofore 
unknown creativity its practitioners resembles the automatic writing techniques of the Surrealists.    
11 In one of the mediating notes to the Französische Zustände book edition, Heine describes his scene of writing as 
his Paris apartment, cleverly demonstrating that although the subject of his articles was political activity of greater 
Paris, the day’s events were committed to paper in moments of reflection at home. The present had to be made past 
and remembered in order to be recorded at all.  
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Büchner’s use of internal citation shows, however, that such repetitions, or “quotations” of 
events, do not occur with the same sense each time. Rather, they acquire radically different 
meanings with each repetition depending on the context of their repetition. I take as my example 
a scene from the play of a young man about to executed by a murderous crowd. He cries out for 
mercy and is spared. The young man seems to only have his spontaneous quick-wittedness to 
thank for his response, but two other scenes in the play where the street scene is partly restaged 
suggest that the young man’s response was possibly a quotation of a Dantonist expression. 
Moreover, the provenance of the Dantonist’s use of the young man’s words is brought into 
question. Büchner’s use of internal citation problematizes his earlier faith in an essential 
language of the German people (das Volk, used by Büchner in the 1833 agitational pamphlet der 
hessische Landbote – The Hessian Courier – in a universal republican sense rather than a 
chauvinist nationalistic sense) that would triumph over the Latin and French of the church and 
lords in his native Darmstadt. Moreover, it reflects a more fundamental conviction in language’s 
acquiring meaning through its use, rather than expressing essential meaning contained in words, 
which I show in a section connecting internal citation to the motif of pointing in Büchner’s play. 
These two forms of citation are used, I argue in this chapter, to give the reader an understanding 
of the complicated experience of the historical present, which normally appears monumental in 
its immediacy.  
These texts participate in the widespread nineteenth-century German discourse around 
the literary representation of the present and this theme’s impact on politics and literary form. 
They are inextricable, therefore, from the atmosphere of literary innovation known in German 
scholarship as the Young Germany school or movement. Although these three writers distance 
themselves in important ways from the “movement” (Börne and Heine really belonged to the 
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generation proceeding that of Gutzkow, Wienbarg, and company; Büchner disagreed with how 
they conceived of the intersection of politics and aesthetics, thinking their view not materialistic 
enough). Börne, Heine, and Büchner do, however, develop important themes shared with Young 
Germany – the historical present, the ephemerality of literature that takes the present as its 
theme, the overcoming of censorship, the political importance of literary texts as historical 
documents, etc. – and expose their paradoxes. Rather than functioning foremost as political 
provocation, these three texts try to conceive of how a literary intervention in contemporary 
political discourse is even possible. 
For this reason, rather than reading Börne, Heine, and Büchner as being only interested in 
representing their own political present, I argue that they reflect on the representation of this 
slippery modality of time in general. Their texts therefore resemble a form of 
Gegenwartsliteratur (“contemporary literature”) in the multivalent sense that this term has been 
used recently by literary scholars. Rather than only referring to “contemporary literature,” that is 
literature of a particular moment designated as the present (the typical use of the term), 
Gegenwartsliteratur, in the sense used here, refers to literature about the very constitution of 
such a present in writing. The following section of this introduction will briefly introduce the 
emerging field of Gegenwartsliteratur studies with brief discussions of studies by Kerstin Stüssel 
and Johannes Lehmann. This will be followed by an introduction to how Young Germany 






Gegenwartsliteratur    
The negotiation of an isolated event’s relationship to general history is central to the 
study of literature of the present (Gegenwartsliteratur), as Kerstin Stüssel and others have 
recently characterized it. Rather than trying to isolate a particular present, Stüssel historicizes the 
concept of contemporary literature and tries to answer the question of how literature has 
responded to the concept of the historical present generally. In her essay discussing the history of 
the concept of Gegenwartsliteratur in German literary history, Stüssel frames a literary work’s 
relationship to its respective historical present between tendencies toward monumentality 
(Monumentalität) and momentariness (Momentaneität) in its function. 12 Stüssel suggests two 
approaches to literature following this consideration. First, one must recognize the figure of 
contemporary literature as presenting a paradox resulting from the attempt to represent the 
present within a historical continuum. The present cannot be isolated from this continuum 
because it is the transition between the future and the past: the present is either anticipated in the 
form of the future, or it has just become the past. Literature that purports to thematize the 
historical present must reckon with this spatiotemporal conundrum. In this case, the German 
term Gegenwartsliteratur is more suggestive than the English “contemporary literature;” it is 
literature of the present, reflecting on the historical conditions that make it possible, rather than 
the literature written at a specific (and ever-changing) historical moment designated as the 
present. Gegenwartsliteratur is not just a genre of literature, but also the study of a quality shared 
by certain kinds of literature. Moreover, this study does not focus on the literature of a specific 
                                                          
12 Stüssel, Kerstin. “Punkt, Punkt, Komma, Strich… –  Revolution(en) und die Geschichte von 
‘Gegenwartsliteratur.’” 1848 und das Versprechen der Moderne. Jürgen Fohrmann and Helmut J. Schneider, eds. 
Würzburg, Königshausen und Neumann, 2003. 33-48. 
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period, but on how literature at specific moments has related itself to particular historical periods. 
Such literature, Stüssel points out, therefore tends to respond to specific events of historical 
rupture: the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989, revolution (1789, 1830, 1848, 1917), etc. The 
second way to imagine literature of the present is as literature that is intended to pragmatically 
affect a particular situation. This form makes up the bulk of Gegenwartsliteratur, consisting of 
books that respond to timely public events, “topical” essays, etc. These two concerns, which are 
implicitly at work in all literature that considers itself to be about the historical present, places 
such literature (“precariously,” says Stüssel) between “monumentality” and being exclusively 
bound to its moment of composition, or “momentariness” (Stüssel 35). The “danger” inherent to 
this position is that while contemporary literature responds to its present by isolating that 
moment in time from the historical continuum, thus making it monumental, it risks in so doing 
disconnecting from the context that made it contemporary in the first place. If the work drifts too 
far to the other pole of momentariness, it can only be understood in the context of that former 
present, rendering it unintelligible thereafter.  Within these coordinates of interpretation, 
however, one can begin to evaluate the claims of texts to contemporary relevance from the 
centers of debates over how to write literature ethically and politically commensurate with its age 
in the nineteenth century, to discussions about, for instance, the great novel of German national 
reunification (Stüssel’s example. Ibid. 33). 
The study of Gegenwartsliteratur is based on the observation that the experience of the 
present, and in our case the literary engagement with it, has a particular history. Moreover, the 
study of historical texts often requires that one immerse him- or herself in the contemporaneous 
social or philosophical conditions of its composition, thereby making literary history in certain 
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respects the study of former presents.13  All texts negotiate the relationship between what is 
irreducibly particular to their historical moment, and what qualities about it are universal. 
Börne’s theater reviews and Heine’s journalism, while being thoroughly embedded in their time 
in terms of thematics and general stakes (they write about current events – theater performances 
and political daily developments – in order to provide informative entertainment to their 
contemporaries), they also reflect extensively on the importance and formal possibilities of such 
writing. Büchner’s drama, while claiming a level of aesthetic autonomy and “monumentality” by 
virtue of its dramatic, as opposed to journalistic, form that Börne and Heine do not, represents 
processes by which the very phenomenon of contemporary discourse might be produced. These 
texts, while being regularly touted as “relevant” or aktuell for our contemporary conditions, and 
in that sense always present, may also be described as Gegenwartsliteratur for how they 
thematize the present itself and for how they theorize the means by which such a slippery 
concept can be evoked in writing.14  
Stüssel, Johannes Lehmann, and others have found literature written around 1848, a year 
of international revolution, to be particularly rich with considerations of what could constitute a 
literature of the present. Stüssel’s essay presents three texts in different genres that respond to the 
failed revolution of 1848 in different ways: an autobiography by Richard Wagner, a long, serial 
novel, Der Ritter vom Geiste (The Knight of the Spirit, 1850-1851), by Karl Gutzkow, and a 
                                                          
13 This is a slight rephrasing from the curriculum description for the University of Bonn’s recently-inaugurated 
graduate program in Gegenwartsliteratur, Gegenwart/Literatur. Geschichte, Theorie und Praxeologie eines 
Verhältnisses. https://www.grk2291.uni-bonn.de/de/forschungsprogramm-1.  
14 The kind of claims to actuality (used in sense of “relevant,” German: aktuell) that make a historical text relevant 
to a later time, of course, make the texts to an extent not of their own time, but of ours. Two historical examples of 
the regular “making relevant” of the three  texts studied in this dissertation: Konrad Alberti claimed in 1886 that 
Ludwig Börne’s democratic principles and provocations made him a major ideological preparer for a unified 
Germany (Alberti 16). Georg Lukács, furthermore, claimed Heine and Büchner as progenitors of socialist realism. 
Alberti, Konrad. Ludwig Börne. Eine biographisch-literarische Studie zur Feier seines Hundertjährigen 




politically tendentious (and non-philological) history of Gegenwartsliteratur by Robert Prutz. 
Each text responds to the same event – the revolutionary contestation and overthrow of centuries 
of monarchical order – in a particular way mediated through its genre. Wagner’s autobiography, 
Mein Leben (My Life, 1864), reflects on its own narrative tension between active participation 
and passive observation in the revolution; Gutzkow’s serial novel proposes an ongoing fiction 
that will supplement the historical material pertaining to the revolution, composed mostly by 
administrators at the Paulskirche parliament in Frankfurt; and Prutz’s Die deutsche Literatur der 
Gegenwart (German Literature of the Present, 1859) was meant to be a literary history that 
would politicize its readership rather than merely show philological connections between 
contemporary literature and what came before it. These three texts show ways of responding to 
the historical present through various genres, with different political stakes, and offer varied 
interpretations of the same perceived moment of historical rupture, the German revolution. 
Moreover, Johannes Lehmann’s study of Robert Prutz’s earlier lectures on Gegenwartsliteratur, 
Vorlesungen über die deutsche Literatur der Gegenwart (Lectures on German Literature of the 
Present), shows that contemporary literature does not need to respond to a specific event (they 
were published before the revolution, in 1847), but to a general sense of epochal transition.15 
Prutz’s point in these lectures, Lehmann shows, is to demonstrate literature’s capability of 
communicating information about the historical moment in which it is written, no matter the 
period. Prutz changes the concern of literature history from an aesthetic to an epistemic one 
(Lehmann 145), arguing that literature written at any period reveals the character of the nation in 
which he wrote at a level of which the author may not have been aware. Similarly, one finds a 
                                                          
15 If the lectures respond to an “event,” it is the event of the cancellation by the Prussian government of Prutz’s 
lecture series in Berlin. More important for Prutz’s text is less the singular instance of censorship against him than 
the general climate of censorship in nineteenth-century Germany. 
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privileging of the concern in Börne, Heine, and Büchner of what one can learn from literature 
about the times during which it was produced. 
Lehmann shows in another recent essay on the concept of the historical present in modern 
literature that one finds this epistemic problem of literary history, whereby one can study in texts 
the contemporaneous conditions of their writing, already in the 18th century.16 Indeed, such a 
quality of literary texts becomes an imperative for Enlightenment authors as diverse as Diderot, 
Louis-Sébastien Mercier, Johann Gottfried Herder, Jakob Michael Reinhold Lenz, and others for 
whom the reflection of a writer’s unique position in history was crucial to genuinely creative 
compositions, rather than conventionally, academic productions. This form of originality was 
central to their conception of genius, by which they imagined a unique individual (formed 
contingently by natural and social processes) to express himself uniquely by virtue of his own 
observations and attention to his immediate impressions. Lehmann quotes Mercier, “Ich will 
schlechterdings erkennen können, in welchem Jahr er [der Schriftsteller] sein Werk verfertigt 
hat” (in Lehmann 58).17 The key difference between this Enlightenment image of the genius as a 
medium for his historical present and the Young-German evocation of the present is that in the 
latter their concept of genius was, at least nominally, distributed across the reading public and 
the German nation, such as it existed in the 1820s-30s. Börne’s magazine Die Wage printed 
letters from readers in order to show particularities of the age inadvertently contained in them. 
Heine, although he firmly believed he possessed a literary genius akin to Shakespeare’s 
(Shakespeare, an autodidact, represented the poetic genius par excellence in the Enlightenment 
                                                          
16 Lehmann, Johannes. “‘Ändert sich nicht alles um uns herum? Ändern wir uns nicht selbst?’ Zum Verhältnis von 
Leben, Zeit und Gegenwart um 1770.” Lebenswissen: Poetologien des Lebendigen im langen 19. Jahrhundert. 
Edited by Brückner, Preiß, and Peter Schnyder, Rombach Verlag, 2016, pp. 51-73. 
17 “I simply want to be able to recognize the year in which he produced his work.” 
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and Sturm-und-Drang discourses cited by Lehmann),18 nevertheless emphasized the potential 
historically-contingent failure of his writings to be understood beyond his own time. Reading his 
journalism outside its historical context was akin to reading a Faustian Höllenzwang, or arcane 
book of spells, without understanding magic. This is a consideration that is absent from the 
Enlightenment writers cited by Lehmann, who focus on the genius’ ability to show the 
conditions of his time across history, rather than on the historical loss of fidelity. Büchner also 
distributes the authorship of a time period’s self-representations by showing the confusing 
origins of political discourse between the crowd scenes and scenes at the Jacobin club in 
Dantons Tod. Furthermore, the other prominent writers of the Young Germany period also 
adapted the Enlightenment concept of the genius as reflecting the conditions of his historical 
epoch for an era that imagined itself as decidedly post-genius. The following section will look at 
how Young Germany adapted this emphatic notion of the present in their literary writings. 
 
Young Germany’s Representation of the Present and Embrace of Ephemerality 
The most well-known German “school” of agitator literati was really no conscious school 
at all. Young Germany was a group of German writers not connected by any common program 
or city, but by the 1835 ban on their writings by the federal convention in Frankfurt, or 
Bundestag. Heinrich Heine (who was in Paris at the time), Karl Gutzkow (Frankfurt), Heinrich 
Laube (Berlin), Ludolf Wienbarg (Frankfurt), and Theodor Mundt (Berlin) were named in the 
ban for their supposedly collective intention “die christliche Religion auf die frechste Weise 
anzugreifen, die bestehenden sozialen Verhältnisse abzuwürdigen und alle Zucht und Sittlichkeit 
                                                          
18 Heine also describes Shakespeare’s work as his poetic ideal, characterizing his texts as being simultaneously 
history and poetry (Heine X, 14). 
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zu zerstören” through the writing of popular texts,  “für alle Klassen von Lesern zugänglich” 
(“accessible to all classes of readers,” in Hermand 331).19 The ban is wrong on two fronts: it 
overestimates the popular influence of the movement, and underestimates its size. The 
Bundestag’s remark about the general accessibility of Young-German texts gives the writers a bit 
more credit than they perhaps deserve: their writings are dense with literary allusions and 
rhetorical sleights of hand that oriented them toward an audience with the same university 
education that their polemics claimed was insufficient for understanding the present. Moreover, 
their books and magazines tended not to have circulation beyond their own cities.20 On the other 
hand, limiting the designation “Young Germany” to just five writers left out key enunciators of 
the socially critical positions outlined in the ban, making the movement in which they 
participated indeed seem smaller than it really was. Karl Immermann, for instance, is not named 
in the ban. He introduced the key concept of “Epigonentum” to the writings Young Germany, the 
state of being born after a great generation, too late to participate in its accomplishments.21 
Additionally, Alexander von Ungern-Sternberg, who elaborated the state of existential 
“Zerrissenheit,” or being at odds with oneself – a key historical experience thematized by the 
Young Germans – is also absent from the list.22 Ludwig Börne was omitted as well, despite his 
having, along with Heine, laid the rhetorical and formal foundations for the writings of Young 
Germany. Georg Büchner, who was preparing a contribution for Gutzkow’s and Wienbarg’s 
magazine Deutsche Revue at the time of the ban, could have been included but was not. What the 
                                                          
19 “[…] To attack the Christian religion in the most impertinent manner, to disparage existing social relations, and to 
destroy all culture and morality.” Hermand, Jost. Das junge Deutschland. Texte und Dokumente. Reclam, 1966. 
20 “The democratization of literature they demand expresses itself finally not in an increase in the reading public but 
rather as a differentiation of the existing public sphere” (Hohendahl 189). Hohendahl, Peter Uwe. “Literary 
Criticism in the Epoch of Liberalism, 1820-70.” A History of German Literary Criticism, 1730-1980. Edited by 
Peter Uwe Hohendahl, University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 
21 Immermann, Karl. Die Epigonen: Familienmemoiren in neun Büchern. Verlag von J.E. Schaub, 1836. 




Bundestag’s ban got wrong about so-called Young Germany was calling it a “school,” for which 
it was simply not philosophically consistent enough to qualify. What it called Young Germany 
was really a sample of a much broader literary phenomenon of scapegoating in the nineteenth 
century of writers who wanted to intervene in the social and political status quo.  
This intervention was represented in the writings of Young Germany as a thematic turn to 
the present, and as a formal turn to literary genres that they believed would best suit this theme. 
Young Germany’s turn to the present and to periodical formats seemed to consign them to being 
quickly dismissed as irrelevant. Despite, or perhaps because of their insistence on addressing the 
present, Young Germany seemed to quickly lose relevance during the highly politicized 1830s 
and 1840s in Germany, where the intellectual scene became increasingly radical in its politics. 
When the literary historian Alexander Jung published a book in 1842 celebrating Young 
Germany, Vorlesungen über die moderne Literatur der Deutschen (Lectures on the Modern 
Literature of the Germans), Friedrich Engels took him to task for making the group into the 
pinnacle of “modernity” in his account, when they were clearly, according to Engels, a mere 
transitional phenomenon on the way to contemporary debates about politics and history.23 As 
Engels describes, Young Germany was not just stylistically passé, it was also conceptually 
bound to a time very different from the historical present of the 1840s. Engels writes: 
Das junge Deutschland drang sich aus der Unklarheit einer bewegten Zeit empor und blieb selbst 
noch mit dieser Unklarheit behaftet. Gedanken, die damals noch formlos und unentwickelt in den 
Köpfen goren, die später erst durch Vermittlung der Philosophie zum Bewußtsein kamen, wurden 
vom jungen Deutschland zum Spiel der Phantasie benutzt. Daher die Unbestimmtheit, die 
Verwirrung der Begriffe, die unter den Jungdeutschen selbst herrschte (Engels in Hermand 365).24 
                                                          
23 Engels remarks with surprise that Jung is out of touch with contemporary philosophical debates, despite having 
had his previous book reviewed in the Hegelian Hallische Jahrbücher 
24 “Young Germany emerged from the obscurity an agitated time and remained confined within this obscurity, 
which fermented formlessly and without development in people’s minds at that time, and which people only later 
became conscious of through the mediation of philosophy. Young Germany used this obscurity in an imaginative 




In Engels’ account, the Young Germans had done the best they could with what were for them 
“formless and undeveloped” thoughts, which were bound to be consciously elaborated later by 
left-Hegelian philosophy (Engels probably has in mind here the radical critiques of Christianity 
by Hegelians like Bruno Bauer and Arnold Ruge). The Young Germans could only treat these 
thoughts in the most superficial ways, merely “zum Spiel der Phantasie.”25 One might call their 
approach “poetic” in the pejorative sense, indicating a purely subjective, sentimental, and 
somewhat arbitrary use of the ideas. This is the sense that comes across when Engels describes 
Jung’s approach to writing the book. The problem with Jungs’s study, Engels says, is that his 
philological (as opposed to philosophical) approach makes him appear like the very quietist, 
disengaged bookworm that Young Germany criticized as being politically retrograde and 
ineffective. “Er hört nichts,” writes Engels, “er sieht nichts, er steckt bis über die Ohren in 
Bücherballen, für deren Inhalt sich jetzt kein Mensch mehr interessiert […]” (ibid. 358).26 For 
Engels, Jung’s study of Young Germany seemed an entirely personal project, rather than one 
illuminating a real philosophical situation; Engels does not mention this, but Jung also shares his 
name with the literary movement (Junges Deutschland), making him perhaps more prone toward 
identifying with its writers and championing them. Despite their acquaintance with burgeoning 
modernity in previous decades, and Jung’s assertion that they were the “Träger des ganzen 
Zeitinhalts,” or the bearers of the entire content of their time, the Young Germans had not 
remained modern (ibid. 359). 
                                                          
25 “An imaginative game.” 




 Engels does not mention in his critique of Young Germany and Jung that the aesthetic 
programs of the writers he discusses celebrated ephemerality and historical transition as an 
essential quality of modernity. Wienbarg, a central figure of the movement who coined its name 
in his Ästhetische Feldzüge,27 referred to the present, specifically the 1830s, as a transitional 
historical period, or Übergangszeit.  Wienbarg writes: 
“Die Manifestation einer neuen Anschauungsweise, und damit eines neuen Lebens, einer neuen 
Kunst und Poesie ist […] kein momentaner Akt, der sich sofort aller geschichtlichen Elemente 
bemächtigte und die Formen der früheren Anschauungsweise auf einmal zertrümmerte, sondern 
ein progressiver Akt, dem nur allmählig die Überwältigung und Ausscheidung der zuckenden, 
abgestorbenen Lebensreste gelingt. Es verharrt die Zeit so lang im Verpuppungszustande, bis ihr 
unter der Decke die Flügel ausgewachsen sind, sie dehnt sich, lockert sich, erwartet den 
Augenblick – dann kostet es nur einen Sonnenstrahl, vielleicht den ersten nach schwerem Gewitter 
und gesprengt ist der alte Leib und die Psyche der Menschheit athmet wieder die Freiheit ein.” 
(Wienbarg 75).28  
 
Wienbarg insists in this highly metaphorical passage that his time, in contrast to what Jung 
claims for it, is not a point of culmination for a new way of seeing (Anschauungsweise), new life, 
or even new art or poetry, but rather a moment in the progressive development of such 
innovations. Moreover, the innovations achieved through this process are not perceived as 
permanent: when the epoch finally transcends its “Verpuppungszustand” (pupal stage) and 
breaks out of its old form (Leib), the human psyche will “again” be able to breathe in freedom. 
This “again” refers to an original, free state of human nature, implied by the organic metaphors 
                                                          
27 The expression is on the title page as part of a dedication, “Ästhetische Feldzüge, dem jungen Deutschland 
gewidmet,” “Aesthetic Campaigns, dedicated to young Germany.” Wienbarg did not specifically have in mind the 
group of writers associated with Young Germany, but to the idealistic youth of Germany in general. The centering 
of Young Germany around Heine, Gutzkow, Laube, Mundt, and Wienbarg was carried out by the Prussian 
government in 1835 when their writings were officially banned. Wienbarg, Ludolf. Ästhetische Feldzüge. Aufbau 
Verlag, 1964. 
28 “The manifestation of a new point of view, and thereby of a new life, a new art and poetry […] is not a 
momentary act that suddenly seizes all historical elements reduces to rubble all the forms of the previous point of 
view. It is rather a progressive act that slowly achieve the overpowering and the elimination of the convulsive, dying 
remains of the previous life. The times remain in the pupal stage for long time until their wings grow beneath their 
shell, spread out, loosen themselves, and await the moment – then all it takes is a sunbeam, perhaps that first after a 
hard storm, and then the body bursts forth and the human psyche once again breathes in freedom.”  
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in the passage, but it also refers to the loss of that state through man’s forfeiture of freedom to 
old Anschauungsweisen, and to the repeatability of that loss. While there is palpable enthusiasm 
in Wienbarg’s celebration of the present and its potential, he recognizes that the power of the 
present resides in the possibilities it holds for the future, making its achievements necessarily 
provisional.  
Helmut Koopmann notes that this sense of one’s age as being transitional was not unique 
to the Young Germans, but could be found in the texts of more conservative writers as well, such 
as Wolfgang Menzel. The Young Germans, however, emphasized this quality much more 
rigorously and also claimed it to be an essential quality of modernity (Koopmann 31). 
“Modernity” itself could be seen as a provisional term in literary and political history, as Karl 
Gutzkow, another major protagonist of Young Germany, and Wienbarg’s frequent collaborator, 
points out in an 1836 article, “Mode und Moderne.” “Vielleicht ist es ein Begriff unseres 
Jahrhunderts, ” writes Gutzkow, “vielleicht dauert er nur noch ein Dezennium, jedenfalls, dabei 
bleibe ich, ist das „Moderne“ kein dauernder Typus des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters” (Gutzkow 
25).29 If the Young Germans represented the singular culmination of modernity, as Alexander 
Jung insisted, they did it by trying to evoke and represent what they saw as the essentially 
ephemeral character of modernity. We shall see below that this turn to the present participated in 
a general trend across restoration Germany. 
 
 
                                                          
29 “Perhaps it is a term for our century, perhaps it will only last a decade, regardless, I maintain that ‘modernity’ is 
not a permanent type for our present era.” Gutzkow, Karl. “Mode und Moderne.” Werke. 11. Edited by Reinhold 
Gensel, Bong & Co., 1910, pp. 15-25. 
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Epigonentum and the Turn from Philosophy 
In his recent study on the figure of “lateness” in modern European literature, Ben 
Hutchinson argues that the Young Germans focused on the ephemerality of their writings as an 
epigonal response to accomplishments of Goethe, Schiller, and others of the previous poetic 
generation. The creative output of the Weimar classicists and early romantics was historically 
unprecedented, and the Young Germans responded by “[appropriating] this sense of lateness, 
[making] a creative virtue out of cultural necessity. Lateness, in short, needed to be embraced if 
it were to be overcome” (Hutchinson 95).30  The Young Germans blended the discourses of 
Epigonentum – literally the state of having been born after someone else – and historical 
transition throughout their writings. The earlier modes of seeing discussed by Wienbarg above, 
which were to be smashed (zertrümmern) by the new were, we should presume, still in place at 
the time of Wienbarg’s writing, which is why he felt the need to write against them. These old 
forms of life, art, and seeing were still under the influence of Goethe, Schiller, and the Romantics 
in 1834, and the innovations brought about by the Young German “Verpuppungszustand” would 
necessarily be transitional on the way to new foundational forms. Rather than imitating the 
formidable romantic legacy they had inherited, the Young Germans would establish their own 
tradition of which future generations would stand in awe (ibid. 113). The Young Germans 
incorporated a sense of ephemerality and Epigonentum into their concept of literature precisely 
in order to distinguish it from the monumentality of previous generations and, somewhat 
paradoxically, to articulate their specific, and perhaps monumental, contribution to literary 
history.   
                                                          
30 Hutchinson, Ben. Lateness and Modern European Literature. Oxford UP, 2016. 
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One might think that with their interest in the relationship of past, present, and future and 
the historical development of cultural institutions that Young Germany would be a kind of 
Hegelian literary movement. This is not the case. One of the key ways that Young-German 
Epigonentum expressed itself was in the turn from academic philosophy toward a popularization 
of literature and philosophical thought. The early nineteenth-century was generally anti-
philosophical in Germany, argues Friedrich Sengle: not any particular philosophy, but a kind of 
“philosophy fatigue” (Philosophiemüdigkeit) was the fundamental characteristic of the early 
German nineteenth century (Sengle 2). “Philosophy” should be understood, especially in the case 
of the three authors of this dissertation as well as the writers of Young Germany more generally, 
to stand for professional, academic philosophy. Philosopher-professors like Kant and Hegel were 
regarded by many of the younger generation as being out of touch with the social and political 
development of modern Germany. Sengle sees a variety of social and political conditions of 
German-speaking territories as being responsible for this fatigue: the national disappointment of 
the restoration following Napoleon’s defeat, the rehabilitation of the nobility, and general lack of 
civic freedom contributed to what he calls a generational sense of “dämonische Zerrissenheit und 
sentimentaler Weltschmerz” (ibid.).31 Sengle details numerous descriptions by restoration-era 
writers of their feelings of world-weariness and of being epigones of Goethe’s age, feelings 
which they believed to share with their whole generation. Alexander von Ungern-Sternberg’s 
novella Die Zerrissenen, for instance, describes a generation of writers longing to become 
“Goethe-reif,” or as mature in their thought and ability as Goethe, but who are collectively 
daunted by his singular achievements (ibid. 3).  The “Biedermeier” age could be described as 
mythical, writes Sengle, for the superhuman figures those who lived in it produced in trying to 
                                                          
31 “Demonic conflict and sentimental world-weariness.” 
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live up to the towering figures of the previous generation. This drive resulted in much 
eccentricity, Sengle quotes the historian Hermann Marggraff as saying in his description of 
recently publicized suicides, which he believed to be the committed by the epigones of the 
Werther imitators from the 1770s (ibid. 5-6). These preoccupations with history and the status of 
the generation were motivated much more by political and social circumstance than by 
philosophy.  
 For Karl Gutzkow, academic philosophy was an antiquarian profession that was 
disconnected from contemporaneous political movements in the process of reshaping history. 
Besides the national disappointment of restoration Germany and the rehabilitation of the nobility, 
the July Revolution in Paris also inspired a turn away from philosophy for several writers. Karl 
Gutzkow describes how he abandoned a career as an academic philosopher upon learning of the 
July Revolution in Paris, just as Hegel, his professor, was conferring an award on him: 
Der Kanonendonner zwischen den Barrikaden von Paris dröhnte bis in die Aula nach. Böckh32 
sprach von den schönen Künsten, aber Niemand achtete diesmal seiner gedankenreichen 
Wendungen und classischen Sprache; Hegel trat auf und nannte die Sieger in den wissenschaftlichen 
Wettkämpen der Akademie. […] Ich selbst vernahm mit einem Ohr, daß ich sechs Mitbewerber 
überwunden […] hätte. […] Ich schlug das Etui nicht auf, welches die goldne Medaille mit dem 
Brustbilde des Königs enthielt […] Ich lief dann hier und dort von Glückwünschenden angehalten, 
zu Stehely und nahm zum ersten Male eine Zeitung vor’s Gesicht. Nie war das meine Gewohnheit 
gewesen. Die Stunde, wo die Staatszeitung desselben Abends erschien, währte mir unendlich lange; 
ich schämte mich, wenn man geglaubt hätte, ich wollte in den königl. Geburtstagsfeierlichkeiten 
meinen Namen gedruckt lesen. Nein ich wollte nur wissen, wie viel Todte und Verwundete es in 
Paris gegeben, ob die Barricaden noch ständen, ob noch die Lunten brennten, der Pallast des 
Erzbischofs rauchte, ob Karl seinen Thron beweine, ob Lafayette eine Monarchie oder Republik 
machen würde. Die Wissenschaft lag hinter, die Geschichte vor mir” (Gutzkow in Koopmann 14-
15).33 
                                                          
32 August Böckh was a classical philologist at the University of Berlin. 
33 “The cannon thunder between the barricades of Paris droned all the way to the main auditorium. Böckh spoke of 
the fine arts, but nobody paid attention this time to his thoughtful formulations and classical language; Hegel 
stepped up and announced the victor in the university’s academic contest […] with one ear I heard that I had beaten 
six fellow applicants. I did not open the case containing the golden medallion engraved with the king’s bust. I 
walked, getting stopped here and there by well-wishers, to Stehely and held a newspaper in front of my face for the 
first time. This had never been my habit. The hour that evening when the state newspaper was published lasted an 
eternity for me. I was ashamed that one could have believed I wanted to read my name printed in the notice for royal 
birthday festivities. No, I only wanted to know how many dead and injured there were in Paris, if the barricades 
were still standing, if the fuses were still burning, if the archbishop’s palace was smoking, if Carl wept over his 




Gutzkow’s turn from philosophy to the news is staged as a turn from the antique (“Aula,” 
“classisch;” “auditorium” and “classic”), refined (“schöne Künste;” “fine arts”), officially 
sanctioned (“Brustbild des Königs;” “bust of the king”), and revered (“Glückwünschende;” 
“well-wishers”) to the contemporary (“die Stunde;" “the hour”), mundane (“Stehely”34), personal 
(“ob Karl seinen Thron beweine;” “whether Karl wept for his throne”), and revolutionary. It is 
also a turn from deep, reflective thought (Böckh’s language is “gedankenreich,” or rich in 
thought) to plain facts. The revolution in Paris, that is, the political crisis of the present, becomes 
Gutzkow’s object of study, and the philosophy of his teachers seems utterly stuck in that past, 
relying on former accomplishments. Moreover, he ends his association with the monarchy and 
will no longer accept royal sponsorship for his thought, as expressed by his embarrassment over 
the medal. This academic pursuit of knowledge, Wissenschaft, takes its place in the past, behind 
(“hinter”) Gutzkow. History, on the other hand, becomes his destiny, lying before him (“vor 
mir”). His commitment to the events in the present is his investment in future history. 
 Of course, individual writers of this period had ideas for which they stood. The critique 
of religion (Gutzkow, Heine), prudish morality (Gutzkow, Heine, Mundt, Laube), and the 
paternalistic authority of the German princes (Büchner, Börne, Heine, and others) was 
widespread. It was not a groundless claim when the Bundestag accused these writers of 
constituting a school, “deren Bemühungen unverhohlen dahin gehen, in belletristischen, für alle 
Klassen von Lesern zugänglichen Schriften die christliche Religion auf die frechste Weise 
anzugreifen, die bestehenden sozialen Verhältnisse herabzuwürdigen und alle Zucht und 
                                                          
me.” Koopmann, Helmut. Das junge Deutschland: Eine Einführung. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche 
Buchgesellschaft, 1993. 
34 A popular café in Berlin where one could read the newspapers. 
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Sittlichkeit zu zerstören” (in Hermand 331).35 These critiques cannot be made coherent by a 
single philosophy, however. Of greater interest to these writers were the mechanisms by which 
such critiques could be made public, the means by which literature could intervene in political 
discourse. The fundamental problem for all of these critical writers was state-imposed 
censorship, in the face of which none of the abovementioned issues could be discussed freely. 
Rather than having a political program or philosophy that they wanted to promote, Young 
Germany and related writers explored the means by which such programs could even find 
readers. 
 This shared turn from philosophy leads us to consider the common term, 
“Ideenschmuggel” (“idea smuggle”),36 used to describe the subversive techniques of politically 
progressive German writers of the early nineteenth century. When it is used today, by Walter 
Hömberg, Wolfgang Labuhn, and others, it refers to the formal means by which the writers of 
Young Germany evaded the German censor. One well-known means of this was in publishing 
books longer than 20 sheets, or roughly 300 pages; books shorter than this had to be submitted to 
the censor because they were cheaper and could be more widely circulated, while longer books 
did not face this requirement. Such publishing techniques were not developed to propagate a 
specific program or philosophy, but were rather developed in response to the audacity of the 
German governments’ limiting public discourse at all. When Gutzkow coined the term, he did 
not seem to have a particular subversive idea in mind except that he wanted to promote the free 
circulation of ideas. Rather than showing ideas communicated by covert means in his 1832 book, 
                                                          
35 “[…] whose efforts blatantly strive to attack the Christian religion in the boldest way, to vilify the existing social 
relations, and to destroy all breeding and morality. They do this in belletristic writings available to all classes of 
reader.” 
36 This term was coined by Karl Gutzkow in his 1832 book, Briefe eines Narren an eine Närrin. 
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Briefe eines Narren an eine Närrin, he depicts non-verbal expressions of emotion – sighs, 
screams, and general complaints – as their secret cargo. He has the narrator describe a 
metaphorical “Telegraphenlinie, die geht durch alle Länder, in denen menschlicher Odem wehet” 
(Gutzkow 189).37 Human pain and suffering are made known through this mysterious 
communication line, so that, “Jeder Seufzer, jede Klage, jeder Schrei der Verzweiflung steigt wie 
Feuersäulen in die Luft” (ibid.).38 The messages transmitted by these signals resemble fire balls 
descending on the kingdoms of tyrants in Germany: “Wie Feuerkugeln fallen aus nächtlichem 
Himmelsblau die Abbreviaturen der großen Commandowörter, die zum Schrecken der Tyrannen 
die Bewegungen unzähliger Heerscharen ordnen und lenken” (ibid.).39 The tyrants are not 
intimidated by new ideas being carried by the telegraph, however, but rather by the ability of 
their subjects to express their dissatisfaction and to have it seen and recognized by other subjects, 
as if by smoke signals (Feuersäule). If the political subjects of Germany could publicly 
communicate their dissatisfaction, they might be provoked to overthrow their tyrannical rulers. 
 
Documentary Authenticity and Literary Form 
To distinguish themselves from the earlier Romantic generation, the writers of Young 
Germany turned emphatically to the present. Similar to Octave in de Musset’s novel, the reading 
public of 1830s Germany was time-obsessed. As Wulf Wülfing points out, there was a 
significant public discussion around trying to characterize the current age in an effective way: to 
some, it was a “time of war” (Zeit des Krieges), to others a “Romantic age” (Zeit der Romantik), 
                                                          
37 “[…] telegraph lines, that go through every land where human breath blows.” 
38 “Every sigh, every complaint, every scream of despair rises like columns of fire into the air.” 
39 “Abbreviations of the great commando words fall out of the night’s blue heavens like fireballs and array the 
movements of innumerable armies, to the terror of tyrants.” 
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and every significant event was a “Zeichen der Zeit,” or sign of the times (Wülfing 149).40 The 
Young Germans dedicated their writing to evoking a sense of the present’s political importance. 
To do this, they had to develop a means of evoking the present in their literature, since the 
institution of literature carried for them an academic orientation toward the past by default. They 
found a solution in experimental prose forms: the travelogue, the feuilleton, the essay, and the 
theater review. These texts could be written and published quickly and therefore enabled their 
authors to comment on current events, virtually in real time. This enabled them to spread 
knowledge more quickly than books previously had: “Was die Dampfmaschinen und 
Eisenbahnen für den äußern und commerciellen Verkehr, sind die Journale im Reiche des 
Gedankens und für den geistigen Umsatz geworden” (Mundt 5).41 Besides accelerating the 
circulation of ideas, however, the Young Germans imagined their periodical forms to more 
accurately represent the manifold nature of the rapidly changing present. As Börne remarked in 
1818: “oft wäre es zu wünschen, daß die Tagesblätter in Stundenblätter auseinandergingen, 
damit nichts überhört werde und verloren gehe” (Börne I 671).42 Young German writers also 
wrote novels, which Jeffrey Sammons has shown was a major genre for the school. Their novels 
were produced at an accelerated rate similar to their periodical writing, however. Karl Gutzkow’s 
1835 Wally, die Zweiflerin is the most famous example. Gutzkow’s novel is a “deconstruction” 
of the Bildungsroman genre, as Hutchinson points out, where the ideal of Bildung has acquired 
                                                          
40 Wülfing cites an 1836 article from the magazine Gesellschafter that presents an allegorical marketplace where 
every stall is a “Zeichen der Zeit” and every vendor is hocking a particular characterization of the historical present 
as though it were produce: “Sieh! Es ist eine harte und saure Zeit,” “See! It is a hard time and a sour time” (ibid.). 
This text, Wülfing points out, was not written by a Young German, making it indicative of a more general trend in 
the German reading public’s notion of the contemporary age. Wülfing, Wulf. Schlagworte des Jungen Deutschland. 
Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1982. 
41 “What steam engines and railroads have become for outside and commercial transport, journals have become in 
the realm of thought and for intellectual revenue.” Zeitung für die elegante Welt. I, 1. 1.1.1833, pp. 5. 
42 “One often wishes that the dailies would transform into hourlies, so that nothing was misheard and nothing was 
lost.” Börne, Ludwig. Sämtliche Schriften. I. Edited by Inge und Peter Rippmann, Joseph Metzler Verlag, 1964. 
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the negative connotation of “Begriffstyrannei,” a form of overeducation (Hutchinson 116). It tells 
the story of Wally, a young woman who becomes an atheist and has an affair with an intellectual, 
Cäsar. It was deemed obscene by conservative critics and ultimately led to the ban on the other 
writers associated with Young Germany in 1835. It is important to point out how rapidly 
Gutzkow composed the novel, however, writing its almost 400 pages in just three weeks. It 
seems that Gutzkow had in mind an effect for the book more akin to periodical opinion 
journalism and that “its form as a novel is merely accidental, that Gutzkow had things to say to 
the public that he was prevented from expressing in any other way” (Sammons 38).43 Gutzkow’s 
cooptation of the novel form can be seen in this light as following the general trend among the 
Young Germans of putting literary form in the service of political content, which was to 
intervene through literature in the day’s political discourse. 
Common to all these Young-German literary forms that purported to represent the present 
was a sense of their reflexive, documentary authenticity. Not only did they represent what they 
claimed to be about, but they reflexively showed the political and social conditions of their 
heated moment of composition. This dissertation does not study specific genres used by Young-
German authors, but rather a commonly claimed literary quality of their period: literary 
authenticity. The Young-German evocation of the historical present did not involve mimetic, 
realist representation, but rather a specialized sense of the documentary authenticity of their 
texts. Their texts do not feature social observations that represent qualities of a particular milieu 
at specific historical moments, as when Flaubert remarks of Monsieur Binet in Madame Bovary 
that he has a lathe in his attic, marking him as quintessentially bourgeois in the historical scope 
of the narrative. The Young Germans, rather, drew on the documentary quality of the periodical 
                                                          
43 Sammons, Jeffrey L. Six Essays on the Young German Novel. The University of North Carolina Press, 1972. 
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genres listed above to evoke the sense of an immediate present being registered in their texts. 
The travelogue, essay, feuilleton, and letter were written quickly, somewhat spontaneously, and 
had an occasional quality that gave them a sense of origin in a specific moment in time. These 
genres of writing were also the sources upon which Leopold von Ranke based his concept of 
historiographical authenticity, as he stated in his 1824 Geschichten der romanischen und 
germanischen Völker von 1494 bis 1514 (Histories of the Romance and Germanic Peoples from 
1494 to 1514): “blos zeigen, wie es eigentlich gewesen” (Ranke VII).44 This project, which was 
fundamental for nineteenth-century Historismus, would be developed out of the consultation of 
historical sources: “Memoiren, Tagebücher, Briefe, Gesandtschaftsberichte und ursprüngliche 
Erzählungen der Augenzeugen; andere Schriften nur alsdann, wo sie entweder aus jenen 
unmittelbar abgeleitet, oder durch irgend eine originale Kenntniß ihnen gleich geworden 
schienen” (ibid.).45 The use of such private sources as letters and diaries to create an image of 
previous times was taken up by von Ranke in distinction to relying upon public speeches given 
by officials, as had been relied upon in earlier histories.46 In a parallel manner, Young Germany, 
aware of its texts not just as literary works, but as historical documents, insisted that its 
publications as bore witness to the times in which they were written, no matter their 
argumentative or fictional content. 
An example of this documentary awareness is Theodor Mundt’s 1834 epistolary novel, 
Moderne Lebenswirren. Briefe und Zeitabenteuer eines Salzschreibers herausgegeben von 
Theodor Mundt (Modern Life Turmoil: Letters and Time-Adventures of a Salt Administrator, 
                                                          
44 “[…] simply show how it really was.” 
45 “Memoirs, diaries, letters, delegation reports, and original narratives of witnesses; then other texts only when they 
come immediately from someone, or seem to have come from an original familiarity that resembles this.” 
46 See Beiser, Frederick C. The German Historicist Tradition. Oxford UP, 2011.  
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edited by Theodor Mundt).  The title alerts readers to two qualities of the text: the letters deal 
with a particular time (cued by the neologism “Zeitabenteuer”) and their writer is a marginal 
figure, a salt administrator, or Salzschreiber. The letters draw attention to themselves as 
documents through the announcement of Mundt’s editorship of them in the title. Mundt draws 
out another layer of the letters’ documentary import in the foreword, however, when he says that 
in lieu of a proper introduction he will merely assert that the letters were “really written,” 
“wirklich geschrieben” (Mundt i). This is asserted because Seeliger is obviously no great man in 
the Hegelian sense of being an enunciator of his epoch; he is no Napoleon. What he expresses in 
his letters are the authentic thoughts of a marginal historical character.47 What he lacks in 
individual significance, however, he makes up for in being more generally representative. 
Seeliger stands in for every German in his epoch, besides the great men. “Denn da Goethe und 
Schiller und manche sonst ihre Briefwechsel edirt haben,” writes Mundt in the foreword, “so 
sehe ich nicht ein, warum nicht auch der des Salzschreibers Seeliger ans Licht und zum Druck 
befördert werden soll” (ibid.).48 Seeliger’s letters, since they are written by someone 
unremarkable, could have been written by nearly anyone, “so gut als ich selber,”49 Mundt adds in 
a thinly-veiled joke (ibid.). They are also therefore broadly representative. Mundt moreover 
insists that the book must be understood as a document of its time, which can offer no answers 
(Resultate); one will not be able to tell the future from reading this book, but one will perhaps 
                                                          
47 Unlike in Hegel’s description of the original historian (ursprüngliche Schriftsteller), for instance, writers like 
Mundt saw the conditions of their times being reflected in all writing, not just in those of a “Feldherr oder 
Staatsmann,” as Hegel believed the author must be; one who simultaneously observed events and caused them 
(Hegel 6). Hegel, G.W.F. Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte. Suhrkamp, 1986. 
48 “Since Goethe and Schiller and others have edited their correspondence, I do not see why that of the salt 
administrator Seeliger should not be brought to light and into print.”  
49 “[…] just as well as by me.” 
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have a better sense of each moment in time’s being a part of an ongoing historical process: “ein 
Buch kann und muß nicht klüger sein wollen, als seine Zeit” (ibid. ii).50  
 The irresistibility of history, whereby every instance of writing becomes historical and 
must be understood historically, is thematically interwoven with the passive character of Seeliger 
in Mundt’s example of the “letters to a lady” genre (Hermand 376), popular among the Young 
Germans as a narrative frame for their political rhetoric (Karl Gutzkow’s 1832 Briefe eines 
Narren an eine Närrin is another example). In this form, the subjective expressions of the 
narrator reflect the political concerns of the Young German behind them. According to the 
editorial conceits of such books, the letters of a man to his beloved are collected together by an 
editor, but rather than being about love and matrimony, as one might expect from such a 
narrative set-up, the letters elaborate the writer’s ideals for a future state. Therefore, in the guise 
of popular, vaguely erotic literature, the letters resemble in their content the epistolary political 
commentaries of Voltaire’s Letters on the English or Montesquieu’s Persian Letters (ibid.). 
Seeliger does not have the satirical wit of Voltaire or analytical acuity of Montesquieu, however: 
he is a mere administrator in the backwater town of “Kleinweltwinkel” (literally “small world 
corner,” Mundt 10). He is a passive, bourgeois figure who would prefer to read Goethe and take 
quiet walks in the woods to becoming in embroiled in contemporary political squabbles. The 
political climate of his times forced him to do otherwise, however. He writes his interlocutor, 
uncoincidentally named Esperance (French for “hope”), about politics because such activity has 
become compulsive for him. It is as if he has a disease:  
Ich spüre eine Krankheit in mir, die ich noch in keiner Pathologie beschrieben gefunden. Ich habe 
den Zeitpolyp […] Der Zeitgeist zuckt, dröhnt, zieht, wirbelt und hambachert in mir; er pfeift in 
mir hell wie eine Wachtel, spielt die Kriegstrompete auf mir, singt die Marseillaise in all meinen 
Eingeweiden, und donnert in mir in Lunge und Leber mit der Pauke des Aufruhrs herum. 
                                                          
50 “A book cannot, and must not, be cleverer than its times.” 
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Vergebens lese ich in jetziger Stimmung meinen alten geliebten Goethe, um mich durch ihn 
wieder in die gute goldene altväterliche Ruhe eines literarischen Deutschlands hineinzuwiegen 
und einzulullen; vergebens brauche ich seine herrlichen Werke, um sie mir gewissermaßen als 
Aufruhr-Acte gegen meine dermalige Zeitaufregung zu verlesen. Es hilft alles nicht mehr (Mundt 
11-12).51   
 
The two stimuli of rising German nationalism (indicated by the neologism “hambachern,” meant 
to evoke the festivities of patriotic Hambacher Fest held in 1832) and revolution (“Marseillaise”) 
affect Seeliger throughout his whole being, forcing him to notice the present, as opposed to the 
books of the “old fathers.” The present is associated with the variegated activity (zucken, 
dröhnen, ziehen, wirbeln) and clamorous sound (a sense that cannot be escaped unless one plugs 
up one’s ears), as opposed to the soporific passivity (“hineinzuwiegen und einzulullen” has the 
assonance and rhythm of a lullaby) and quiet of the past. Seeliger is forced away from the 
monumentality of Goethe’s achievements (texts), and painfully toward the ephemerality of a 
mass uprising and songs of celebration. He experiences this involuntary interest like a growing 
tumor (Zeitpolyp) and expresses this passive position to Esperance in this hypochondriac letter. 
Seeliger represents the Young-German moral view of their age in his platonic relationship to 
Esperance as well. The fact that he is experiencing history in his body (“Leber,” “Lunge”) marks 
a historical shift in terms of the eroticism of the age. Seeliger claims to Esperance that he has 
always found her beauty poetic, but more like a didactic poem than a romantic one (Mundt 3). 
As Jost Hermand points out, the sexual politics of Young Germany saw such prudery as 
Seeliger’s, generalizable to the whole of the German bourgeoisie, as compensation for a life not 
truly lived (Hermand 378). They turned to the liberated eroticism in Lord Byron or Friedrich 
                                                          
51 “I detect an illness in myself that I have not found described in any pathology. I have the time-polyp […] The 
spirit of the times jerks, drones, pulls, swirls, and hambachs in me; it whistles lightly in me like a quail, plays the 
war trumpet on me, sings the Marseillaise in my entrails, and thunders around in my lungs and liver with the drum 
of uprising. In my current mood, I read my once loved Goethe in vain, which I do in order to attempt to sink and lull 
myself back into the good, golden, old-fashioned peace of literary Germany. In vain do I read his glorious works 
like an act of rebellion against my present time-agitation. None of it helps at all.” 
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Schlegel’s Lucinde for models. The contrast in Moderne Lebenswirren between Seeliger’s 
insistence on didacticism and his involuntarily physical reaction to the developments of history 
suggest that not only politics but morality was changing to reflect the Young German view. 
Esperance’s letters are not included in Mundt’s book to tell us what she thought about all this, 
however. 
Such insistent historicization of the present or recent past is typical across the writings of 
Young Germany. The publication year of Moderne Lebenswirren is 1834, with Mundt’s 
foreword dated on Pentecost (May 20) of that year, and Seeliger’s first letter is dated May 1, 
1833, less than a year before their publication. By isolating this rather unremarkable moment in 
time, Mundt attempted to show that one could find historical significance in excerpts from even 
the most banal sources, and that moreover even the present moment was of historical import, 
even though it could not be recognized in its immediacy. This reflection on the present was 
inspired by the events of the 1830 July Revolution in Paris, which to progressive Germans 
signaled that they too may have been living in a period of great historical shifts, as the 
participants in 1789 revolution were. In response to these events, Gutzkow, a young philosophy 
student at the time under Hegel, saw himself in a position where “die Wissenschaft lag hinter 
mir, die Geschichte vor mir” (Gutzkow in Koopmann 15). The present was not thought of by the 
Young Germans merely as a space of distractions, where philosophical reflection was 
impossible, as Goethe and other classical writers came to hold it. Rather, it was the venue of 
experience where history was actively made. Therefore, writing about the present was not merely 
done for entertainment or pragmatic political ends, but was a form of documentation and 
archiving of future history. An exemplary case for documentation is daily newspaper writing, 
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which, in the words of Ludwig Börne, constituted the “Tagebuch der Zeit,” or “ diary of the 
times” (Börne I 671). 
The texts of Young Germany, not so much concerned with the mimetic representation of 
epochal phenomena as with bringing attention to the discursive boundaries of the period, 
resemble a kind of Gegenwartsliteratur, or contemporary literature. I will present the three texts 
studied in this dissertation as representative of a form of Gegenwartsliteratur, as it has been 
discussed by Kerstin Stüssel, Johannes Lehmann, and others. This term does not just refer to 
contemporary literature, as in literature being written now, but to the critical study of the means 
by which literature responds to the historical present. It is not just contemporary literature, but 
literature of and about the present (Literatur der Gegenwart). Following the lead of Stüssel and 
Lehmann, I will read these nineteenth-century texts not just to understand how their political 
insights continue to be relevant today, but to examine how they specifically formulated their own 
poetics of relevance to their contemporary situation. The works of these writers are not simply 
interventions into political discourse – in that regard they are not new – but they are also 
profound reflections into how literary forms can be modified, or even hijacked, to intervene in 
discourse and the balance between literature’s ephemeral relevance to a political moment and its 
claims to timelessness as a reflection of universal human experience.  
The texts studied in this dissertation reflect simultaneously on the unique historical 
position from which they are composed, as described above, as well as on the possibility of 
evoking such a sense of the present generally. This dynamic is encapsulated in the expression 
that forms the title of this project, “the understanding of the present” (das Verständnis der 
Gegenwart), which is taken from the foreword to the book edition of Heine’s Französische 
Zustände. Heine’s understanding of the present does not just refer to familiarity with current 
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events, but to grasping how such familiarity is shaped by what is written about these events. He 
wrote the foreword to definitively confirm his authorship of the articles and to reaffirm his 
loyalty to the politically neutral Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung. 52 In establishing his neutrality, 
Heine does not just reproduce a journalistic trope (the legitimist and republican journalists he 
criticized would assert their objectivity as well), but he expands the scope of his reporting. He 
argues in his foreword that the mistrust between European nations was largely attributable to the 
partisan news reports that informed their understanding of the continent. These tensions, Heine 
implies, might be eased if more attention were paid to the media that provoked them. He even 
imagined quite fancifully that such an understanding of the present – of how that present is 
understood – might end the militaristic tensions that had certainly been present since Heine had 
been alive (Heine 12/1 65). While I do not take this view in the dissertation – that the 
understanding of the present will bring about a kind of permanent peace – I argue that this two-
level perspective of the present will open up these nineteenth-century texts to new 






                                                          
52 Thomas Birkner, in his history of German journalism, explains that Cotta’s Allgemeine Zeitung was able to 
remain politically neutral because of its economic self-sufficiency (Birknner 124).  Birkner, Thomas. Das 
Selbstgespräch der Zeit. Die Geschichte des Journalismus in Deutschland 1605-1914. Halem Verlag, 2012.  
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                                                   Chapter 1 
All Roads Lead to Politics 
Ludwig Börne’s Associative Journalism 
 
Introduction 
Accusations of spin aside, journalism is commonly understood to accurately represent 
reality, if not intentionally, then passively and by default. That is to say, journalism’s content – 
especially its reports of events – is thought to be supplied entirely by the reported events 
themselves, rather than by the manipulation of the events according to a predetermined plan 
inherent to journalism. In other words, journalism represents reality in spite of the falsehoods, 
intentional or unwitting, it may contain. Robert Prutz wrote in his 1845 Geschichte des deutschen 
Journalismus (History of German Journalism), the first comprehensive history of journalism in 
German: “Der Journalismus hat keinen Inhalt an sich, sondern er empfängt seinen Inhalt erst von 
den Zuständen, die er wiederspiegelt” (Prutz 61).53 According to this model of writing, 
journalism passively transmits the true character of its age by virtue of its daily reporting, rather 
than by virtue of the accuracy of the reports contained in it. True and false reports are printed 
side-by-side in periodicals, and in the historical long-run they contribute to a detailed image of 
the times in which they are written: 
 
Der Journalismus überhaupt, in seinen vielfachen Verzweigungen und der ergänzenden 
Mannigfaltigkeit seiner Organe, stellt sich als das Selbstgespräch dar, welches die Zeit über sich 
selber führt. Er ist die tägliche Selbstkritik, welcher die Zeit ihren eigenen Inhalt unterwirft; das 
Tagebuch gleichsam, in welches sie ihre laufende Geschichte in unmittelbaren, augenblicklichen 
Notizen einträgt. Er versteht sich von selbst und bei den persönlichen Tagebüchern, welche wir 
etwa führen, geht es uns ja ebenso, daß die Stimmungen wechseln, daß Widersprüche sich häufen 
und Wahres und Falsches ineinanderläuft. Aber immerhin, das Wahre wie das Falsche hat einmal 
                                                          
53 “Journalism has no inherent content, rather it only receives its content from the conditions it reflects.”   
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seine, wenn auch nur theilweise, nur scheinbare Berechtigung gehabt; es ist immerhin ein Erlebtes 
und, in seiner Irrthümlichkeit selbst, ein Moment unsrer Bildung, mithin auch ein Moment unsrer 
Geschichte. Im Journalismus daher, trotz dieser, ja eben wegen dieser schwankenden, flüchtigen 
Natur, liegen die geheimsten Nerven, die verborgensten Adern unsrer Zeit sichtbar zu Tage (ibid. 
7).54 
 
The comprehensiveness of journalism’s content, in other words, ultimately guarantees the truth 
of its reports. Despite the potential erroneousness (Irrthümlichkeit) of a report, according to 
Prutz, a historical viewpoint allows readers to recognize that error as a necessary step in a 
process toward knowing the truth. The immediacy of journalism’s relationship to the times, 
made possible by its dedication to spontaneously reporting on moments (Augenblicke), 
culminates in a total representation of the age. Journalism is thereby a passive agent, a medium 
through which a given epoch unwittingly expresses itself. 
 Journalism’s dedication to the historical present is not just historiographical, according to 
this view, but political. For a left-Hegelian like Prutz, the political potential of journalism lay in 
the fact that it represented, in the mid-nineteenth century, a historical transition out of a 
monarchical age (in politics and in literature) and into a democratic one.55 Karl Gutzkow, as we 
have seen, believed that the periodical press had inherent activist potential because its focus on 
the present made it more influential in shaping the political future, as opposed to books and 
university study, which he associated with the past. Gutzkow wanted to breathe life into the 
German press landscape of the 1830s, however, which he described as dusty and dead: “Das 
                                                          
54 “Journalism overall, in its many ramifications and in the subsidiary manifolds of its organs, shows itself to be the 
soliloquy that the times hold forth about themselves. It is the daily self-criticism to which the times subject their own 
content. It is the diary in which it registers its running history in immediate, instantaneous notes. It is self-evident 
here, as it is with the personal diaries we write, that the voices change, that contradictions accrue, and that truth and 
falsehood run together. Nevertheless, truth as well as falsehood were once, if only partially and apparently, justified. 
Both nevertheless constitute experience and they are, in their erroneousness, a moment of our development and a 
moment of our history. Despite, indeed because of this volatile, fleeting nature, the most secret nerves and arteries of 
our time are revealed to the light of day in journalism.”     
55 Echoing the historiographical terminology of Hegel, he refers to the burgeoning of journalism in Germany as 
marking the end of the “aristocratic-aesthetic phase” of literature and literary history (Prutz 4). 
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Wort ist in die Dintenfässer beschworen, und was in Buchstaben noch von Freiheit lebt, drückt 
die Presse heraus oder todt” (Gutzkow 5).56 This was the approach Gutzkow took in his first 
publication project, Forum der Journal-Literatur. Eine Anti-kritische Quartalschrift (1831),57 
which was an attempt to survey the entirety of periodical literature in Germany. Gutzkow had 
been inspired by seeing world history unfold in Paris through reports on the July Revolution and 
had decided to turn all of his attention toward studying the public sphere. Gutzkow, a lauded 
philosophy student under Hegel, believed that he could describe the general tendencies in the 
periodical field and order them in his “forum,” as he described in an advertisement for the 
magazine: “Ergriffen von der festen Ueberzeugung – mögen Andere es Wahn nennen – die 
Gesetze höherer Entwickelung begriffen zu haben, tret’ ich ohne Rücksicht auf meine 
Persönlichkeit dem grössten Teil der Tagesliteratur gegenüber […]” (Houben 44-45).58 Rather 
than laying out these developments in a systematic presentation, as one might expect from a 
student of a great philosophical system-maker, Gutzkow wrote his reviews in an associative, 
improvisational mode inspired by the great satirist Jean Paul. The dramatic thrust of Gutzkow’s 
journal came from the impossibility of such a survey pursued by one man.59 A contemporaneous 
critic of Gutzkow’s project observed that while the magazine would never want for content, its 
ambition to report on all German periodicals would likely render the forum a mere 
“Sammelsurium” or hodgepodge, rather than an arrangement ordered according to the “Gesetze 
                                                          
56 “The word is coaxed into inkwells and what little freedom still lives in letters is either squeezed out by the press or 
crushed to death.” Gutzkow, Karl. Forum der Journal-Literatur. Eine antikritische Quartalschrift. Wilhelm Logier 
Verlag, 1831. 
57 Forum of Journal Literature: An Anticritical Quarterly. 
58 “Possessed by the firm conviction – others may call it madness – that I have understood laws of higher 
development, I confront the majority of journal literature without regard for my personality.” Houben, Heinrich 
Hubert. Zeitschriften des Jungen Deutschlands. Behr’s Verlag, 1906. 
59 At the end of an essay reviewing periodical literature in the first issue of the “Forum,” Gutzkow performs the 
failure of his own project by saying that he is too tired to continue and must go to bed: “Habt Mitleid, mir fallen die 
Augen zu” (Gutzkow 39). 
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höherer Entwickelung” (ibid.).60 Gutzkow’s humorous antics in the Forum nevertheless draw 
attention to the medial situation of the early nineteenth century: the production of periodicals had 
far outstripped the capacity for one person to read them all (Hohendahl 179).61 Gutzkow wanted 
to draw attention to this situation, believing that “Der Geist der Zeit offenbart sich in Allem, wo 
es ihm möglich ist hineinzufahren” (Gutzkow 47).62  
Gutzkow was inspired by the innovative journalist Ludwig Börne, whom he, in his 1844 
biography of Börne, described as having had a similar impression of the German periodical 
landscape in the late teens. Börne imagined journalism as the public’s first line of defense against 
tyrannical government, and he saw the German journalism of his time as being too passive in 
that role: “Es fehlte ihnen [Börne was alleged to have said] Taktik, Geist, Styl, alles womit sich 
die Ideen eine schlagendere Wirkung erobern könnten” (Gutzkow 101).63 Despite his use of 
militaristic terminology, Ludwig Börne’s magazine, Die Wage. Eine Zeitschrift für Bürgerleben, 
Wissenschaft und Kunst (The Scale. A Magazine for Civic Life, Science, and Art. 1818-1821) 
took a more indirect approach to engaging the inherent politics of the present due to the intense 
censorship of the political press in Germany. “Indirect” is perhaps a surprising word to describe 
Börne’s approach to critical journalism, which forced him into exile in Paris along with Heinrich 
Heine and other subversive German writers.64 Besides political essays, however, Börne also 
                                                          
60 “Laws of higher development.” 
61 Hohendahl, Peter Uwe. “Literary Criticism in the Epoch of Liberalism, 1820-70.” A History of German Literary 
Criticism, 1730-1980. Edited by Peter Uwe Hohendahl, University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 
62 “The spirit of the times reveals itself in all it is possible for it to enter.” 
63 “They lack tactics, spirit, style, everything with which ideas could achieve a pommeling effect.” Gutzkow, Karl. 
Börnes Leben. Hoffmann und Campe Verlag, 1844. 
64 In the first issue of Die Wage, published the year before the Carlsbad Decrees came into effect, Börne indeed 
came out brazenly against the institution of the censor and the government that maintained it. In the essay “Freiheit 
der Presse in Bayern,” Börne included a sentence he could not have printed in 1819: “Die Regierungen, welche die 
Freiheit der Rede unterdrücken, weil die Wahrheiten, die sie verbreiten, ihnen lästig sind, machen es wie die Kinder, 
welche die Augen zuschließen, um nicht gesehen zu werden.” “The governments, which suppress the freedom of 
speech because the truth it distributes is bothersome to them, behave like children who close their close their eyes in 
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developed a more elliptical form of political criticism in his theater and book reviews. Why 
would a writer who was primarily interested in contemporary politics write theater reviews? 
There are two main reasons. First, Börne imagined these forms as contributing to the political 
project of Die Wage by attracting a broader audience than that which already read political 
magazines. As Börne told the actor Weidner, who wrote to him about a negative review of one of 
his performances: “Für Sie sind die Theaterkritiken meines Journals nicht; sie sind nur für solche 
Leser, die einer Lockspeise bedürfen, um auch das Übrige zu lesen” (in Gutzkow 44).65  By 
reviewing theater, Börne combined his audiences: those who read about politics, and the larger 
one which read about the theater. Additionally, Börne took the opportunity to entertain his 
captive audience with jokes at the expense of the government, censor, and aristocracy. The 
second reason Börne wrote about the theater was because he saw the national character of the 
place where a play was performed reflected in it. He wrote in the programmatic Ankündigung or 
announcement for the first issue of Die Wage: “Das stehende Schauspiel eines Orts ist selten 
besser, nie schlechter als die Zuhörer darin, und so wird es die höflichste Art, einer lieben 
Bürgerschaft überall zu sagen, was an ihr sei, daß man über ihre Bühne spricht” (ibid. 673).66 
The national importance of theater was not discussed in Börne’s reviews in terms of its moral 
exemplarity: theater’s impact did not just lie in the moral lessons its actors taught by assuming 
the roles of figures representing virtuous or despicable lives. Börne rather showed the 
relationship of the theater performance to its audience by comprehensively describing the 
experience of theater: the play being performed, the success or failure of its actors, the apparent 
                                                          
order to not be seen” (Börne I 824). Ludwig Börne. Sämtliche Schriften. I. Edited by Inge und Peter Rippmann, 
Joseph Melzer Verlag, 1964. Börne’s collected writings are henceforth cited as “Börne I, II, III,” etc. 
65 “The theater reviews in my journal are not for you; they are only for those readers who need bait in order to read 
the rest.” 
66 “The standing theater of a place is rarely better, never worse than its audience, and it is therefore the most polite 
style to tell a dear citizenry what it is about by speaking about its stage.”  
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mood of the audience, as well as his own boredom sitting through the performances. Going to the 
theater was a public, popular experience, and by describing that experience, Börne believed he 
could show essential qualities of the people (Volk) and of the times in which they lived. Börne’s 
approach was first and foremost humorous: his reviews and essays were full of jokes, often at the 
expense of the subjects he mused upon. In addition to this, however, his approach to 
comprehensively reporting the experience of theater expanded the discussion of aesthetics from 
authors and texts to readers, demonstrating the determinative role they played in the meaning of 
what they consumed. 
Börne developed his approach to theater and literary criticism in opposition to the text-
immanent forms of literary criticism dominant among the Romantics and Classicists of the 
previous generation. The Romantic form of literary criticism, as described by Hartmut Steinecke, 
sought to inhabit the logic of literary text and to uncover ever more meaning in it. This approach 
was influenced most notably by Friedrich Schlegel’s reading Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters 
Lehrjahre in the essay Über Goethes Meister. Classicist criticism in the late 18th-century 
developed its approach through readings of Goethe’s works, from which it attempted to draw out 
normative formal principles that the literary author was presumed to have intentionally structured 
the work (Steinecke 16-17).67 These approaches relied on a kind of esotericism and exclusivity 
against which Börne developed his own democratic-minded brand of criticism. Rather than 
asserting that works of literature evoke beauty and criticism recognizes it, Börne’s criticism 
sought to show how aesthetic works reflected the ethical and political good. This approach 
opened up the reception of art, in Börne’s evaluation, beyond the subjective and individualized 
                                                          
67 Steinecke, Hartmut. Literaturkritik des Jungen Deutschlands: Entwicklungen – Tendenzen – Texte. Erich Schmidt 
Verlag, 1982.  
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recognition of beauty and to a collective act of interpretation, as Börne showed in his 
descriptions of public reactions to theatrical performances.  
An example of Börne’s approach to theater as a public event is his 1822 report “Die 
englische Schauspielergesellschaft” (“The English Theater Troupe”) originally published in a 
series of correspondence articles for the Morgenblatt für gebildete Stände (Morning Page for 
Cultivated Classes) and later collected in Schilderungen aus Paris (Accounts from Paris). In the 
piece, Börne shows how the theater not only demonstrates the national character of the players 
and audience (implied by the title), but the contemporary political situation of the place where 
the performance was held. Börne, observing as a German and therefore as a national outsider, 
shows the particular nationalism of the French in full force in his review of a performance of 
Othello, and extrapolates from this a crisis in French liberalism. The French audience is 
motivated to attend the performance put on “by his Britannic Majesty’s most humble servants”68 
by its hostile nationalism rather than by an interest in Shakespeare. Seven years after the fact, the 
French audience still wants to avenge the battle of Waterloo, and they intend to act out their 
aggression upon the visiting troupe of English performers: “[M]an werde die englischen 
Schauspieler mit Händen und Füßen zurückweisen und ihnen die Schlacht von Waterloo mit 
dicker Kreide anschreiben” (Börne II 125).69 This shows that Börne not only sees the brash 
                                                          
68 Börne quotes an English-language advertisement for the performance. Börne often quotes languages other than 
German in his texts, which gives his travel impressions an immersive effect. Börne also refers to the use of English 
in the performance in a short episode that could be considered a metonymic critique of chauvinist nationalism. A 
young audience member is shown trying to improve his English pronunciation by following along with an English-
language edition of the play. He is unable to hear the English over the “Geschrei” of his countrymen, however 
(Börne II 126). Readers familiar with Börne’s critiques of chauvinistic germanophilia will recognize in this image of 
one language – particularly that of a poet – being drowned out by another Börne’s opposition to xenophobic 
nationalism.    




national character of the French displayed in its response to the performace,70 but he interprets 
the occasion as a lens through which to reflect on a specific political moment: the current state of 
French nationalism in its relationship to French liberalism. To further explore this point, Börne 
comments on the responses to the French disruption of the play in the liberal and the 
“aristocratic” newspapers. Both papers take political stances on what occurred. The conservative, 
aristocratic press condemns the actions of the audience as the work of “Jacobins, regicides” (ibid. 
127).71 The liberal press blames the events on the rashness of youth, particularly “des jeunes 
gens, nourris de l’horreur de tout ce qui n’est pas national”72 (ibid.). Börne identifies here a 
failure of analysis that is indicative of a shortcoming in contemporaneous liberal thought: the 
horror at all that is not national (not French), writes Börne, is not just a problem of fanatical 
youths, but an anxiety nurtured by those in power in order to keep peoples divided. “Jener 
horreur de tout ce qui n’est pas national [ist] eine der anerzogenen Schwächen, genährt, die 
Völker feindlich auseinanderzuhalten, um sie getrennt leichter zu beherrschen […]” (ibid.).73 
The raucous interruption of the play was therefore symptomatic of this horror nurtured by those 
in power, and what the liberal papers dismissed as youthful naiveté is actually a problem they 
needed to confront.  
                                                          
70 Their disregard for police orders, for example, shocked Börne as a naturally quietist German: “Ein frommes 
deutsches Ohr, wie das meinige, von der zartesten Kindheit an gewohnt, vor dem Gebote jedes Polizeidieners 
erschrocken zurückzufahren, war ganz erstaunt zu hören, daß man sich in Gegenwart der Gendarmen so viel 
herauszunehmen wagte.” “A pious German ear, like mine, which had been accustomed since earliest childhood to 
retreat in terror at the order of a police office, was totally astounded to hear people to dare presume so much in the 
presence of the gendarmes” (ibid. 125). 
71 Börne quotes the papers in French in order to present their criticism in full color: régicide in French contextualizes 
the situation under discussion as one dealing with French politics and history more vividly than the German 
equivalent, Königsmord, would.  
72 “Young people, fed up with all that is not national.” 
73 “That horror of all that is not national is one of the instilled weakness, cultivated in order to hold peoples apart as 
adversaries and in order to keep them separate and therefore easier to rule.” 
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Rather than an aesthetic or a dramaturgical object, Börne uses the English performance of 
Othello as a medium through which to view contemporaneous political and social developments 
in France. The real show, he says, was performed by the audience members: “Das Haus war 
kaum angefüllt, als sogleich das Schauspiel begann; nicht das Schauspiel, welches die 
Schauspieler, (der Vorhang war noch nicht aufgezogen) sondern das, welches die Zuschauer 
gaben” (ibid. 126).74 Börne’s review of Othello reads more like a war report, like a belated 
French victory against the Seventh Coalition. Börne’s sociological, political experience of 
theater is crucially linked to his activity as a journalist in that he does not offer broad theses 
gleaned from the observation of general relationships between the theater and its audience, but 
rather reports on day-to-day developments through the frequency of theatrical stagings. “Die 
englische Schauspielergesellschaft” is not a meditation on theater and politics, but a report on 
contemporaneous French politics through theater and it makes no claims to relevance beyond the 
four days that it reports (the day of the performance, the liberal and aristocratic reviews in the 
following day’s papers, and a second performance two days later). Börne reported the political 
history of the present through its theater. In this chapter, I will show how Börne’s theater 
criticism (mostly contained in Die Wage) went beyond being the pleasing honey to Börne’s 
political medicine to itself functioning as a venue were contemporary politics could be discussed. 
To this extent, it is the best place to examine Börne’s claim for the historical reflectivity of 
journalism. 
This chapter will show how Börne used his theater reviews in Die Wage to explore 
political topics that were otherwise not officially approved for public discussion. Börne’s theater 
                                                          
74 “The house was barely filled when the play began; not the play given by the actors (the curtain had not yet been 
raised), but the play given by the audience.” 
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reviews for Die Wage are different from “Die englische Schauspielergesellschaft” in several 
important ways. For one, Börne is a German reporting on German theater in Die Wage, while he 
is a German in France in the above review. His Paris writing was a kind of correspondence 
journalism intended to provide a picture of contemporary France to Germans. Börne therefore 
tries to be a more objective observer in his French writings than in his writings about Germany. 
An example of this can be seen simply in where he sat in German and French theaters. When 
Börne reviewed for Die Wage, he often sat in the front row to take notes by the stage lights. He 
also liked to sit there because his presence, he imagined, made the actors nervous: Börne was a 
celebrity critic in Frankfurt, and a bad review could cost an offending actor his or her livelihood 
(Jasper 118).75 In France, however, Börne sought the most comprehensive perspective he could 
get. On the second night of the Othello performance, Börne, who often rhapsodized about 
populous crowds, sought out a place removed from the general audience: “Ich war dieses Mal so 
vorsichtig, das gefährliche Parterre zu meiden, nahm in einer Loge der zweiten Galerie Platz und 
besah das Schlachtfeld aus der Vogelperspektive” (ibid. 130).76 In addition to the remove Börne 
assumed in his French reporting, he also saw Paris as a city glowing with the history of the 
revolution. In many of his observations of France he establishes a connection between what he 
reports on and the revolutionary episodes of the previous generation. His observations of 
Germany, however, are more irreverent. Because it is his country of origin and he understands 
the immediate context of his German topics better, he is comfortable taking greater liberties in 
his German criticism. As a result, his discussions of France are more respectful and his writings 
on Germany on the whole are more rambunctious.  
                                                          
75 Jasper, Willi. Keinem Vaterland geboren: Ludwig Börne: Eine Biographie. Hoffmann und Campe, 1989. 
76 “This time I was cautious enough to avoid the dangerous pit, I took a loge seat in the second gallery and observed 
the battlefield with a bird’s-eye view.”  
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Furthermore, Börne’s Jewishness played a different role in his German writings as 
opposed to his Paris correspondence. In Germany, Börne was a permanent social outsider 
because of his Jewishness, while he approached France with a certain reverence because of the 
civic values established there during the revolution and codified by Napoleon. Börne was born in 
the Frankfurt ghetto, a community that was still governed by the “Judenstättigkeit,” a 17th-
century document that dictated, among other things, that no more than two residents of the ghetto 
could accompany each other at a time in greater Frankfurt (Jasper 34). Furthermore, being a Jew 
in Germany limited Börne’s options for university study to either medicine or law. He changed 
his name from the Jewish-sounding Löw Baruch to Ludwig Börne to help his application to the 
city for a permit to publish Die Wage in 1818. Börne’s perspective on German patriotism, which 
had recently reached a fever pitch with the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, is very different from 
that of his journalist compatriots like Ernst Moritz Arndt or Ludwig Jahn. Börne, unlike other 
German nationalists, regretted Napoleon’s defeat because it meant that the civic privileges that 
had been granted to Jews under the Napoleonic Code (Börne had been able to work as a police 
actuary under the French regime: a government job) were revoked when Napoleon lost power 
over the German territories. While Börne shared in the anger of Wolfgang Menzel, Ernst Moritz 
Arndt, and others over the sudden curtailment of press freedoms after the German victory over 
the French,77 he did not share their chauvinist nationalist views as to the application of such 
freedoms. Börne did not want to develop German popular discourse in order to encourage a 
national consciousness that defined itself violently against others, but rather he wanted Germany 
                                                          
77 Schneider’s book on press freedom in Germany has comprehensive account of this period with many quotations by 
conservative and progressive writers on the subject. Schneider, Franz. Pressefreiheit und politische Öffentlichkeit. 
Studien zur politischen Geschichte Deutschlands bis 1848. Luchterhand, 1966. 
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to look to France for qualities it could nurture in itself: freedom, equality, and fraternity.78 The 
importance of Börne’s Jewishness for his public reception in Germany will be an important 
factor in his dispute with the actor Philipp Jacob Urspruch, discussed later in this chapter. 
Otherwise, it will not be the focus of this chapter.79   
The associativeness of Börne’s theatrical reviews has typically been described as a 
strategy for accomplishing political satire under the Metternichean censor.80 This chapter takes 
Börne’s Ideenschmuggel as a point of departure for showing what was an even more 
fundamental aspect of his work, which was to demonstrate that the true character of the historical 
present (as Börne saw it) would inevitably win out in conflicts over representation. In addition to 
functioning as forms of political agitation, Börne’s reviews enact his ideal of a form of 
confrontational public engagement. While there are plenty of jokes at the expense of the 
government and censor in these reviews, my argument is that underlying these jabs is the idea 
that wherever there is free, daily debate, about any subject, the present state of political affairs 
will be reflected there. This approach is different from reading the plays as agitational material 
because rather than just looking for strategies for resistance, it seeks the ways in which Börne 
follows through with the historiographical function of periodical writing, which he outlines in 
Die Wage. The importance of the form of the periodical for Börne is nowhere more apparent 
than in his theatrical reviews. 
                                                          
78 Peter Uwe Hohendahl has referred to Börne’s nationalistic position as “cosmopolitan patriotism” in order to 
characterize this national borrowing. See Hohendahl. “Kosmopolitischer Patriotismus: Ludwig Börne und die 
Identität Deutschlands.” ‘Die Kunst – eine Tochter der Zeit’. Neue Studien zu Ludwig Börne. Inge Rippmann and 
Wolfgang Labuhn, Aisthesis Verlag, 1988. 170-200. 
79 See Jasper and Marcuse for descriptions of life in the Frankfurt ghetto. See Chase for a study that compares Börne 
with other German-Jewish satirical journalists of the early nineteenth century: Inciting Laughter: The Development 
of “Jewish Humor” in Nineteenth-Century German Culture. De Gruyter, 2000.  




While I do not claim its direct influence on the texts looked at in subsequent chapters of 
this dissertation, the ideas Börne set forth in Die Wage were crucial for establishing the idealism 
that undergirded German journalism in the 1830s. Gutzkow’s enthusiasm for the periodical form 
was partly influenced by Börne’s polemics for press freedom. Heinrich Laube described him as 
“nicht mehr ein einfacher Schriftsteller” (“no longer merely a writer”), but a “Stück 
Weltgeschichte” (“piece of history”) for the notoriety he had gained as a critic (Laube 105).81 
Heinrich Heine as well, who notoriously feuded with Börne throughout the 1830s, had to reckon 
in his own journalism with the expectations of political commitment that Börne established 
among Heine’s readers. Although his greatest fame came with the 1832 publication of his Briefe 
aus Paris, in which he collected his kaleidoscopic experiences of the French capitol in the post-
revolutionary period, the principles that he popularized with this writing were already firmly 
established in Die Wage. Although Die Wage does not deal with the theme of political 
revolution, which was to become central to the writers in the 1830s whom he influenced (and to 
Börne himself), the standards of associative prose, popular literature, and political emancipation 
that were central to literary treatments of the revolution came out of Börne’s 1818 reflections.  
Börne’s republican journalism cannot be described as ideology critique, nor are his 
journalistic innovations Brechtian defamiliarization techniques. His journalism, although it is 
characterized by critical jokes at the expense of the German censor and the actors he reviewed, is 
not a critical project, but rather one that tried to extend the thematic boundaries of public 
discourse as much as possible – hence his command to the would-be Originalschriftsteller 
(“original writer”) to write down everything that entered his head (Börne 743). Moreover, Börne 
did not develop “techniques” in his writing, but improvised his compositions, looking for 
                                                          
81 Laube, Heinrich. Zeitung für die elegante Welt. 27. 1833. 
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opportunities for jokes and puns. His rhetoric was so powerful that Wolfgang Nitzsche suggests 
that Börne was not interested in communicating ideas at all, but rather in dazzling his readers.82 
This is obviously an exaggeration: no reader could come away from an issue of Die Wage 
without understanding that Börne is against censorship, which with his help became one of the 
most hotly debated issues of his time. It is true, however, that Börne is not an argumentative 
writer. The point of his subversive theater reviews was not to debate the merits press freedom, 
but rather to demonstrate through his rambunctious, satirical style that press freedom would 
always be asserted in his publications. 
 This chapter has two parts. First, I will discuss Börne’s historiographical project with Die 
Wage. This section will focus on two primary texts: the programmatic Ankündigung of Die Wage 
and a short essay written soon after the magazine was shut down titled “Die Kunst, in drei Tagen 
ein Originalschriftsteller zu werden.” I will show that comparing the figure of the 
Zeitschriftsteller (a historian of the day who records everything he hears for the benefit of the 
future), outlined in the first text, with that of the Originalschriftsteller (a writer who has been 
relegated to private free-associating) articulates the tensions of Börne’s historiographical 
journalistic project. Then I will show how Börne used his theater criticism to pursue this 
program. Börne used the actors in the performances he saw, who often played kings, queens, and 
other royal figures, as proxies for the real royals of Germany. Börne could therefore get away 
with a critique of the crown because he was not mocking the actual king directly, but an actor 
                                                          
82 “Durch seinen neuartigen, witzigen Stil lenkte er das Interesse der Leser vom Inhalt seiner Schriften ab und ganz 
auf die äußerliche Gaukelkünste seiner Sprache hin. Ein großer Teil seiner Leser war von diesem Stil begeistert, 
ohne die Ideen Börnes überhaupt zu beachten oder ernst zu nehmen.” “Through his novel, witty style he distracted 
readers from the content of his writings and trained their attention entirely on the exterior magic tricks of his 
language. A large part of his readership were captivated by this style without noticing Börne’s ideas at all or taking 
them seriously” (Nitzsche 10). Nitzsche, Wolfgang. Ludwig Börne als Publizist: Ein Beitrag zur Lehre von der 
Publizistik. 1934. Leipzig U, Ph.D. dissertation. 
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playing a king. The “indirectness” of Börne’s critique in his theater reviews is a communicative 
strategy for evading the censor, what scholars of the time period often refer to as 
“Ideenschmuggel,” a term coined by Karl Gutzkow to describe how the authors of Young 
Germany got the subversive content of their texts past the censor.83 My second point relates to 
the irreverence of such criticism. Börne’s harsh reviews, obviously not leveled at the actors 
themselves but at nefarious institutions they represented for Börne, earned him many enemies in 
the Frankfurt theater world. Actors often tried to influence his opinion of them or their 
colleagues, either through bribes or through intimidation. In the second part of my description of 
Börne’s reviews, I will show how Börne imagined these attempts at influence as reflective of a 
more generalized power dynamic between the royal court and the people (Volk). By using the 
theatrical experience as an analog for politics, Börne was able to host a “heftigen 
Gedankenkrieg” (“fierce war of thoughts”) like that which he dreamed of for politics without 
getting the attention of the censor (Börne 676). I will close the chapter by comparing a public 
spat between Börne and a Frankfurt actor, Urspruch, with the so-called “Platen-Affäre” of 
Heinrich Heine and August von Platen. 
 
Part I 
“Ein Tagebuch der Zeit:” The Historiographical Program of Die Wage 
The early nineteenth century is a period in German literary history famous for its 
periodicals. The response of many liberal authors to the censorship laws imposed by the 
                                                          
83 These methods included writing “travel literature,” say about a writer’s trip to Italy, where the discussions 
between characters of Italian political affairs actually applied more accurately to German conditions (Heine’s Die 
Bäder von Lucca) or writing novels that stretched over the 300-page threshold for censorship (Gutzkow’s Wally, die 
Zweiflerin). Hömberg’s book is the authoritative account of these methods: Hömberg, Walter. Zeitgeist und 
Ideenschmuggel. Die Kommunikationsstrategie des Jungen Deutschland. Stuttgart: Metzler Verlag, 1975. 
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Carlsbad Decrees of 1819 was to found journals fostering a public debate of their restrictions.84 
What the Prussian and Austrian governments (the most influential in the German-speaking 
realm) imagined as protecting “die totality of the Confederation” (referring to the German 
Confederation, which economically coordinated the German-speaking territories after the fall of 
Napoleon in 1815) and “the dignity or security of other confederated states,” was seen by many 
writers and intellectuals as a political betrayal and culturally enfeebling for Germany (Ziegler 5). 
Heine’s words to Gustav Kolb in 1827 echoed the thoughts of many other writers of the time: 
“Es ist die Zeit des Ideenkampfes, und Journale sind unsere Festungen” (HSA 10, 350).85 Over 
2,200 literary magazines appeared in Germany between 1815-1855 (Brandes 11).86 Börne, 
whose popular work in Die Wage: Eine Zeitschrift für Bürgerleben, Wissenschaft und Kunst 
inspired some of the periodical production during this time,87 distinguished himself from many 
periodical writers through his sheer dedication to ephemeral periodical forms. Other writers he is 
associated with, although they were indeed prolific periodical writers, were also famous for their 
work in more traditional literary forms, like poetry (Heine) or novels (the authors of Young 
Germany).88 Börne, on the other hand, wrote almost exclusively in short, discreet, time-bound 
forms like the review, the political essay, the diary, and the letter, only later compiling these texts 
in books. When Börne published his collected writings in 1829, he insisted on the disparateness 
                                                          
84 Among the regulations established by the Carlsbad Decrees was the requirement for every periodical under 20 
sheets (about 300 pages) to be submitted to the censor for review. For the complete text of the decrees, see Edda 
Ziegler. Literarische Zensur in Deutschland. 1819-1848 Materialien, Kommentare. Carl Hanser Verlag, 1983.   
85 “It is the time of the struggle of ideas, and journals are our fortresses.” 
86 Brandes, Helga. Die Zeitschriften des Jungen Deutschland. Eine Untersuchung zur literarisch-publizistischen 
Öffentlichkeit im 19. Jahrhundert. Springer Fachmedien, 1991.  
87 Brandes notes that the subtitle of Die Wage (“eine Zeitschrift für Bürgerleben, Wissenschaft und Kunst”) inspired 
other publications to take similar titles (Brandes 74). 
88 Jeffrey Sammons’ study of the Young-German novel argues for the importance of fiction among these writers, 
which “no matter how much pervaded by didactic and hortatory purposes [common criticisms and reasons for the 
dismissal of these books by scholars], liberates the imagination and allows us to see the Young German dilemmas in 
their most profound and desperate form” (Sammons 28). Sammons, Jeffrey L. Six Essays on the Young German 
Novel. The University of North Carolina Press, 1972.   
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of its content. He recommended to his publisher, Julius Campe, that the book be called his 
Gesammelte “Schriften” (writings) rather than “Werke” (works), since he believed the latter title 
would have given the texts an undue literary aura: “Ich habe keine Werke geschrieben,” he wrote 
in the introduction to his collected writings, “Ich habe nur meine Feder versucht, auf diesem, auf 
jenem Papiere; jetzt sollen die Blätter gesammelt, aufeinander gelegt werden, und der 
Buchbinder soll sie zu Büchern machen – das ist alles” (ibid. II 330).89 Despite wanting to 
collect his writings into a book for posterity (he believed in their ongoing relevance), it was 
crucial for him that the connection of their content to the specific time in and for which they had 
been written be kept in mind. 
   Die Wage – inaugurated under the sign of justice (the scale) – was first and foremost a 
reckoning with the historical present and Börne insisted in a formulation meant to tease the 
censors that it would leave no issue unexplored that contributed to this representation of the 
times: “Die Wage, als ein Tagebuch der Zeit, soll nichts unbedacht lassen, was die Teilnahme 
der Verständigen und Gefühlvollen besitzt oder verdient” (ibid. I 671).90 Although Börne’s 
privileging of the present over the past gave his writing liberal overtones by default,91 he 
presented the magazine as a politically neutral account of the present age: “Es gibt nur eine 
verwerfliche Meinung,” he wrote, “die verwerfende, welche keine andere als die ihr gleichen 
duldet” (ibid. 677).92 Börne hoped to collect accounts of the present from all sides of the political 
spectrum and to allow time to act as judge of what was right and wrong in them. Moreover, he 
                                                          
89 “I have written no works, I have only experimented with my pen on this or that piece of paper; now the leaves are 
supposed to be collected, laid on top of each other, and the bookbinder will make them into books – that’s all.” 
90 “Die Wage, as a diary of the times, shall leave nothing unconsidered that involves or deserves the participation of 
the prudent and sensitive.”  
91 See Wulf Wülfing on the politicization of the words “Vergangenheit” and “Zeit/Gegenwart” in the writing of 
Young Germany, where the “past” is almost always coded as politically and aesthetically retrograde and the “the 
times” or “the present” are always coded as progressive (Wülfing 73-75). Wülfing, Wulf. Schlagworte des Jungen 
Deutschland. Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1982. 
92 “There is only one objectionable opinion, the objecting kind, which abides no other opinion but ones like it.”  
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imagined the magazine’s acting as a kind of archive for these various accounts of events, which 
when read over time would yield a clearer understanding of the prejudices that motivated the 
judgments contained in those accounts. Börne’s optimism for time’s ultimate judgment in the 
interpretation of history made it so that even “great lies,” as he called them, which were so 
prevalent in a given time period as to be indistinguishable from the truth, became just as 
important to his presentation as the true accounts of events: 
  
Glaubt man etwa, die Forderung stets nur wirkliche Begebenheiten, niemals Lügen zu 
verkündigen, wäre so leicht zu erfüllen?  Ei, gewiß nicht. Es werden jetzt so schön plattierte 
Lügen verfertigt, daß sie von echten Nachrichten gar nicht zu unterscheiden sind. Man sei doch 
nachsichtiger hierin und bedenke, daß große Lügen, die allgemeinen Glauben suchen oder finden, 
für die Zeitgeschichte nicht minder wichtig sind als wirkliche geschehene Dinge, weil sie am 
deutlichsten aussprechen, was die öffentliche Meinung wünscht, hofft oder fürchtet (ibid. 682).93 
 
 
By collecting these lies in Die Wage, the periodical writer would be archiving materials toward a 
history of the motivations of his age. The periodical form was, moreover, the ideal venue for 
collecting this material because printing technology had materially enabled it to distribute new 
writing on a daily basis.94 Börne longed for an even more dramatic reduction of the mediation 
between writing and publication, remarking that “oft wäre es zu wünschen, daß die Tagesblätter 
in Stundenblätter auseinandergingen, damit nichts überhört werde und verloren gehe” (ibid. 
671).95 The more material the periodical was able to accumulate, the more unspoken content 
                                                          
93 “Does one believe that the demand to always promulgate true events, never lies, is so easy to fulfill? Ah, indeed it 
is not. Now there are beautiful, plated lies being fabricated, such that they are indistinguishable from true reports. 
One should be more lenient and consider that the great lies, which seek or indeed find general acceptance, are no 
less important for the history of the times as things that really happened. For they express most articulately what 
public opinion wishes, hopes, or fears.” 
94 Although daily newspapers had existed in Germany since 1650 with Timotheus Ritzsch’s Einkommende Zeitung, 
Börne’s nineteenth century experienced a perfect storm of factors contributing to innovation in periodicals: the 
career of the independent journalist began to develop beyond the courts, high-speed printing technology such as 
Friedrich Koenig’s steam-powered press was established, distribution networks were strengthened throughout 
Germany, and literacy increased (see Brandes 27).  
95 “Often one wishes that the dailies would turn into hourlies so that nothing would go unheard and be lost.” 
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about the age in which it was written would be made manifest. In the period of Restoration 
censorship, unspoken content was the closest one could get to being explicitly critical of the 
political state of affairs. 
Börne explained the program of Die Wage in the announcement (Ankündigung) of the 
magazine’s publication. The text was simultaneously an advertisement to readers and to potential 
contributors. Börne wrote in the Ankündigung: 
 
“In der Wage soll jede Ansicht, auch wenn ihr der Herausgeber nicht gewogen ist, dennoch eine 
willige Aufnahme finden; ja, sie soll sehr willkommen sein, weil am Widerspruche die Wahrheit 
erstarkt. Nur möge man es nicht als einen Verrat an der Gastfreundschaft ansehen, wenn der Wirt 
selbst das, was ihm an seinen Gästen nicht behagt, freimütig tadelt oder geschehen läßt, daß es 
andere rügen” (ibid. 677-678).96 
 
 
Börne made the common gesture of periodicals toward nonpartisanship. Die Wage, along with 
Ludwig Wieland’s97 Oppositions-Blatt (Opposition Page) and other magazines advertised 
themselves as impartial forums of political discussion. The natural science periodical, Isis, oder 
enzyclopädische Zeitung (Isis, or the Encyclopedic Newspaper), which also ran critical political 
pieces from time to time, reproduced critical responses to its book reviews from its readers. 
Börne warned his readers and would-be contributors, however, that he might mock them in the 
pages of Die Wage, or, if their submission was not of high quality, he might print it in order to 
embarrass them (“geschehen läßt, daß es andere rügen”). Even though Börne’s readers risked 
public humiliation, however, Börne also intended for his magazine to offer them more 
opportunity to participate than others because of its popular themes. While publications like Isis 
or Cotta’s prestigious Morgenblatt für gebildete Stände marketed themselves to an audience of 
                                                          
96 “In the Wage, every opinion shall be admitted, even if they are not favored by the editor. They shall be very 
welcome, because contradictions strengthen truth. May no one see it as a betrayal of hospitality if a host freely 
rebukes that which displeases him about his guests, or if he allows these to happen, so that others rebuke them.” 
97 The son of the poet, Christoph Wieland. 
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educated book readers, Börne tried to give Die Wage a more popular air. Die Wage was not 
marketed to cultivated, “gebildet” readers so much as it was for citizens, or Bürger, in general. 
Moreover, his brand of criticism did not privilege a particular kind of performance, but included 
virtually everything that graced the stage at the popular Frankfurt Volksbühne and other area 
theaters, from the classics of Schiller, to new plays, to opera. Die Wage was not a popular 
publication in the sense of colportage, which truly transcended class divisions in nineteenth-
century Germany.98 It intended, rather, to create a raucous space for public debate on materials 
that were readily available and that could be used to talk about contemporary politics. Börne 
called the figure who would facilitate this lively debate the Zeitschriftsteller, or periodical writer. 
 
Zeitschriftsteller, a periodical writer and writer of the times  
Börne imagined what he called the Zeitschriftsteller to achieve this unification of high 
and low in the magazine. Inge Rippmann and others have shown that Börne did not use this word 
in the banal sense of a writer producing for periodical deadlines, but that the Zeitschriftsteller for 
Börne was a historian of the present.99 Börne was not unique in seeing the need for a history of 
the present. Heine also described his journalistic work as a history of the present (this work will 
be discussed in the following chapter), but for him it was an obligation foisted on him by the 
seriousness of the times, at the expense of his poetry.100 Börne, on the other hand, was fully 
committed to his role as an advocate of the political present, for which his characterization of the 
Zeitschriftsteller is his first and most elaborate expression. The term appears in the Ankündigung 
                                                          
98 “Ninety percent of the [German] population is served [in the nineteenth century] by publishers and booksellers 
with whom established firms such as Cotta or Wigand would not deign to compare themselves” (Hohendahl 184).  
99 Rippmann, Inge. “’Die Zeit läuft wie ein Reh uns her.’ Der Zeitschriftsteller als Geschichtsschreiber.” “Die Kunst 
– eine Tochter der Zeit.” Neue Studien zu Ludwig Börne. Edited by Inge Rippmann and Wolfgang Labuhn, 
Aisthesis Verlag, 1988. 
100 Likewise, poetry represented for Heine a timeless mode of literary contemplation that demanded his neglect of 
current events, the stuff of prose. See, for example, the “Prolog” to Neue Gedichte (1844). 
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of Die Wage to describe the task of the periodical writer, which for Börne is on the one hand to 
guide discussions of contemporary history, but to give readers a form by which to participate in 
these discussions as well:  
 
Wenn ein Zeitschriftsteller auch nur ein Fuhrmann der Wissenschaft und der Geschichte wäre, 
bliebe er doch ein ehrenwerther Mann; aber er ist mehr als das. Er reicht uns das Gefäß, das 




Börne endowed this mundane term with political and historiographical import by literalizing it in 
order to draw out a double meaning. For Börne, the Zeitschriftsteller not only wrote periodicals 
(Zeitschrift-steller), but wrote in a way that allowed his audience to engage with the epoch itself 
(Zeit-schriftsteller). Periodicals were, for Börne, a democratic form of writing that did not 
discriminate with regard to content. Their goal was to record everything, as we saw above. This 
openness with regard to content would likewise promote the expansion of the German public 
sphere, which had up to that point been a “langes Stubenleben” (a long life spent in a parlor) in 
Börne’s view (ibid. 679). In their attempt to synthesize information and describe current events, 
periodicals therefore satisfied a theoretical component, but in their project of democratizing 
readership and relinquishing the German Stubenleben they were also a site for political deeds. 
The Zeitschriftsteller’s writing thereby existed at the crossroads of theory and practice, as 
opposed to that of book writers who produced ponderous tomes, the effectiveness of which only 
unfolded outside of quotidian temporality. Börne compared the usefulness of books and 
periodicals to gold bars and coins: 
 
[…] die Barren der Wahrheit, von Reichen an Geist in großen Werken niedergelegt, sind nicht 
dienlich, um die kleinen täglichen Bedürfnisse der Unbemittelten damit zu vergelten. Diese 
                                                          
101 “Even if the Zeitschriftsteller were just the steerer of science and history, he would be a man worthy of honor, but 
he is more than that. He hands us the indispensable vessel with which we may ladle at the source of truth for the 
thirst of the moment.” 
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Brauchbarkeit hat nur das ausgemünzte Wissen […] Die Zeitschriften sind es, welche diese 
Münzen bilden; von der Ausbeute der Erkenntnis geprägt, unterhalten sie den Wechselverkehr 
zwischen Lehre und Ausübung. Nur sie führen die Wissenschaft ins Leben ein und das Leben zur 
Wissenschaft zurück (ibid. 668-669).102 
 
The contrast of books (Werke) and periodicals marks Börne’s delineation of the 
Zeitschriftsteller’s task as a poetic issue, which has led many critics to read this text as an 
implicit criticism of Goethe’s classicism. 103 He does not mention Goethe directly, but 
periodicals were in his account more practical than writing in books in two senses: they achieved 
the work of imparting knowledge more efficiently than books did, and they were so enmeshed in 
daily life that they transcended the boundary between theory and practice (Lehre und Ausübung). 
This evaluation of journalism is the opposite of how Börne viewed Goethe’s approach to writing, 
whom he used in his writing as a representative of aesthetic and philosophical quietism.104 While 
the intense reflection required for writing and reading books drew one away from daily life, the 
popular discussions in periodicals would unite life and the sciences. For Börne, books were as 
impractical for imparting knowledge of the day’s issues as gold bars were for making everyday 
transactions. The usefulness of periodicals meant that more readers than ever –  the heretofore 
                                                          
102 “The ingots of truth, set down by those rich in mind in great works, are not serviceable for the small, daily needs 
of those without means. Only coined knowledge has this utility […] Magazines constitute these coins. Characterized 
as they are by the use of knowledge, they maintain transactions between theory and praxis. Only they are able to 
guide science back to life and life back to science.” 
103 This distich from Xenien is also often quoted by critics to illustrate the common understanding of the 
Zeitschriftsteller as a mere commodifier of contemporary anxieties: “Der Zeitschriftsteller: “Bald ist die Menge 
gesättigt von demokratischem Futter/Und ich wette du steckst irgend ein Anderes auf” (“Soon the masses will be 
satiated on democratic fodder/And I’d bet you’re putting something else on”). Although I agree that Börne is in a 
sense reclaiming the word, I believe he is rescuing it from banality rather than the pejorative use by Goethe. (Goethe 
Xenien 1796. P. 6). Iwan-Michelangelo D’Aprile traces early uses of the term in his book on the origins of the 
discipline of contemporary history, and finds that attitudes to the role of the periodical writer were mixed, with some 
like Goethe finding it below the station of dignified historians, and others like Friedrich Gentz to be almost 
indistinguishable from historians. Die Erfindung der Zeitgeschichte. Geschichtsschreibung und Journalismus 
zwischen Aufklärung und Vormärz. Akademie Verlag, 2013.  
104 “Goethe hätte ein Herkules sein können, sein Vaterland von großem Unrate zu befreien; aber er holte sich bloß 
die goldenen Äpfel der Hesperiden, die er für sich behielt, und dann setzte er sich zu den Füßen der Omphale und 
blieb da sitzen.” “Goethe could have been a Hercules and liberated his fatherland from great muck, but he merely 
collected the golden apples of the Hesperides and kept them for himself. Then he sat at the feet of Omphale and 
remained there” (Börne II 819). 
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“Unbemittelten,” or those lacking in means – could participate in the day’s discussion. The 
Zeitschriftsteller democratized knowledge of the times and made communal property of the 
times themselves. The Zeitschriftsteller did not just distribute information, but presented a form 
by which readers could assert the historical agency that was already manifest in them and shape 
their own future.  
 This proposed agency of Börne’s audience is evident in the three main topics Die Wage 
was meant to discuss: civic life (Bürgerleben),105 civics (Wissenschaft),106 and art. One can 
understand the relation of these three topics as representing the culmination of a discussion. The 
three are not so much directly related to each other in terms of their content, but become 
associated through their relationship to Börne’s audience. Other critical German magazines, such 
as Ludwig Wieland’s daily Oppositions-Blatt oder Weimarische Zeitung or Johannes Weitzel’s 
Rheinische Blätter (Rhine Pages), also covered contemporary political issues, literature, and 
developments in science. While these were founded under the auspices of a free press granted by 
the German princes during the wars against Napoleon,107 Börne’s emerged at a time when these 
rights had begun to erode (one year before the Carlsbad Decrees). Civic life and civics were less 
popular topics than art, and Börne hoped to manage the popularity of art in such a manner that it 
expanded the audience for discussions of the other two topics. In the censorious climate of 
                                                          
105 “Bürgerliches Leben” has been translated as “bourgeois life” (Anderson 129), but I think civic life is a more 
accurate translation of Börne’s ideal public form. Börne’s term for one thing does not carry any of the modern 
connotations of bourgeois, such as self-interested materialism. A Bürger for him is primarily interested in the 
general good, and thus is more of a German approximation of “citizen.” Anderson, Mark. “1818: Ludwig Börne 
begins his professional career as a freelance German journalist and editor of Die Wage.” Yale Companion to Jewish 
Writing and Thought in German Culture 1096-1996.” Edited by Sander L. Gilman and Jack Zipes, Yale UP, 1997. 
106 Börne describes the sciences he will cover in the magazine as “vaterländische Wissenschaften” (national 
science), which in this case might be described as political science for the general reader, or a rough equivalent of 
what one in the American context calls “civics.” 
107  Wieland announced with gratitude in the first issue of the Oppositions-Blatt, “Unser Oppositions-Blatt erscheint 
in einem Lande, wo der Fürst die Freiheit der Presse gesetzlich ausgesprochen hat. Auch ohne letztere wäre unser 
Unternehmen gar nicht ausführbar seyn!” “Our opposition-sheet appears in a land where the prince has pronounced 
the legal freedom of the press. Without this our undertaking would not be feasible at all!” 
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Germany, Börne did not expect the topic of civic life to be enthusiastically received by his 
readers. There was of course a public discussion of this topic, but as the above quote contrasting 
the “ingots” of books and the “coins” of periodicals suggests, the conversations had heretofore 
remained too specialized to foster the robust public dialogue Börne wanted. These books were 
the works of “science” that Börne would discuss in the more practical form of his magazine. 
Moreover, he would exploit the popularity of art to open the discussion of public life to more 
readers. He would pay special attention to the theater: “Die Schauspielkunst zeigt jetzt in 
Deutschland einen raschen Lebenstrieb, und der Volkstümlichkeit bald vorgehend, bald 
nacheilend, verdient sie eine hohe Aufmerksamkeit” (ibid. 673).108 Börne hoped that the 
popularity of the theater would inspire his readers to engage with the less popular subjects of 
civics and civic life. He therefore referred to the three, with a bit of irony, as a holy trinity of 
public discussion, or “heilige Einheit” (ibid. 671).  
  
Originalschriftsteller, or the art of free-associating one’s way to politics 
The main subjects of Die Wage were not directly related, but they supported the 
understanding of their public discussion. Börne wanted his readers to learn to distribute their 
interest in subjects like the arts to subjects like contemporary politics. Börne describes this 
process of thematic association most clearly in a text he wrote in 1823, the year after Die Wage 
was shuttered by the Frankfurt police, the satirical “Die Kunst, in drei Tagen Original-
Schriftsteller zu werden.”109 The Originalschriftsteller text, rather being as a program for 
Börne’s associative form of writing, is a semi-satirical characterization of the isolation Börne 
                                                          
108 “The art of theater has recently come alive rapidly, and alternately leading and following the populace as it does, 
it deserves much attention.” 
109 “The Art of Becoming an Original Writer in Three Days.” 
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was driven to by the strictures of censorship and the taste of a too-docile public sphere. A brief 
digression to this later text will help to explain Börne’s thought behind the irreverence of his 
theatrical reviews. The short essay, written in the form of a practical how-to guide, can be read as 
a bitter reflection of Börne’s real experience of having his publishing privileges revoked. 
Sigmund Freud once half-jokingly referred to it as possibly containing the intellectual germ for 
his concept of repression.110 Börne claimed to have found a technique (Kunst) for getting out of 
this predicament, which amounts to a kind of free-writing assignment:  
 
Nehmt einige Bogen Papier und schreibt drei Tage hintereinander ohne Falsch und Heuchelei alles 
nieder, was euch durch den Kopf geht. Schreibt, was ihr denkt von euch selbst, von euren 
Weibern, von dem Türkenkrieg, von Goethe, von Fonks Kriminalprozeß, von Jüngsten Gerichte, 
von euren Vorgesetzten – und nach Verlauf der drei Tage werdet ihr vor Verwunderung, was ihr 
für neue, unerhörte Gedanken gehabt, ganz außer euch kommen. Das ist die Kunst, in drei Tagen 




Despite Börne’s reference to “art,” his method for producing original content has little to do with 
literature, hence the title of “Original-Schriftsteller” as opposed to “Dichter” (poet). There is 
nothing to learn in order to become an original writer, but rather much to unlearn and forget 
(ibid.). Börne’s original writer literally wants to return in his writing back to his origin, a 
mythical moment of first, pure experience and perception before these were tainted by what he 
derogatorily calls “die Wissenschaften,” or “the sciences”: 
 
Man bekommt eine ziemlich richtige Ansicht von dieser Lage der Dinge, wenn man etwa 
folgendes bedenkt. Ein Tier, eine Frucht, eine Blume erkennen wir in ihrer wahren Gestalt; was sie 
sind, erscheinen sie uns. Würde aber der von der Natur eines Rebhuhns, eines Himbeerstrauchs, 
einer Rose eine wahre Anschauung haben, der nur eine Rebhuhnpastete, Himbeersaft und Rosenöl 
kennen gelernt? So ist es aber mit den Wissenschaften, mit allen Dingen, die wir mit dem Geiste 
                                                          
110 See Freud’s 1920 essay, “Zur Vorgeschichte der analystischen Technik.” Freud, Sigmund. Studienausgabe. 
Ergänzungsband. Fischer Verlag, 1975. 
111 “Take some sheets of paper and for three days in a row write everything that goes through your head without 
falsification or pretense. Write what you think about yourself, about your wife, about the Ottoman war, about 
Goethe, about the criminal trial of Fonk, about the Last Judgment, about your superiors – after three days have 
elapsed you will marvel at the new, outrageous thoughts you have had that you will hardly recognize yourself. That 
is the art of becoming an original writer in three days!” 
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und nicht durch die Sinne auffassen: zubereitet und verwandelt werden sie uns vorgesetzt, und in 
ihrer rohen und nackten Gestalt lernen wir sie nicht kennen. Die Meinung ist die Küche worin alle 
Wahrheiten abgeschlachtet, gerupft, zerhackt, geschmort und gewürzt werden (ibid. 741).112 
 
 
The perceptual problem of the modern day is not that learning mediates and therefore corrupts 
experience, but rather that “kitchen” (Küche) of opinion prepares truth and does not let 
experience speak for itself; it presents derivative products – partridge pâté, raspberry juice, and 
rose oil – as the sources from which they are derived. Börne’s way out of this kitchen is not to 
abandon writing altogether, but rather to encourage a kind of writing of extreme admissibility. 
 The dark irony of Börne’s piece lies in the fact that this kind of free-associative writing 
would have to occur in solitude bordering on isolation: “große und neue Gedanken gewinnt man 
nur in der Einsamkeit” (“one only achieves great and new thoughts in solitude”), Börne writes in 
the essay (ibid. 741). This is different from the reflective solitude of, say, William Wordsworth, 
for whom thoughts “flash upon that inward eye” in moments of repose;113 Börne’s thoughts must 
be won (gewinnen) back from censorship and public opinion. Börne’s solitude is not 
characterized by bliss, but by intensive, quasi-therapeutic work that is meant to purge the 
imagination of all the derivative forms foisted upon it by the censor and public opinion as 
substitutes for the objects they represent. The art of becoming an original writer is first and 
foremost an escape from censorship and public opinion. Freud quoted the following sentence to 
                                                          
112 “One gets a fairly correct perspective on the situation of things when one considers the following. We recognize 
an animal, a fruit, a flower in their true forms; they appear to us as they are. Would one get a true view of the nature 
of a partridge, a raspberry bush, a rose if he only knew partridge pâté, raspberry juice, and rose oil? So it is with the 
sciences, with all the things that we conceive with the mind and not with the senses: they are presented to us 
prepared and converted and we do not get to know them in their raw and naked form. Opinion is the kitchen in 
which all truths are butchered, plucked, minced, stewed, and seasoned.” 
113 From Wordsworth’s “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud”: 
For oft, when on my couch I lie  
In vacant or in pensive mood,  
They flash upon that inward eye  
Which is the bliss of solitude;  
And then my heart with pleasure fills,  
And dances with the daffodils.  
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draw a comparison to the psychoanalytic process of working through repression: “Drückender 
als die Zensur der Regierungen ist die Zensur, welche die öffentliche Meinung über unsere 
Geisteswerke ausübt” (ibid. 742).114 Alfred Estermann points to this sentence as being 
strategically set near the end of the essay so that the censor would not read it (Estermann 326).115 
Of course, Börne’s associativeness never goes as far in terms of linking disparate content as the 
Surrealists’ automatic writing, or even Jean Paul’s sprawling farces. The danger of associative 
writing in the case of Börne was that his associations would always lead to the crisis of the 
present. Börne’s whole concept of an “original writer” is a satirical critique of censorship, 
however, for it claims that originality under the German censor is only possible for writers 
composing a Wittgensteinian private language to which no one else has access. 
 The comparison of Börne’s Zeitschriftsteller with the Originalschriftsteller brings his 
intentions for his audience into starker relief. While his characterization of the 
Originalschriftsteller described private free association, Börne’s description of the 
Zeitschriftsteller described total thematic freedom in the service of a public. The audience factor 
introduces the problem of censorship: the Originalschriftsteller could write whatever he pleased 
because he had no intention of publishing (Börne’s essay on this figure derives its satirical bite 
from that dilemma); the Zeitschriftsteller, however, was faced with having to submit his writings 
to the state censor before they reached his audience. A second and perhaps unexpected problem 
articulates itself in the difference of these two figures, however, and also offers a possible 
solution to the problem of censorship. While the Zeitschriftsteller was a popularizer, Börne’s 
ideal for him of total coverage (we recall that he would have dailies turned into “hourlies”) begs 
                                                          
114 “More oppressive than the censorship imposed by governments is the censorship that public opinion imposes on 
our works of the mind.” 
115 Estermann, Alfred. Kontextverarbeitung. Buchwissenschaftliche Studien. K.G. Saur Verlag, 1998. 
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the question of who would want to read something as banal as an hourly record of the day. The 
privacy of the Originalschriftsteller’s writing allowed him to sidestep the issue: he was 
answerable to no one but himself regarding the interest of what he free-associated. Even though 
readers in the 21st century are used to a kind of news coverage that has accelerated well beyond 
hourly updates, one nevertheless must ask how the volume of reporting Börne imagines would 
be possible in the nineteenth century, and more importantly for us, how it would be made 
appealing and readable for the popular audience he wanted to cultivate. 
As Ingrid Oesterle and others have shown, the historical present had generally been 
regarded by Goethe’s generation as a site of empty distraction. The mind was more productively 
turned toward reflection and the past in their view.116 Börne recognized this view as having 
spread to the general population, and because of it, the events of the present were held in low 
esteem as passing phenomena of no lasting relevance, which resulted in a kind of self-censorship 
in the face of the present epoch: “Die Menschen haben Furcht, als wären sie [the day’s events 
and statements about them] Geschöpfe von nur augenblicklicher Dauer. Darum unterbleibt so 
vieles Gute in Worten wie in Taten” (Börne 670).117 The Zeitschriftsteller’s task, then, was not 
just to record the day’s events, but to present them in such a way that his readers would engage 
with them. The Zeitschriftsteller was therefore a kind of editor, and in his attempts to attract 
readers, an entertainer:   
 
Oft reißt die Geschichte ein Wort stammelnd auseinander, aber es sollen die Zeitschriftsteller nicht 
gleich einem Echo nur die letzte Silbe der Ereignisse, sondern das ganze verständliche Wort 
wiederholen. Die Begebenheiten, diese Früchte der Zeit, haben ihren Endpunkt der Reife, wo sie 
gesammelt werden müssen; doch gelingt es nicht immer, sich jener flüchtigen Minute zu 
bemächtigen. Daher geschieht, daß die Zeitschriftsteller bald den Baum der Geschichte zu frühe 
                                                          
116 Oesterle, Ingrid. “‘Es ist an der Zeit!’: Zur kulturellen Konstruktionsveränderung der Zeit gegen 1800.” Goethe 
und das Zeitalter der Romantik. Edited by Walter Hinderer. Königshausen & Neumann, 2002. 
117 “People are afraid, as though they were only creations of momentary duration. Because of this much good 
remains uncompleted in words and deeds.” 
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schütteln und ihren hungrigen Gästen unreifes Obst vorsetzen, bald es zu spät tun, wann die 
Früchte schon faul und ungenießbar geworden sind (682).118 
 
 
As opposed to the usual distortion (Auseinanderreißen) undergone by events in the historical 
record under censorship, the Zeitschriftsteller would maintain a comprehensive record (“das 
ganze verständliche Wort wiederholen”). The effectiveness of the Zeitschriftsteller lay not 
merely in his registration of events, but in his manner of presentation, which depended on a sense 
of timing: the “fruits of the times” had to be collected in their ripeness.119 It was possible to 
present these events too early, at a time when their significance could not be grasped by the 
public, but also too late, when they had become “rotten and unenjoyable” (faul und 
ungenießbar). One thinks of the expression “yesterday’s news”: a story on current events 
presented too late might not interest its potential readers because it seems irrelevant at the time 
they encounter it.  
Another issue raised by the entertainment value of Börne’s journalism is their lasting 
relevance. As we saw above, Börne expected the character of his age to shine through his time-
bound texts after some years had passed. Börne, who republished his articles from Die Wage in 
his Gesammelte Schriften, believed that such time-bound writing could maintain its actuality. In 
the foreword to the section containing his political essays, he addressed the fact that he included 
the original year of publication next to the essay titles. He did not do this in order to 
contextualize and mitigate qualities of the articles that time had rendered dated, Börne said, but 
to emphasize how relevant the articles still were a decade later. He wrote: “Dieses ist aber nicht 
                                                          
118 “Often, history falteringly sever a word, but the Zeitschriftsteller should not merely repeat the last syllable of an 
event like an echo, but rather repeat the whole understandable word. Events, the fruits of the time, have an endpoint 
to their ripening, at which point they must be collected. Indeed, one does not always succeed at seizing every 
minute. Therefore it happens that the Zeitschriftsteller sometimes shake the tree of history too early and serve their 
guests unripe fruit. Sometimes they do this too late, when the fruit is already rotten and unenjoyable.” 
119 It’s relevant to note that Die Wage appeared in “zwangslosen Heften,” which means that it did not have a regular 
publication schedule, as Börne’s interest in “dailies and hourlies” would suggest. 
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geschehen, um ihr Alter, sondern um ihre Jugend zu bezeichnen” (ibid. 589).120 The ideas in 
Börne’s essays had remained viable due to the glacial pace at which political change occurred in 
Germany. The situation to which they had referred in the early teens and 1820s was virtually the 
same in 1829, according to Börne: “Denn die politische Wahrheit geht in Deutschland nicht wie 
Geld von Hand zu Hand, wird beschmutzt und vergriffen – nein, sie liegt ruhig und sauber im 
Koffer, ungebraucht, ja unberührt” (ibid.).121 In this passage, Börne says that the content itself of 
his articles would maintain its relevance in the context of Germany’s political backwardness. The 
form in which this content is presented also plays a role, however, as implied by the self-
deprecating joke Börne employed to introduce it. He revived the “coined knowledge” metaphor 
from the Ankündigung to say that political truths did not end up circulating like common coins, 
becoming dirtied and unusable (beschmutzt und vergriffen). They had been put away where no 
one could use them, like the gold bars that represent books. The joke is that Die Wage, although 
it was not used up (vergriffen) like a coin, was forcibly discontinued (also “vergriffen”) by the 
state, which prevented its further circulation.122 On the one hand, Börne’s response to the 
ineffectiveness of his article’s first publication is to republish them and claim they are still 
relevant, and on the other, he replies to this seeming defeat with a joke. 
Humor and the joke are the main vehicles Börne employs for making his reports 
continually relevant. Books, however, were the culmination of years of reflection, which was a 
luxury the Zeitschriftsteller did not have. Journalism, therefore, was fast, while books were slow. 
Journalism also had limited time for analytical judgments (Urteile), which were the domain of 
                                                          
120 “This is not meant to note their age, but rather their youth.” 
121 “For political truth does travel from hand to hand like money in Germany, getting dirty and being taken out of 
circulation – no, it lays peaceful and clean in coffers, unused, indeed untouched.” 
122 Die Wage was shut down in 1821 after a police raid of Börne’s home allegedly turned up an allegorical 
illustration representing the freedom of the press, among other damning materials. 
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ponderous tomes (Werke, as Börne often referred to them). Jokes were better-suited to the 
periodical format because, according to Börne, they reached the same conclusions as analytical 
judgments, but much faster. Börne described his conception of jokes once when accused by 
another journalist of having too few “judgments” in his theater reviews and an overabundance of 
wit (Witz):  
 
Wie die volatische Säule mit der Schnelle eines Augenblicks Alkalien und Erden zersetzt, 
während die gemeine Chemie sich auf trockenem und nassem Wege erst abmatten muß, so 
entdeckt der Witz bald und leicht die Grundstoffe einer Sache, die das Urteil nur langsam und mit 
Mühe ausfindig macht (Börne 470).123   
 
 
Börne maintained he could get to the “Grundstoffe einer Sache” through the playful associations 
of his wit. The additional benefit of wit was that it was fast and could consistently apply engaging 
entertainment to a text, the way a voltaic battery could provide electricity to a circuit more 
consistently than any other discovery in chemistry at the time. Börne goes so far in his article 
“Mitarbeiter wider Willen” (“Unwilling Colleague”) as to insist that wit is an essential quality of 
writing in Die Wage, and urged those contributing to the magazine to use wit in their writings as 
well. The readerly engagement with current events he hoped to inspire through his wit was also 
potentially dangerous for those in power in Germany. Those engaged with Börne’s witty writing 
would also be exposed to his emancipatory liberalism: his initiatives to destroy German censorship 
and his efforts to liberate Jews in Germany. As Ludwig Marcuse said in his 1929 biography of 
Börne, “Seine Witze waren von der Art, die nicht nur Lachen auslöst, sondern auch Revolutionen“ 
                                                          
123 “As a voltaic pile decomposes alkalis and earth while common chemistry must dull itself on dry and wet paths, so 
does wit quickly and easily discover the base material of a thing, which judgment could only find slowly and with 
effort.”   
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(Marcuse 59).124 In the following section we will see that Börne’s jokes caused, if not revolutions, 
certainly public sensations. 
 
Part II 
The Actuality of Börne’s Theater Criticism 
 There is a tension in Die Wage between the demands of the times to have every event that 
occurs in them reported, and the interest of readers who will only tolerate “genießbar” (palatable) 
fruit from that had ripened perfectly on the tree of history (Börne 682). For this and for more 
practical reasons (Die Wage was funded almost entirely by Börne and the subscriptions he could 
get), the magazine appeared in “zwanglose Hefte,” or without a fixed publication schedule. The 
magazine had eleven issues in its four years of existence, and each issue can be considered a 
culmination of reflection, a fruit ripening on a tree.125 Within these somewhat sporadic issues, 
however, Börne simulated the effect of daily reporting with his theatrical reviews. His 
retrospective reports show him to be at the theater nearly every day, often taking in multiple 
performances, such that one can imagine his reports of carrying on throughout the day. During 
one theatergoing marathon Börne notes that the sun was accidentally shining through a window 
in the theater during a scene that was meant to take place at night: “Wer Kants oder eines Andern 
physische Geographie besitzt, den bitte ich dringend nachzulesen, ob es wirklich auf St. 
Domingo zugleich Tag und Nacht sei – die Sache wäre äusserst merkwürdig” (ibid. 508).126 
Börne’s theater reviews, unlike his other writing for Die Wage, always include the date of the 
                                                          
124 “His jokes were the type that not only incited laughter, but revolutions as well.” Marcuse, Ludwig. Börne: Aus 
der Frühzeit der deutschen Demokratie. Verlag J.P. Peter, 1968.  
125 This information appears on the backside of the original title page of Die Wage along with subscription 
information (listing Börne’s Frankfurt address as where to send money). It does not appear in the modern collected 
writings.  
126 “He who has Kant’s or someone else’s physical geography I urge to check if there is simultaneously day and 
night in Santo Domingo – the thing was most remarkable.” 
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performance to which they refer, giving them the diaristic quality he ascribed to the work of the 
Die Wage (“ein Tagebuch der Zeit”).127 I suggest taking this cue from the form of Börne’s 
reviews to look for more ways in which they act out the principles for periodical writing he set 
forth in the Ankündigung. 
The plays at the Frankfurter Volksbühne were, as far as Börne was concerned, totally 
interchangeable. In a review from the first issue of Die Wage titled, straightforwardly enough, 
“Kabale und Liebe von Schiller” (“Intrigue and Love by Schiller”) Börne announces in the first 
sentence that his review is actually about an unrelated opera, namely Trajan in Dazien by 
Giuseppe Nicolini. He explains the confusing situation as follows: 
 
Ich war verhindert, dieser Vorstellung beizuwohnen, und ich versuchte vergebens, die 
gesammelten Stimmen einiger Freunde in Einklang zu bringen; es hatte jede ihre eigne Tonart. Es 
werde mir dafür verstattet, einen Bericht über die Aufführung einer Oper auf der 
Großherzoglichen Bühne zu Darmstadt, welcher ich an diesem Tage beigewohnt hatte, meinen 
Lesern mitzuteilen. Man gab Trajan in Dazien von Nicolini (ibid. 514).128 
 
 
The important referent of Börne’s review is not the performance of Schiller’s play, but the 
novelty quality of a report on contemporary theater and opera as such. Therefore, it is important 
that Börne provide a report of a performance from the same day (“an diesem Tag,” that is July 
12th, the day of the Schiller performance, as the review notes), not a report of the play itself. 
Börne furthermore assumes his audience’s compliance with this move when he states “es werde 
mir […] verstattet” (“it will be permitted to me”); his audience, he assumes, is more interested in 
the act of being updated on a performance in general than of hearing specifically about Schiller’s 
                                                          
127 This effect is lost in the modern Sämtliche Schriften, which includes the dates of the performances, but prints the 
reviews out of their original order. The modern edition prints the reviews Börne collected in his Gesammelte 
Schriften separately from those which appeared in Die Wage but which did not make it into the collected writings, 
thus disturbing their original chronological appearance.  
128 “I was prevented from attending this production and sought in vain to bring the collective voices of my friends 
into coherence; each had its one key. It will be allowed me then to share with my readers a report on the staging of 
an opera I attended on this day at the grand-ducal theater in Darmstadt. It was Trajan in Dacia by Nicolini.”  
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play. Börne’s mentioning of Schiller’s play at all only serves as a reference point to the moment 
in time he wishes to describe; the location (Frankfurt or Darmstadt) and the play are less crucial. 
Börne does not categorically think of theatrical performances as exchangeable at an aesthetic 
level: some performances he enjoyed (Kleist’s Das Kätchen von Heilbronn for instance), while 
others he abhorred. This remark from a fairly obscure review indicates to us, however, that 
Börne’s reviews were not as concerned with aesthetics as they were with communicating what 
one might call the “novelty” of daily performances, thereby making plays that occurred on the 
same day exchangeable for Börne’s purposes.  
There is another kind of exchangeability at work in Börne’s evaluations of actors when 
Börne has them stand in as proxies of the royal figures he is legally forbidden from criticizing 
directly. To show this we will turn to his review of the performance of another Schiller play, this 
time Don Karlos at the Frankfurt Volksbühne. The review begins with Börne’s undermining the 
authoritative status of Schiller’s imposing verse-drama, saying that the play had become so 
revered that it was hardly judged at all: “Doch an diesem bejahrten Denkmale der Kunst, seit 
lange allen sichtbar und zugänglich, hat das Urteil sich wohl schon längst erschöpft” (ibid. 
246).129 Schiller’s play, in Börne’s estimation, had too little plot (“nichts geschieht”) and too 
much philosophy: “[A]m meisten wird gedacht. Es ist ein schönes vergoldetes Lehrbuch über 
Seelenkunde und Staatskunst, vom Schulstaube gereinigt, uns in die Hände gegeben” (ibid. 247-
248).130 The performance of the play, however, is particularly bad (ibid. 248). Besides 
incongruous performances of certain characters, the confessor Domingo was inexplicably 
                                                          
129 “Indeed, judgment has long exhausted itself about this aged memorial of art, which has been visible and 
accessible to all for a long time.” 
130 “Mostly, one thinks. A beautiful, gilded primer on psychology and statecraft, purified of school dust, is placed in 
our hands.” Börne justifies his criticism partly through Schiller’s own negative reevaluation of his play, which he 
referred to later as a “Machwerk” (poor effort) of his youth (Reinhart 412). Reinhardt, Hartmut. “Don Karlos.” 
Schiller-Handbuch. Ed. Helmut Koopmann. Alfred Kröner Verlag, 2011. 
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replaced in this production with a state secretary named Perez. The change, Börne argued, which 
attempted to modernize the play (the original takes place in 16th-century Spain), actually makes it 
more out of touch with the times. By removing the confessor character, the play loses its 
connection to the Inquisition, which was important since the Inquisition still rose in influence 
from time to time and the play could be used a means of resisting it.131  
Amid these perhaps irreverent criticisms of Schiller’s famous play, Börne also makes a 
dig at the figure of the king through the proxy of the actor playing the tyrant, Philipp. The actor, 
Weidner, was otherwise brilliant, but: 
 
Eines war mir in dessen meisterhafter Darstellung aufgefallen; nämlich daß er sich einen 
Fußschemel unterstellen ließ, sooft er sich setzte. Den majestätischen Philipp mußte dieses 
häusliche Bequemtun sehr entstellen, zumal wie es Herr Weidner zur Schau brachte, indem er 
gewöhnlich nur den einen Fuß auf den Schemel stellte und den andern leicht hinabwiegen ließ. 
Darf ein Erdengott zeigen, daß er müde werden kann? – (ibid. 249-250).132 
  
On the one hand, Börne’s remark is merely commentary on the verisimilitude of Weidner’s 
performance to how a king would actually behave: Philipp would never have let himself be seen 
using a footstool, seeing as a god on earth, such as a king is, may not show himself to be capable 
of tiring. On the other hand, Börne’s comment functions to undermine such political theater since 
its description remains at the level of Philipp’s individual personality. Therefore, the term 
“Erdengott” comes off ironically in this context because it is used to describe how Philipp must 
represent himself, not what he is. Börne’s review of the actor serves two purposes then: to 
                                                          
131 “Es wäre zu unserer Zeit sehr wohlgetan, die Dichtung in ihrer alten Form wieder auf die Bühne zu bringen, 
damit, was man am Morgen vor den Geschäften des Tages gedankenlos in der Zeitung liest: daß in Madrid die 
Inquisition sich wieder ausbreite, wirksamer am Abend im Schauspielhause als Schreckbild in die Seele dränge und 
sie mit Abscheu erfüllte.” “It would be good to stage Schiller’s poetry in its old form for our time. That way what 
one reads thoughtlessly in the newspaper before the day’s business, that the Inquisition is on the rise again in 
Madrid, affects one more as an image of terror that evening at the theater. It pushes one’s soul and fills one with 
revulsion” (Börne I 249). 
132 One thing occurred to me in the masterful staging: namely that he used a footstool every time he sat. This 
creature comfort, in the way Herr Weidner presented it, must be a distortion of the majestic Philip, insofar as he 
vulgarly set one foot on the stool and let the other relax at the side. May a god on earth show that he can tire?” 
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entertain his readers with reporting on contemporary theater, and at the same time to 
communicate subversive criticisms to them that he would be forbidden from printing if they 
pertained directly to any actual royal figure.  
 The ethical motivation of Börne’s political critique in his theatrical reviews was clearly 
not intended to lay an intellectual foundation for a new German national theater, á la Schiller 
with his “Die Schaubühne als moralische Anstalt betrachtet” (“The Stage Considered as a Moral 
Institution”) or Lessing’s Hamburgische Dramaturgie (Hamburg Dramaturgy). Rather, he used 
the popular novelty of theater reviewing to attract readers to his magazine and to slip them some 
subversive political content along with it, like honey with medicine. The motivation behind his 
criticism was not so much to politicize the theater, but to use the popularity of theater to 
broadcast his political critique more widely. For this Börne’s theater criticism can be called a 
classic example of so-called “Ideenschmuggel” communication strategy. Wolfgang Labuhn 
enumerates numerous vehicles for Börne’s critique, including sly metonymies, parentheses, and 
the subjunctive mood, which allowed for him to make indirect political statements.133 Labuhn 
gives the following example of Börne’s use of the subjunctive mood, which allowed him to make 
critical statements about the political state of affairs in Germany without claiming them as his 
conviction: 
                                                          
133 Labuhn describes Börne’s critical method as a kind of “operative literature” avant la lettre, referring to the poetic 
reflections of the left-wing writers Sergei Tretiakov, Walter Benjamin, and Bertolt Brecht. There are interesting 
similarities between Börne’s approach to political engagement through journalism and Benjamin’s proposals in the 
essay “Autor als Produzent.” Both seek forms beyond the novel and other traditional “literary” genres and align 
these choices with progressive populism. A point of comparison that Labuhn does not elaborate on is the common 
interest of Börne and the theorists of literary operativity in blurring the boundary between author and public. For 
Börne, this porousness is inherent in his vision of the periodical, which solicits input from all viewpoints, which 
necessarily demands a multitude of authors from all levels of society. Benjamin sees a similar shift from the single 
author, privileged by literature, to a distribution of authorship facilitated by the newspaper form when he writes: 
“Indem nämlich das Schrifttum an Breite gewinnt, was es an Tiefe verliert, beginnt die Unterscheidung zwischen 
Autor und Publikum, die die bürgerliche Presse auf konventionelle Art aufrecht erhält, in der Sowjetpresse zu 
verschwinden.” “In that literature wins in breadth what it loses in depth, the difference between author and public, 
which the bourgeois press conventionally maintains, begins to disappear in the Soviet press” (Benjamin 101). 




Ein dramatischer Dichter, von der Menge bereichert, würde aus Dankbarkeit in seinen Stücken die 
Launen und Ansichten der Menge liebkosen und nicht mehr, wie jetzt, nur den Launen und 
Grundsätzen der Vornehmen und Mächtigen schmeicheln […] man würde keine offiziellen 
Lügner mehr finden, da die Wahrheit mehr eintrüge als die Lüge – kurz, die heilsame bestehende 
Ordnung der Dinge würde um und um gekehrt werden (Börne I 342).134 
 
 
Although Börne’s tone is obviously ironic (“offizieller Lügner”), his use of the subjunctive lets 
him propose a world where the crowd (Menge) has more influence over theatrical representation 
than the rich and powerful (Vornehmen and Mächtigen) – which Börne sarcastically presents 
here as a bad development – without having to commit to it. This remark appears at the end of 
review of a comedy by Heinrich Clauren, which switches abruptly from discussing the play to 
responding to comments Clauren made about the dangers of theater criticism. The abolition of 
criticism, Börne muses, would lead to a democratization of theater: anyone would be allowed to 
do it since there would be no public judgment of it, leading to the inversion of cultural values 
described above. These examples show that Börne used his theater criticism in part as a covert 
venue for his political views. 
 Börne’s theater reviews used irreverent association to get public attention and to make 
critical political statements. He described his review style as such in the introduction to 
Dramaturgische Blätter (1829), the first volume of his collected writings, which compiled his 
theater criticism from various periodicals. He described in it how he wrote his reviews, 
remarking that by the time he put pen to paper he had already forgotten much of the plays he was 
supposed to discuss: 
 
Wahrhaftig, ich hatte beim zweiten Akte den ersten, wenn der Vorhang fiel, alles vergessen, und 
ich erinnerte mich gar nicht, ob das Stück gut oder schlecht war. Aber am folgenden Tag kam 
                                                          
134 “A dramatic poet, enriched by the crowd, would gratefully caress the moods and views of the crowd and no 
longer pet the moods and principles of the privileged and powerful […] One would find no more official liars, 
because the truth would create more profits than lies – in short, the existing salubrious order of things would be 
turned inside out.” 
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immer etwas, das mich daran erinnerte: das Stück mußte schlecht gewesen sein, und da setzte ich 
mich hin und beurteilte es […] (Börne I 209).135 
 
 
One imagines the actors’ dismay at reading that Börne’s evaluation of them had been triggered 
by a vague “something” (etwas) that arbitrarily associated them in his mind with bad acting. 
Heinrich Heine criticized this associative quality of Börne’s writing as a kind of obsessiveness 
whereby Börne saw whatever he wanted to in every subject he discussed, which was usually 
restoration politics.136 Börne is flaunting his power as a reviewer in this passage. He is not just 
showing off his individual influence, however, but the new role public opinion could play in the 
theater world. Börne’s reviews institutionalized the feuilleton style of theater criticism; actors 
had not been used to such public criticism before Die Wage became popular (Jasper 113-114). 
For Börne, his ability to free associate and affect the careers of actors showed some of the 
newfound powers of the public and likewise was a testament to a burgeoning democratic epoch. 
The following section will explore an example of Börne’s free association and his clever 
manipulation of it to make the technique reflect the conditions of the historical present.  
 
Urspruch: Börne’s Unwilling Collaborator 
Börne’s brazenness and his use of actors as articulation points for the relationship 
between political and supposedly apolitical speech is perhaps nowhere more palpable than in his 
                                                          
135 Truthfully, after the curtain fell and the second act began, I had forgotten everything from the first and I could not 
remember if the play was good or bad. On the following day, however, something always happened that reminded 
me: the play had to have been bad, and then I sat down and evaluated it […]” 
136 Heine on Börne in 1840: “Er besprach das Buch, das er eben gelesen, das Ereigniß, das eben vorfiel, den Stein, 
an den er sich eben gestoßen, Rotschild, an dessen Haus er täglich vorbeyging, den Bundestag, der auf der Zeil 
residirt, und den er ebenfalls an Ort und Stelle hassen konnte, endlich alle Gedankenwege führten ihn zu 
Metternich.” “He discussed the book he had just read, the event that had just occurred, the stone he had just kicked, 
Rothschild, whose house he walked past daily, the Bundestag, which was located on Zeil [a main street in Frankfurt] 
and which he could hate on location, and finally all of his trains of thought led him to Metternich.”  (Heine XI 17).  
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1818 essay “Mitarbeiter wider Willen” (“Unwilling Collaborator”), which appeared in the 
second issue of die Wage. Börne’s critical provocations went so far in this piece that they almost 
led him into a duel for his honor. The text is somewhat obscure among Börne’s writings, so I will 
summarize it briefly. The article consists of the correspondence between Börne and a slighted 
actor named Philipp Jacob Urspruch, as well as a short response to the affair by Börne at the end 
of the essay. Urspruch had written to Börne to complain about an ambiguous characterization of 
himself from the previous issue of Die Wage, where Börne had negatively reviewed his 
performance in Elise von Valberg, a now-obscure play by the famous actor August Wilhelm 
Iffland. Urspruch’s complaint centers around an ambiguous comment Börne made in his review: 
“Im Leben wird ein ehrlicher Mann leichter zum Spitzbuben umgeschaffen als auf der Bühne” 
(ibid. 996),137 suggesting that although Urspruch had poorly represented the corruption of an 
honorable man in his performance, he had perhaps successfully achieved this transition in his 
private life. Urspruch was understandably concerned about this comment and demanded 
clarification. He wanted first of all a public retraction to appear in Die Wage, and secondly, he 
demanded public recognition of the hastiness (Übereilung) in bringing the original review to 
print (ibid. 997). Börne’s original comment is imprecise and suggestive to the point that it seems 
to border on libel, and Urspruch responded by threatening Börne with what might have been an 
overture to a duel, telling Börne that if he publicly mocked him again, he could expect, “was man 
von einem beleidigten Ehrenmanne zu erwarten hat,” or what is to be expected from an 
honorable man defending his honor (ibid.). Börne, unfazed, replied with a comparatively short 
missive saying that he would reproduce Urpruch’s letter verbatim and attempt to clarify any 
ambiguities from his earlier remark. Urspruch quickly wrote back – still riled, it would seem, by 
                                                          
137 “An honorable man is turned into a rogue more easily in life than onstage.” 
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Börne’s original criticism – to tell Börne not to make any jokes at his expense. He then escalated 
the situation yet again, this time by referring to possible consequences Börne’s noncompliance 
could have for him as a journalist and as a Jew. Börne finished “Mitarbeiter wider Willen” by 
maintaining that he was interested in the performances of actors, not in the affairs of private 
people. He then recommended that if Urspruch were to write in again to the magazine, to please 
include some jokes for the readers of Die Wage, who would surely find tiresome the seriousness 
with which Urspruch took himself. 
     As the essay’s title suggests, Börne turned his exchange with Urspruch into a reflection 
on the nature of journalism. Urspruch’s anger at Börne and threats to shut down Die Wage 
through his powerful connections at court did not signal for Börne the end of his periodical, but 
rather its expansion. Despite his enmity toward Börne and Die Wage, Urspruch’s letters of 
complaint are treated by Börne as a contribution rather than as a threat. Börne reflects at the end 
of “Mitarbeiter wider Willen”: 
 
[…] wer die schlaflosen und sorgenvollen Nächte kennt, die ein armer Journalist darüber hat, wie 
er zur gehörigen Zeit die versprochene Bogenzahl Gedrucktes abliefere, wenn es ihm nicht 
gegeben ist, sein bißchen Wissen und Fühlen breitzuschlagen, und wenn ihm die zugesagten 
Beiträge meistenteils ausbleiben: wer dieses zu fühlen weiß, der kann sich denken, wie vergnügt 
ich bin, daß mir ein vernünftiger Mann und guter Kopf gratis in die Falle gegangen ist. Solcher 
Mitarbeiter wider Willen werden sich gewiß noch mehrere einfinden, da die gegenwärtige 
Veranlassung hierzu sich notwendig wiederholen muß (ibid. 999).138 
 
  
Börne’s provocation of Urspruch functions in this case as a means to get more high-quality 
(vernünftig and gut) content for his publication at a time when he is apparently uninspired (“es ist 
ihm nicht gegeben, sein bisschen Wissen und Fühlen breitzuschlagen”). The situation between 
                                                          
138 “Those who know the sleepless, worried nights a poor journalist experiences, how he delivers the promised page 
count at the appointed time even if he is not able to demonstrate in it his modicum of knowledge and feeling, and 
when the articles promised to him mostly never arrive: those who know this feeling can imagine how pleased I am 
that a rational man and good mind went into the trap gratis. There will certainly be more colleagues against their 
will, since the present occasion will necessarily repeat itself.”  
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Börne and Urspruch is also not unique, Börne wrote, but results from a condition of the times. 
The “present occassion” (gegenwärtige Veranlassung) – that is, the need for content and the 
eagerness of readers to respond to Börne’s provocations – will necessarily persist and continue to 
fill the pages of Die Wage with texts from unwilling collaborators. The emphasis on “present” 
here suggests that there was a quality of the present moment that made Börne and his readers 
particularly susceptible to this relationship model. On web message boards, one finds the 
expression “don’t feed the troll” as a warning to users who engage in conversation with someone 
who is deliberately trying to upset them and engage in them in public debate. Börne’s exchange 
with Urspruch is perhaps akin to trolling in that he refers to his methods for inspiring Urspruch’s 
engagement with him as a kind of “trap” (Falle) of provocation. Maybe Urspruch should have 
just let the comment go. 
 Urspruch does not just engage with Börne, but unwittingly takes on his view of art as a 
social phenomenon. It has been mentioned already that Börne was not interested in transforming 
the theater through his criticisms of it: he was interested in theater as a public event that could 
bring attention to his magazine through his reviews of it. Urspruch also takes on this social 
viewpoint, albeit unwittingly. Although he makes an overture to the value of a “belehrende, 
unparteiische, in den Grenzen der Anständigkeit bleibenden” (edifying, nonpartisan, and 
remaining within the boundaries of decency) theater criticism, the social and political 
motivations for these qualities become clear in the letters reproduced by Börne. His concern 
seems not to be so much Börne’s criteria for evaluating theater, but the status of his own 
“honorable name,” which is threatened by Börne’s provocations: “Mein ehrlicher Name ist mein 
Stolz,” wrote Urspruch, “den ich mir, ich kann es sagen, durch mein tadelloses Betragen von 
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jeher erhalten, den ich mir von niemand ungestraft antasten lasse” (ibid. 997).139 He maintains 
his honor, moreover, through his influence at the court, that is, through an arcane venue of 
communication, as opposed to the public form of the journal. His description of courtly 
communication resembles his description of the ideal theater criticism in its decency 
(Anständigkeit) and emotional remove (compare kalte Besonnenheit with Unparteilichkeit 
above): “Ein feiner Hoffmann [durchführt] seine Intrige mit höfischer Anständigkeit und kalter 
Besonnenheit, ohne sich bei seinen Umgebungen höheren Ranges als ein wirklicher Bösewicht 
zu zeigen, was ein jeder eingestehen muß, der den Hof kennt […]” (ibid. 996)140. Börne’s 
review, which conflated personal insult with a dramaturgical assessment, provoked a response 
from Urspruch showing his symbolic investment at the court and in a courtly model of public 
discourse that mutually reinforce each other. In so doing, Urspruch unconsciously provided 
Börne with a poignant counterexample to his journalistic project in Die Wage.  
 Börne’s use of quotation is crucial in his delineation of Urspruch’s letter as a 
counterexample to his own intention. Urspruch had demanded in his second letter that Börne 
quote his missives “Wort für Wort,” saying that if even one word were missing he would make it 
widely known (ibid. 998). The essay is based on reproductions of Urspruch’s letters, so Börne 
kept his promise, but he remarks that even though there are no omissions (the omissions are 
themselves omitted: “fehlende Fehler”), he made some additions where Urspruch had misspelled 
certain words and failed to capitalize the formal personal pronoun Sie (ibid. 998-999). One could 
consider these as editorial liberties, further stressing the role Börne assumes in the essay as 
Urspruch’s collaborator on the magazine, rather than his adversary. 
                                                          
139 “Mein honorable name is my pride, which I have maintained, I can say, though my impeccable comportment, and 
which I will let no one infringe upon unpunished.”  
140 A cultivated man of the court carries out his intrigues with polite decency and cold prudence, without appearing 
as a villain in the presence of those with higher rank than him, which all who know the court must concede […]”  
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There is a second level of quotation in Börne’s essay, however, namely its parodic 
mimicking of Urspruch. For example, Börne responds to Urspruch’s somewhat ambiguous threat 
of ruining Börne’s career by repeating it almost verbatim back to him. Here is Urspruch’s 
original threat: 
 
Sie gehen mit Ihren Bemerkungen überhaupt sehr unvorsichtig zu Werke, wie Ihre schüchternen 
Bemerkungen über Östreich und Preußen beweisen.141 Ein Mann, der von einem Volke abstammt, 
das in gegenwärtigem Augenblick bei dem Bundestage die ihm gebührenden Rechte der 
Menschheit in Anspruch nimmt, sollte nach meiner Meinung aus Liebe zu seinem Volke anders 
verfahren. Wenn das Ihre schüchternen Bemerkungen sind, dann möchte ich erst Ihre freimütigen 
kennen lernen (ibid. 998).142 
 
 
Here is Börne’s response: 
 
 
Er geht in seinen Bemerkungen überhaupt sehr unvorsichtig zu Werke, wie seine Bemerkung 
beweist, daß wer den Hof kenne, wisse, wie man einen Spitzbuben zu spielen habe. Wer zu einem 
Volke gehört, das in gegenwärtigem Augenblicke an den meisten Orten von Hofbeamten seine 
ihm gebührende Besoldung in Anspruch nimmt, sollte nach meiner Meinung aus Liebe zu seinem 
Volke anders verfahren. Herr Urspruch spricht immer von Bemerkungen, die “in den Grenzen der 
Anständigkeit” bleiben sollen; wenn aber das seine anständigen Bemerkungen sind, so möchte ich 
erst seine unanständigen kennen lernen (ibid. 1000-1001).143  
 
The ambiguity of Urspruch’s comment about Börne’s “Volk” gives it two possible meanings. On 
the one hand, Volk can refer to journalists, whose rights were indeed being debated by the 
Prussian and Austrian governments (the result of these debates were the Carlsbad Decrees). 
Urspruch therefore threatens Börne’s livelihood. On the other hand, Urspruch also threatens 
                                                          
141 This is a reference to Börne’s essay “Schüchterne Bemerkungen über Östreich und Preußen,” which criticized the 
negotions around press restrictions by both countries and appeared in the same issue of Die Wage as Börne’s review 
of Elise von Valberg.  
142 “You proceed incautiously with your remarks, as your timid remarks about Austria and Prussia prove. A man 
who descends from a people that in the present moment is making a draft of its appropriate human rights in the 
Bundestag should, in my opinion, proceed differently out of love for his people. If those are your timid remarks, 
then I would like to know your candid ones.” 
143 “He proceeds incautiously with his remarks, as his remark that one who knows the court knows how to play a 
rogue proves. One who belongs to a people that at the present moment must draft its appropriate salary with court 
administrators in most places should, in my opinion, proceed differently out of love for his people. Herr Urspruch 
speaks constantly of remarks that “should remain in the boundaries of decency;” if this is his idea of a decent 
remark, I would like to see his indecent remarks.” 
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Börne as a Jew. The civil rights of German Jews had been renegotiated ever since the end of the 
wars against Napoleon. Börne had lost his job as a police actuary because of this. Even though 
Börne had changed his name to sound less Jewish and been baptized Lutheran, it was still public 
knowledge that he was Jewish (see Jasper 64-66). Börne’s response also plays with ambiguity. 
After mocking Urspruch for seeming to imply that because he was familiar with the court that he 
knew how to play a scoundrel, he tells Urspruch to be careful himself. If he depended on the 
court (Hofbeamten) for his livelihood, he would need speak with more reticence. These 
administrators of the court, however, were often Jews, as Börne’s father had been. Börne’s 
quotation of Urspruch subverts the latter’s threat so that instead of the strong threatening the 
weak (the court against freelance journalists and Jews), the weak are now on equal footing 
thanks to the democratic quality of the journal.144  
Börne’s public conflict with Urspruch continues to be instructive on the nature of public 
discourse. Its continued relevance becomes clear through a comparison of it with the so-called 
“Platen-Affäre” (Platen-Affair) between Heinrich Heine and August von Platen. The two 
disputes share many qualities: both are the public responses of German Jews to critical 
interlocutors who have made ad hominem attacks against them based on their Jewishness. Both 
responses also take the opportunity to reflect on the status of such attacks in public discourse and 
rely on extensive quotation in order to make their points. I will close this chapter with a brief 
comparative look at both of these affairs in which I will show some commonalities between 
                                                          
144 Börne’s corrections to Urspruch’s letters can also be read in light of this as refuting the widespread nineteenth-
century stereotype of Jews’ speaking an inferior German, or mauscheln. Yiddish was Börne’s first language, but he 
publicly distanced himself from the corruption of so-called mauscheln and aligned himself with standard German. 
The fact of a native Yiddish speaker correcting Urspruch’s German spelling levels the discursive playing field, so to 
speak: it raises Börne, the Jew and journalist, to the level of a court actor, and simultaneously brings Urspruch down 
to the level where he requires correction from someone for whom German is their second language. Sander L. 
Gilman details Börne’s hostile public treatment of Yiddish in Jewish Self-Hatred: Anti-Semitism and the Hidden 
Language of the Jews. Johns Hopkins UP, 1986. 
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Heine and Börne, as well as suggest ways that the differences between them affected their 
periodical writing. 
 At the end of Die Bäder von Lukka (1829), Heine’s thinly-veiled critique of the German 
aristocracy in the guise of a travel account, Heine responded to anti-Semitic jokes Platen had 
published145 by, among other charges, asserting Platen was homosexual. As opposed to Platen’s 
joke, which he claimed was founded in mere rumor, Heine asserted a strict citationality for all of 
his criticisms of Platen. They are grounded in a specific place and time: “ich werde immer ganz 
genau den Standpunkt, wo aus ich ihn sah, und sogar manchmal die Brille, wodurch ich ihn sah, 
angeben” (ibid. 135).146 For Heine, locating himself in his scandalous text against Platen is part 
of a more general satire of public debate in Germany, as Na’ama Rokem has shown.147 “Ich 
werde ganz treu ehrlich und überaus höflich verfahren, wie es einem Bürgerlichen ziemt […],”148 
writes Heine. Heine poses as a typical, courteous public interlocutor when his obvious plan is to 
scandalize his public through his vicious send-up of Platen. On the one hand, therefore, Heine’s 
attack on Platen functions as a critique of the German public sphere, whose expectations of 
politeness he defies in order to ruin Platen’s reputation as a poet. “Heine thus sets up his attack 
not only so as to ridicule his opponent, but also as a contribution to his investigation of the 
conditions of writing prose,” which Heine considered the quintessentially modern form of public 
discourse (Rokem 31). To this extent, Heine’s “affair” resembles Börne’s with Urspruch. Börne 
also mimics court protocol in his response to Urspruch’s demand for a retraction. While Börne’s 
                                                          
145 Platen called Heine a “Petrark des Lauberhüttenfests” (Petrarch of Sukkot) whose kisses had a 
“Knoblauchsgeruch” (garlic smell) in his satirical play Der romantische Ödipus. He also mocked Heine’s friend and 
fellow writer, Karl Immermann, referring to him as “Nimmermann” (roughly translated: never a man). (in Höhn 
244). 
146 “I will always provide the precise standpoint from which I saw him, and even sometimes the glasses through 
which I saw him.” 
147 Rokem, Na’ama. Prosaic Conditions: Heinrich Heine and the Spaces of Zionist Literature. Northwestern UP, 
2013. 
148 “I will proceed absolutely faithfully and courteously, as befits a bourgeois.” 
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response is meant to demonstrate the power of the public sphere to reveal outmoded forms of 
intimidation that derive from court hierarchies, Heine’s attack on Platen is meant primarily to 
protect his own reputation as an author. Platen’s original joke about Heine’s Judaism (he called 
him, among other things, the “Petrark des Lauberhüttenfests”), it was meant to discount Heine’s 
reputation as an author to a de facto Christian reading public. Therefore, Heine’s claim to read 
Platen’s homosexuality in his poetry (“er ist in seinen Gedichten ein Pathikos, er ist ein 
Weib”)149, it is to level a devastating blow to the latter’s literary career (Heine VII/1 141). 
Although this citing of evidence (Heine never calls Platen a homosexual directly, but only claims 
to read it in his texts) satirizes the limitations of the quiet German public sphere – the joke is that 
Heine must respond to Platen in this rigorous, evidence-based manner in order to be taken 
seriously – his concern here is not with expanding the bounds of the public sphere, as it is with 
Börne.  
There are two other important differences between these pieces, which are related. One is 
that Heine’s response to Platen created a “national scandal” (Höhn 247) while Börne’s remained 
a local phenomenon in Frankfurt for the most part. Heine’s Platen-affair continues to be studied 
and explained in scholarship, while Börne’s letters with Urspruch have yet to receive much 
attention in studies of him. The state of scholarship on Heine’s and Börne’s public disputes point 
to the second major difference between the two: Heine’s scandal has remained scandalous while 
Börne can safely be said to have won his dispute. No modern reader would side with Platen and 
his cheap anti-Semitic jokes, but be that as it may, Heine’s response merely exposes Platen to be 
himself a social outsider, but shows no hint of solidarity.150 The conflict between the two writers, 
                                                          
149 “He is a pathicus in his poetry, he is a woman.” 
150 This is Hans Mayer’s critique of Heine’s diatribe in Außenseiter (1977). One can also argue that Heine is 
completely justified in his “outing” of Platen because of the real existential threat that Platen’s original attack posed 
for Heine. Platen attacked Heine from the comfort of two stipend years in Italy, while Heine was on the free market 
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and the discomfort the affair caused in its first audience, have therefore persisted. Börne’s 
response to Urpsruch, however, seems prophetic. Börne demonstrates what could be called a 
modern understanding of the principles behind popular media journals. His quotation of 
Urspruch, which shows Börne’s trust in the public over the secretive influence of the court, 
resonates now in the final days of Net Neutrality. While Heine’s criticism of Platen’s poetry as 
trite and overly formal has the aura of an outdated metaphysics of art, Börne’s basing his theory 
of literary production almost entirely in the means by which it is produced continues to be 
prescient. One sees this difference persist when one compares Heine’s periodical writing from 
the early 1830s, which was viewed by Börne as too literary.  
The two scandals reflect very different views of authorship, in part because Heine and 
Börne have different goals in their respective texts. Heine wants to get even with Platen and 
assert himself as the better writer in the public’s estimation, and Börne wants to make the 
broader poetic point to his public that by responding to his writing, they become writers 
themselves. While Heine satirizes the politeness of public discourse in order to show his elite 
status as a poet, Börne comes out against Urspruch in order to demonstrate and defend his 
concept of a democratic forum for writing. Heine’s satirical performance at Platen’s expense is 
done before a presumed audience of readers who are expected to judge the quality of both writers 
in comparison to each other. On the other hand, Börne demonstrates that authorship in his 
conception of public discourse is continuous with being a member of the reading public. Börne’s 
piece on Urspruch demonstrates a version of his ideal, cited earlier, of having every statement 
that anyone makes recorded in periodicals as a record of their time. In what is perhaps a play on 
Urspruch’s name (Ur-Spruch, or “original quote”), Börne shows that Urspruch’s attempt at a 
                                                          
as a writer in Germany. One could therefore consider it well within Heine’s right to strike back against Platen (I 
thank Professor Willi Goetschel for making raising this crucial point with me). 
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back-channel influence over the content of Die Wage is public from the beginning. In the modern 
public sphere as Börne imagines it, readers have no recourse to any elite social status that they 
might possess, but must hash out their difference in a raucous forum. Heine’s take-down of 
Platen, in its assertion of his poetic rank, perhaps reinforced the hierarchy that Börne attempted 
to destabilize.  
    
Conclusion 
 This chapter on Die Wage has shown that Börne, besides using his magazine to 
politically agitate through surreptitious criticism, demonstrated his notion of performative 
historiography through the periodical, and especially through his theater reviews. We have seen 
that Börne, in addition to instrumentalizing the popularity of theater reviews to publicize his 
political opinions in spite of the censor, also recognized the potential of this form to record the 
daily history he set out to achieve with Die Wage. Börne’s non-dramaturgical theater reviews 
were more than just covert critiques of the powers that be; they reflected a radical notion of 
literary (insofar as they discussed the arts) writing that oriented it toward the spontaneous 
engagement with the present, rather than concentrated reflection on themes from the past. Börne 
achieved such engagement with the present, despite strict censorship laws, by evoking actuality 
through the regularity of theatrical performances, using the characters of plays as proxies for the 
figures in power of whom he was critical, and by explaining the anger of actors at his reviews as 
reflective of the antiquated court system. Börne’s success with this engagement inspired the 
generation of progressive writers who followed him, coming of age in the 1830s, and prepared 
the political and aesthetic context for Büchner’s and Heine’s later work that examined how 
writing could engage with the historical present.    
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The idea that his writing would reflect his times guided nearly the entirety of Börne’s 
output. The conviction that the character of the times shone through in every word put to paper 
motivated him to publish his private letters to Jeanette Wohl. Appealing to the values of Börne’s 
earlier work in Die Wage, Wohl, Börne’s friend and muse, suggested that he make these missives 
public because they offered, “eine weit frischere, lebendigere, anziehendere und ansprechendere 
Darstellung […] als in Aufsätzen” (Börne X 846).151 The letters needed to be authentic as well, 
in the sense that Börne should not just write in the form of letters (“in Briefform”), but actually 
allow his letters to be reproduced (“nur Briefe [schreiben].” Ibid.).  The appeal of real letters, 
according to Wohl, was that they provided daily material (Börne was struggling to complete the 
promised eighth volume of his collected writings) and historical significance by being written in 
a remarkable political moment with Börne’s talent:  
 
Denken Sie sich täglich den so reichen Stoff! Der Prozeß der Minister, die Bewegung in den 
Straßen, die Kammern, das englische Parlament, Theater, Literatur, Kunst, Industrie, 
Bildergalerie, deutsche Angelegenheiten wie Politik, Literatur, Zeitungen, deren Lächerlichkeit 
oder Schlechtigkeit […] Diese Briefe würden nicht nur den besten Memoiren aus den 
denkwürdigsten Zeiten an der Seite gesetzt werden, sondern noch geschichtlichen Wert behalten. 
Und wieviel können Sie damit nützen, wirken. Briefe liest jedermann, und Sie können Ihre 
Grundsätze darin wie durch Zeitungen verbreiten … (ibid.)152 
 
 
These letters became Börne’s Briefe aus Paris which were his most famous and influential work. 
One sees that the principles which underlay them had been set forth in Die Wage over a decade 
earlier: they freely associate with their content, they bring to gether politics and art (theater, 
literature, and presumably the visual arts), and their quality as a diary of remarkable 
                                                          
151 “A much fresher, more alive, attractive, and pleasing representation […] than in essays.” 
152 “Imagine daily such rich material! The trial of a minister, movement in the streets, the chambers, the English 
parliament, theater, literature, art, industry, art galleries, German issues like politics, literature, newspapers, their 
ridiculousness or wickedness […] These letters would not only commit to paper the best memoirs of the most 
memorable age, but they would also have historical value. And how much you could benefit, affect from these. 
Everyone reads letters, and you could disseminate your principles through them like through newspapers […]” 
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(denkwürdigst) times (here the letters are already imagined in the reflective past tense with 
“Memoir”) make them of historical interest. The primary difference between these letters and 
Die Wage is that while Die Wage was envisioned as a forum for German public opinion to find 
its form, the letters are conceived here as a reflection of the times through Börne’s subjectivity. 
Wohl suggests that this radically subjective turn would not result in the intellectual isolation of 
the Originalschriftsteller, but that it could still accomplish some of what Börne had set out to do 
with Die Wage, saying that Börne could disseminate his “principles” (Grundsätze) via his letters 
in a manner similar to how newspapers spread ideas.    
Börne’s championing of the free press as a site where a critical public in Germany could 
be developed and where the history of the present could be written was hugely influential on the 
generation that followed. Karl Gutzkow’s method of associative, ironic criticism in his Forum 
der Journal-Literatur was indebted to the influence of Jean Paul and Börne, as was much of the 
writing of the Young German movement generally. One finds his statements on the role of the 
press echoed throughout these writings. They are not attached to a particular political program, 
but to an abstract ideal of freedom that was suppressed in the act of limiting press privileges. 
Furthermore, the figure of revolution does not factor into Börne’s writings in Die Wage. These 
texts, while subversive, did not try to incite violence against the state. Börne’s politics gained 
specificity, however, after he went into voluntary exile in France in 1830. The specter of the 
1789 revolution, which reappeared with the events of the July Revolution in 1830, also played a 
deciding role in Börne’s political writing. In Paris, his thought took on the murderous rationality 
of the Jacobins. Heine quotes him as saying in 1831, “Es wird bald sehr betrübt bey uns aussehen 
und sehr blutig. Revoluzionen sind eine schrecklicke Sache, aber sie sind nothwendig, wie 
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Amputazionen, wenn irgend ein Glied in Fäulniß gerathen” (Heine 59).153 Heine, who had 
previously been sympathetic to his feuilletonist compatriot, famously parted ways with Börne 
over this development, and Börne began to publicly criticize Heine’s work.154 Börne’s critique 
was mobilized in his last years to assist in the coming of a revolution in Germany. 
It is helpful to read Börne’s pointedly political texts, which still employ a kind of poetic 
ambiguity, against the more politically skeptical works of Heine and Büchner. As Heine and 
Büchner show, literature’s political interventions cannot be controlled by the writer. Once the 
intervention has been made, there is no telling what the consequences will be. Both explore this 
problem through images of the French Reign of Terror, where politicized slogans and metaphors 
have gone off to have unimagined consequences. Heine, who had been enthusiastic about the 
revolution after hearing about it from Helgoland (also narrated in his Börne book), is horrified by 
murderous crowds in Paris. Büchner shows in Dantons Tod how the rationalistic language of the 
revolutionaries, similar to Börne’s above, had come around to implicate its originators. Both 
writers emphasize the danger of political speech. The example of Börne in the early 1820s 
presents a very different version of literature’s political intervention, however. Here it is 
successful, and the development of media (journalism) and politics seemed to have made it 
possible to change the social landscape of Germany. This optimistic view will help to 




                                                          
153 “It will soon look very sad with us, and very bloody. Revolutions are a terrible thing, but they are necessary, like 
an amputation when a limb becomes rotten.” 




 Französische Zustände, or Heine’s Book of Old News 
 
Introduction 
 Ludwig Börne’s engagement with the present in Die Wage was essentially rhetorical and 
intended to provoke his audience to an awareness of the public discourse’s possibilities beyond 
censorship. He hid his political criticisms in theater reviews so as to take advantage of the 
genre’s actuality. He rarely used the actuality of theater reviews comment on specific political 
issues as they happened, however. Rather, Börne’s use of the review form gave his readers a 
sense for what continuous, independent political commentary could look like. Börne is guided in 
his project by the confidence that his provocations will show the true character of his times, even 
in the future. As he said in the introduction to his Gesammelte Schriften, he included the original 
publication dates of his essays in order to impress upon his readers how relevant they still were 
given the glacial pace of political change in Germany. 
Absent from Börne’s writing is the crucial question of how changed social and political 
situations might affect the interpretation of the present represented in his writings. Heinrich 
Heine’s Französische Zustände (French Conditions), printed first in 1832 as a series of political 
articles for the Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung (General Newspaper of Augsburg) and collected 
together a year later as a book, had this question at its heart. How do the writers’ individual 
standpoints factor into their interpretations of the present, Heine asks in his journalism, be they 
in the presentation of facts or in elucidations of their political import? Additionally, regarding the 
spontaneous and daily quality of the writing they promote, how do they account for the errors in 
perception that likely result from such reflexive expressions? Is there an ethical concern behind 
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such writing regarding the impact such skewed perceptions could have on their readers? To what 
extent is this engagement with the present about information, data, and to what extent is it about 
an impression of the times? How might the two interact in their texts? 
 Heinrich Heine’s Französische Zustände is an intervention on this point about how 
literature engages with its present. We read it now as a hybrid form: it originally appeared in 
1831-1832 as an article series in the Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung, but it was republished a 
year later as a book with a foreword and introductory notes to certain articles, which now appear 
as chapters. It is now almost exclusively known as a book, although scholars still refer to it as his 
journalism with little consideration for the different forms in which it appeared.155 In appearance, 
Heine’s articles participated in the general turn toward politically engaged periodical literature 
common among the liberal writers with whom he was associated (Gutzkow and Wienbarg 
among them), but the stance Heine takes in these articles on contemporary politics confused 
many of his readers. Rather than aligning his articles with democratic movements in Germany 
and France, as many of his peers, including Börne, did, Heine assumed a nonpartisan stance. 
This was not the nonpartisanship of what we would call objective reporting; as Jeffrey Sammons 
remarks in his Heine biography, “no one in that time or place had ever heard of ‘objective 
journalism’” (Sammons 175-176).156 Also like Börne, Heine was not particularly interested in 
showing the present in a way that was factually accurate in a rigorous way. Rather, Heine wanted 
his description of the present to clearly transmit from an individual standpoint. He would show 
the present, warts and all. But the blemishes, the shortcomings of the presentation would be his 
                                                          
155 Margaret Clarke’s 1927 book-length study of the Zustände is the only scholarship I am aware of that has treated 
Heine’s text specifically as periodical journalism without conflating it with its book publication. Clarke, Margaret. 
Heine et la monarchie de juillet. Étude critique sur les Französische Zustände suivie d’une étude sur le saint-
simonisme chez Heine. Les éditions Rieder, 1927. 
156 Sammons, Jeffrey L. Heinrich Heine: A Modern Biography. Princeton: Princeton UP, 1979. 
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responsibility. Heine’s Zustände — the conditions that he showed — were therefore personal, 
social, and inseparable from each other. They were the political conditions of France, which 
were themselves inextricably bound up in Heine’s text with his personal condition whilst 
observing them.  
 This assertion seems true enough: everyone brings his or her own set of experiences, 
prejudices, and knowledge to the present, which shapes their perception of it. How does Heine 
show this, however, in the very form, journalism, that is meant to bring literature closer to the 
present? I will answer this question in this chapter by first explaining the position Heine staked 
for himself in the German literary scene after the July Revolution. His audience was primarily 
German: German republicans read his first articles for the AZ expecting Heine to promote their 
cause, while the state censor monitored him closely to make sure he did not overstep any 
ideological boundaries. He went to Paris in 1831 to be nearer to the action of the revolution, but 
his literary output disappointed the political liberals in Germany who had held out hope for him 
as a spokesperson of a German republican program. In the burgeoning age of liberalism, where 
high literary style not used explicitly to satirize the court was often interpreted as a sign of 
political resignation, Heine seemed too much the poet. Yet he seemed too liberal to conservative 
monarchists as well. Heine’s disappointment to these various German “parties,” by whom he 
meant any institution of fixed political persuasion and whom he later called his enemies, was 
intentional and meant to draw their biases into sharper relief. 
 Heine’s angle with his reporting was to reveal various tendencies in thought of journalists 
on the conservative and liberal ends of the political spectrum, as well as their influence on the 
understanding of the present. These tendencies were motivated by unconscious private feelings 
or “Privatgefühle,” a neologism of Heine’s. The journalists on both sides of the political 
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spectrum, Heine asserted, communicated their own private feelings unawares as part of the 
political reality they intended to illustrate. These subjective judgments were not bad in Heine’s 
evaluation just because they indicated a lack of thoughtfulness among journalists. Their biases 
transferred themselves to their readers who relied upon news publications for reports on 
contemporary political and social affairs. The skewed reports of partisan journalists, in other 
words, encouraged a distorted view of reality on the part of their readers. Social and personal 
conditions (Zustände) contributed to the establishment of these feelings, which were, according 
to Heine, as basic as love and hate. In the second part of this chapter, I outline the significance of 
the term “Zustand” in the 1830s and 40s among liberal writers, where it is used to describe the 
unavoidable impression of the historical present on periodical writing. Heine illustrates the effect 
of Zustände by inhabiting different political perspectives throughout the text. His views at times 
seem to approach conservative royalist viewpoints, while at other times he appears to sympathize 
with the republicans. Although Heine’s politics are difficult to pin down definitively, he uses this 
ambiguity to draw out the political biases inherent to the journalism of others. 
 What is the status of Heine’s articles once they have been republished as a book? How do 
they continue to engage with the present, if at all? Can they still be called journalism once they 
have been removed from the time to which they originally responded? The last section of this 
chapter shows Heine’s characterization of the collected articles as a Höllenzwang or conjuring 
book. The farther they are separated in time from the events they describe, says Heine, the more 
dangerous it is to interpret them.  One has lost touch with the conditions and private feelings that 
originally gave them meaning. It seems that the opposite would be true: distance from feelings 
would seem to make one more rational and objective in interpreting them. For Heine, however, 
the risk inherent to this distance lay in the ease with which statements from the past could be 
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decontextualized. Furthermore, one’s own position in the world has changed. One might end up 
the sorcerer’s apprentice and cast a spell – which here means to quote the powerful words of the 
French Revolution – and be unable to control the consequences. Article VI of Französische 
Zustände offers an extended meditation on how this gap gets filled. Heine insists that his texts be 
read as documents of their time: their insights and shortcomings are symptomatic of the period in 
which they were written, and their application to political interpretation should never be totally 
loosed from that context. I read the version of Article VI that Heine published in the book 
edition, whose mediating note added for this later publication unpacks Heine’s developing 
concept on nonpartisanship.157 It is not only an attempt to view events dispassionately, but a 
reflection on the documentary status of Französische Zustände. The significance of the articles 
for the present, a year after their publication, is as a warning sign for how wrong one can be, but 
is also meant to perform an unabashed look at one’s past errors in judgment. Article VI, 
therefore, functions as a key for reading the whole of Französische Zustände when trying to 
unpack Heine’s concept of nonpartisanship in the writing of contemporary history.    
 
Part 1 
Heine’s Elevated Style 
Heine’s Status as a Poet in Contemporaneous Critiques of Französische Zustände 
 Readers have been suspicious of Französische Zustände since its first publication due to 
an apparent irreconcilability between Heine’s work as a poet and correspondence journalist. 
When the Zustände were first published in 1832 as an article series in the Augsburger 
                                                          
157 Historisch-kritische Gesamtausgabe der Werke. Ed. Manfred Windfuhr. Hamburg: Hoffmann und Cape, 1973-
1997. A manuscript of Article IX was recently discovered and published in facsimile by Hoffmann und Campe, 
which I have not been able to consult because of its limited availability in America. This article was heavily edited 




Allgemeine Zeitung, Heine’s publisher, Georg Cotta (son of the legendary publisher Johann 
Friedrich Cotta), received letters of complaint from high-ranking members of the Austrian and 
Prussian governments. Friedrich von Gentz, an adviser to Prince Metternich of Austria, wrote 
incredulously to the younger Cotta of Heine’s “giftige Ausschweifungen,” or “poisonous 
excesses,” which besides irresponsibly provoking the public against its government, tarnished 
the good name of his father’s paper (Heine XII/2 644). Gentz confesses in his letter to “loving” 
Heine as a poet, but he does not trust the writer's political intentions, describing him along with 
the republican essayist Ludwig Börne as impertinent and mischievous (ibid.). Such qualities 
allowed Heine, according to Gentz, to drag the name of the French government through the mud. 
Such recklessness could inflame dangerous passions of his countrymen back home. Gentz 
purports to set aside his personal affection for the writer and to treat him according to the status 
of a public thinker he had recently assumed: 
 
“Was ein verruchter Abentheurer wie Heine (den ich als Dichter gelten lass, ja sogar liebe, und 
gegen den also kein persönlicher Haß mich bewegt) eigentlich will und wünscht, indem er die 
heutige französische Regierung in den Koth tritt, mag ich nicht weiter untersuchen, obwohl es 
ziemlich leicht errathen läßt” (ibid.).158 
 
 
The pairing in Heine of wicked adventurousness as well as a political agenda made him 
dangerous, according to Gentz. He was a poet with a gift for language toying with potentially 
explosive political content. Heine’s verbal skill masked his true intentions, according to Gentz. 
The seasoned politician Gentz believed he could guess them, however, and he suggests an anti-
monarchic goal. In his letter, he accuses Cotta himself of being socially irresponsible in his 
toleration of Heine, and he closes with a note of parental disappointment when he says that 
                                                          
158 “What a wicked adventurer like Heine (whom I recognize, indeed even love, as a poet and against whom I’m 
moved by no personal hatred) really wants and wishes for, insofar as he drags the current French government 
through the mud, I do not want to investigate any further, even though it is pretty easy to guess.” 
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Cotta’s system of toleration “ist die Allg. Z., bei aller ihrer scheinbaren Neutralität, in dem 
letzten Zeitraume nicht treu geblieben” (ibid.).159 
 Heine’s perceived ability to incite social unrest should not be read as aligning itself with 
the contemporary republican movements in Germany, however, which were imagining how to 
kickstart a political revolution east of the Rhine. German republican circles mostly rejected 
Französische Zustände as well. Their issue with Heine was also his identity as a poet and the 
narcissistic self-absorption they associated with that role. Even though many of the best-known 
figures of that movement were novelists and dramatists who published their political criticism in 
literary magazines (Ludwig Börne, Karl Gutzkow, and Hermann Frank), for example, Heine 
seemed to them overly preoccupied with the niceties of style and with his literary career. These 
authors dedicated their writing, at least rhetorically, to the realization of a German republic, and 
often staged this literary effort as a turning away from “aristocratic” aesthetic experience toward 
a “democratic” education of the Volk. Theodor Mundt wrote of the new democratic age of 
literature in contrast to the previous “aristocratic” one: 
 
Diese Literaturperiode liegt hinter uns. Sie glich einer gewaltsam bewegten Aristokratie, an deren 
Stelle der heutigen Tagesliteratur, wo weniger einzelne Kräfte riesenhaft hervorstreben und ein 
gleichmäßig vertheiltes, heiteres Schaffen zu einem allgemeinen, glücklichen und harmonischen 
Bildungszustand der Menschheit hinarbeitet, eine mehr republikanische Literaturverfassung 
getreten ist (Mundt in Koopmann 17). 160 
 
                                                          
159 “…The General Newspaper has not in recent times remained true to its apparent neutrality.” The Augsburger 
Allgemeine Zeitung prided itself for its political neutrality in a period when most newspapers functioned as political 
platforms for their editors. Heine refers to this neutrality in his “Vorrede” to the book edition of Französische 
Zustände, where he says the word “general” (allgemein) in the newspaper’s name was well earned, because it could 
serve as an informative publication for all of Europe, not just Germany, thus transcending national and other partisan 
interests (Heine 65). 
160 “This period of literature lies behind us. It resembles a violently rocked aristocracy, in whose place 
contemporary journalism has stepped, where fewer individual powers emerge as giants and an equally distributed, 
cheerful establishment of a general, happy, and harmonious condition of education is worked towards.” Koopmann, 
Helmut. Das Junge Deutschland. Eine Einführung. Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1993.  
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The republican literary program, such as it can be constructed from statements by its 
representatives, often described itself as an ongoing process, not yet perfected, and therefore 
unattractive to Heine. It privileged “becoming” over a rigidified “being,” which took Hegel’s 
historical dialectics and read into them a moral dimension that lionized the poor and supposedly 
raw as the inheritors of the future. Heine, according to many German republicans, was allergic to 
such democratic rawness. As Börne said in a review of the Zustände book edition: “Heine würde 
die deutsche Freiheit anbeten, wenn sie in voller Blüte stände; da sie aber wegen des rauhen 
Winters mit Mist bedeckt ist, erkennt er sie nicht und verachtet sie” (Börne 811).161 
Republicanism could not adhere to Heine’s aristocratic, aesthetic tastes, and his political writing 
was therefore not to be trusted. He may have postured as a politically committed writer,162 said 
Börne and others, but his true concern was the beautiful sound of his words, which was really a 
concern with himself.   
 The deeper criticism implied in calling Heine an aesthete was that his stylistic concerns 
played into the hands of the powers that be: aestheticism as political conservatism. In a letter to 
Cotta, Heine complains that the book dealer Hermann Frank had insinuated in the German 
republican newspaper, die Tribüne, that Heine’s text was “immediat influenziert,” or “directly 
influenced,” by the demands of the Austrian government (HSA XXI 28). Again, Heine’s 
polished writing style is held up as an indicator of his political allegiance: “er [Frank] ärgerte 
sich über diesen erhöheten Ton, der ihm an und für sich wohlgefällt, aber nur nicht in der 
Allgemeinen Zeitung” (ibid.).163 Heine has Frank saying, as Gentz did in the letter quoted above, 
that the mingling of poetry with political discourse is dangerous. “An und für sich” echoes the 
                                                          
161 “Heine would pray to German freedom if it were already in full bloom; but because it is still covered with 
manure because of the raw winter, he does not recognize it and disdains it.” 
162 See Heine’s Englische Fragmente (English Fragments, 1828). 
163 “He is annoyed about this elevated tone, which pleases him in and of itself, just not in the General Newspaper.” 
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Hegelian terminology of German Republicans and serves here as an equivalent of Gentz’s point 
of having “no personal hatred” against Heine. In and of itself, Heine’s poetry and poeticisms are 
fine, that is, when they are privately enjoyed and do not aspire to political commentary. In the 
case of Gentz, this masquerade leads to reckless, experimental assertions that could throw the 
state into chaos. In Frank’s assessment, and those of Heine’s other republican readers, the 
concern with style obfuscated the truth in the name of beauty and played to the favor of the 
aristocratic status quo. 
 Heine bitterly fought the accusations of both parties. He refused to be lumped together 
with the republicans; indeed, he wanted to escape the question of being for or against them 
altogether, “wovon ich das erstere aus Überzeugung und das andere aus Klugheit bis jetzt 
unterlassen habe” (ibid.).164 He could not align himself with the rigid neo-Jacobinism of 
republican intellectuals, nor did he want to become their object of public scorn. But he also did 
not want this deliberate distance-taking from the liberal movement to group him with the royalist 
conservatives by default. Heine wrote the foreword to the book edition of Französische Zustände 
with the intent of denouncing the servile “Lohnschreiber der Aristokratie,” or paid hacks of the 
aristocracy (Heine 65), and to make clear that he was not sympathetic to them.165 Throughout his 
reports on contemporary France, he criticized both republican and monarchist journalists for 
representing the state of affairs in France in a way that would support their political ends. The 
writers paid by aristocrats wrote in order to pacify their readership, while republican writers 
falsely collated the events they reported into an irresistible historical dialectic culminating in a 
German republic. Heine saw two dangers inherent in these biases: on the one hand, the people 
                                                          
164 “I have eschewed the first out of conviction and the second out of wisdom.” 
165 I consulted Charles Godfrey Leland’s 1895 translation of Französische Zustände, but all translations in this 
chapter are my own. The Works of Heinrich Heine. VI. Translated by Charles Godfrey Leland, William Heinemann, 
1895.   
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might be lulled by the sweet lies of the aristocracy and never stand up to their oppressors. On the 
other hand, they may be inspired to a violent revolution that would spiral out of control, making 
the situation worse than it already was.  
 Heine writes at the beginning of Article VI that the aristocrats and republicans 
unintentionally lie (ibid. 129). There was no conscious malice behind their lying. They were 
motivated instead by emotions, “Privatgefühle” (“Private feelings”) like love and hate, or by the 
utopias of hope and faith (ibid.). These emotional motivations were seen as detached from reality 
and having nothing to do with the understanding of the present that Heine wanted to promote. 
Instead they created an armature of prejudices inhibiting that understanding. On the conservative 
side, the Volk’s political judgment was subsumed under this armature to prevent social upheaval. 
Heine called this making “Düpes,” or dupes, of the Volk and a gross underestimation of its 
intelligence.166 The republicans, however, had the disadvantage of needing to prove the 
coherence of republicanism in a German context. This political tendency, and especially its 
realization as an actual form of government, seemed to many to only make sense in France. This 
disconnection from German reality inspired Heine to compare the writings of both parties to 
poetry: it was the conflation of a psychic state, an image offered up in a dream, with what was 
actually observable in the world.    
                                                          
166 “[…] sie wähnen damit ein ganzes Volk zu bethören zu können, und zwar ein Volk, welches das Pulver erfunden 
hat und die Buchdruckerey und die Kritik der reinen Vernunft.” “[…] they presume to fool a whole people that 
invented gunpowder, as well as the printing press and the Critique of Pure Reason.” (ibid. 66). This punchline works 
on two levels. It simultaneously counters the Prussian government’s underestimation of the Volk’s intelligence by 
assembling a list of its cultural achievements. The items on the list, however, reappear a couple of years later in 
Heine’s Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in Deutschland as the first steps in Germany toward a popular 
revolution like in France. He remarks that Kritik der reinen Vernunft only began to receive attention in 1789, almost 
ten years after it had been published. He writes to his French audience, whom he is lecturing about German 
philosophy: “Wir hatten Emeuten in der geistigen Welt eben so gut wie Ihr in der materiellen Welt, und bey dem 
Niederreißen des alten Dogmatismus eschauffirten wir uns eben so sehr wie Ihr beim Sturm der Bastille.” We had 
rebellions in the spiritual world just as we had them in the material world, and when were tearing down the old 
dogma we were just as excited as you all [the French] at the storming of the Bastille” (Heine 8/1 90).     
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Press Freedom and Journalistic Objectivity in Nineteenth-Century Germany 
It was by no means original in the nineteenth century for Heine to accuse a political party 
of distorting public perception, and in that censorious period, both sides of the political spectrum 
clashed over how and which ideas would be allowed to circulate. This debate occurs in the 
shadow of the Carlsbad Decrees (Karlsbader Beschlüsse), which were written in 1819 by Prince 
Metternich of Austria and his advisers. These consisted of four major laws relating to the 
universities, the press, search warrants and how the laws would be executed. Regarding the 
press, the decrees required that all periodicals and books under 320 pages be submitted to the 
censor (Schneider 252-253). This law effectively reverted the status of the press and public 
assembly to where it had been before Napoleon marched his army through the German 
territories.167 It was, in the words of Gentz, who helped write the decrees, “die größte retrograde 
Bewegung, die seit 30 Jahren in Europa stattgefunden hat” (ibid. 244).168 That was meant as high 
praise. 
 The retrograde, restorative motivation of the Carlsbad Decrees once again ignited a 
passionate debate about press freedom in Germany. Franz Schneider’s history of censorship in 
Germany sees two basic sides in the debate.169 First, there was the liberal-patriotic position, 
                                                          
167 Napoleon intervened in German press history by centralizing German publication organs around the Paris 
Moniteur. In Napoleonic German, newspaper simply translated articles from the imperial capital. The development 
of an independent press in Germany started as a patriotic reaction against the Napoleonic system, as in the case of 
Joseph Görres Rheinischer Merkur. The princes who fostered this mobilization of the free press against France were 
the same who in 1819 drafted the “retrograde” Carlsbad Decrees (Nipperdey 590). Nipperdey, Thomas. Deutsche 
Geschichte 1800-1866. Bürgerwelt und starker Staat. C.H. Beck, 1983. 
168 “The greatest retrograde movement that has ever taken place.” 
169 Despite its age, I find Schneider’s text on press freedom to be the most comprehensive source on the German 
press freedom debate as it developed around 1800. The collection Verboten! Das Junge Deutschland 1835 (1985) as 
well as Hömberg’s still very useful Zeitgeist und Ideenschmuggel. Die Kommunikationstrategien des Jungen 
Deutschland (1975) show the Young-German approaches to outsmarting the censor in great detail. Schneider’s 
book, however, shows the longer history of the debate about press freedom in Germany, sourcing its terminology in 
the Enlightenment and showing its second flowering during the war against Napoleon, in a way I have not found in 
any other book. It betrays an ideological bias toward the liberal movements acting under the banner of press 
freedom, but nevertheless collects excellent quotations from conservative and liberal publicists. Schneider, Franz. 
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which imagined the press as having three basic roles: it was an independent distributor of 
information, a vehicle of social and political enlightenment, and represented the voice of the Volk 
(ibid. 218-220). The first two correspond together in a clear way: the press operates 
independently of state institutions to inform a critical public about said institutions. This 
contributes to a truthful image of the society, upon which the people may base their judgments. 
Schneider quotes Heinrich Paulus: “Der Zweck der Preßfreiheit und Gedankenmitteilung 
überhaupt ist: Wahrheitsfreiheit”170 (ibid. 228). If the truth can circulate in a society, the Volk 
can truthfully express to its rulers how it needs them to manage power in order to live according 
to its needs. In the words of Joseph Görres: “Die Zeitungen sollen der Mund des Volkes und das 
Ohr des Fürsten sein” (ibid. 221).171 The multiplicity of voices in the press would likely present 
confusion, as opinions would change and contradict each other along with developing events. 
This condition of the democratic press, “daß die Widersprüche sich häufen und Wahres und 
Falsches ineinanderläuft[,]” was met with excitement by liberal writers, who believed this 
complexity to be the condition for an accurate historical image of a people (Prutz 7).  
 The monarchist counterposition to press freedom was not “censorship” as such. 
Schneider points out that the word “Zensur” had been so successfully vilified by liberal 
publicists that the authors of the Carlsbad Decrees did not even include it in their text, opting 
instead for the euphemistic “vorgängige Genehmhaltung,” or “prior authorization” (Schneider 
253). Rather than emphasizing the institution of the censor, monarchist apologists drew attention 
to what they saw as the dangerous liberality of the press: its capacity to spread misinformation 
and the ease with which it could defame the government. The German and Austrian governments 
                                                          
Pressefreiheit und politische Öffentlichkeit. Studien zur politischen Geschichte Deutschlands bis 1848. Luchterhand, 
1966. Print. 
170 “The goal of press freedom and the communication of ideas is absolutely: the freedom of truth.” 
171 “Newspapers should be the mouth of the people and the ear of the prince.” 
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of course had their own papers, and politicians often contributed to the independent press. 
Metternich, for instance, had his secretaries contribute to Cotta’s Allgemeine Zeitung (Nipperdey 
591). The government could not tolerate the critique of its methods in the press, however, which 
it feared could throw the state into turmoil. “Die etablierten Mächte,” writes Nipperdey, “die 
Regierungen z.B., liebten die Presse, die freie Presse, nicht […]” (ibid. 590).172 Schneider places 
this position under the banner of “Preßfrechheit” (“press impertinence”), a play on the word 
Preßfreiheit that had traction from the press freedom debates of the 18th century until the middle 
of the nineteenth century. The apologists for press controls declared their desire for an informed 
populace (especially important in military campaigns against foreign countries), but warned 
against the dangers of a wild, unharnessed press (Schneider 119). A text written recklessly 
against the state could quickly turn a healthy debate into an uncontrollable uprising, as D.H. 
Hegewisch wrote in 1793, observing the Terror in France: “durch die Eindrücke dieser Schrift 
werden sich Untertanen zur Empörung wider die Gesetze und gesetzmäßige Obrigkeit verführen 
lassen” (ibid. 125).173 The ideal of the press’s representation of the Volk’s voice was also 
problematized on the side of government, who argued that this expression came out distorted and 
more misleading than those of the representatives in power.174  
 Heine positions himself in the press freedom debates very carefully. On the one hand, he 
mocks the strictures imposed on writers by the crown. On the other hand, he does not want to be 
lumped together with the most vocal contemporary representatives of press freedom, the neo-
Jacobins. The former are desperate to preserve their power, he argues, while the latter are 
delusional and murderous idealists. His fear of the most radical liberals makes him hesitant to 
                                                          
172 “The established powers, the governments for example, loved the press, but not the free press.” 
173 “Through the impact of this text, subjects will be seduced to indignation against the laws and against lawful 
authority.” 
174 Hegel represents this position in Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts. 
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identify with contemporary liberalism to the point of seeming to support the crown. Heine, 
rather, tries to develop new criteria by which to judge and represent politically relevant events. 
He wants to be able to judge the actions of a person without immediately or fully identifying him 
with the system he represents. In the case of Louis Philippe, for instance, Heine praises and 
criticizes his actions in turn, but would not have these discrete judgments read as endorsements 
or denigrations of the French court. These two levels are necessary when judging the 
contemporary conditions or Zustände of an era, that is, one must keep in mind the personal and 
institutional conditions of the time, which mutually influence each other. In the next section I 




“Wer ist denn der große Dichter, der dies alles erfindet?”175 
Heine’s “Conditions” and “Private Feelings” 
 
This section shows Heine’s project of drawing out the essential character of the republican 
and royalist parties as he saw them manifested unawares in their journalistic writing. Both parties, 
according to Heine, misrepresented the conditions of their times by basing their observations of 
politics on their private feelings without proper acknowledgment. This section refers specifically 
to how the articles functioned as newspaper articles, rather than as chapters in the book edition of 
Französische Zustände, which is the subject of the last section of this chapter. Heine’s concern as 
a periodical writer was to show the blind spots in the political analyses of both royalist and 
republican journalists and thinkers by revealing contradictions in their public statements. To do 
this, Heine used the expression “Zustände” in a manner that referred both to the political conditions 
                                                          
175 “Who is then the great poet who is inventing all of this?” 
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of the times as well as the subjective conditions of the individual observing them. The latter 
condition, Heine argued, was often ignored by partisan observers, who took their tendentious 
views for unenhanced reality, when really it was an effect of their “Privatgefühle.” This section is 
divided into two subsections discussing both of these key concepts. 
 
Conditions (Zustände) 
 The title of Heine’s book and article series might initially come off as a little dull. 
Generally speaking, the word Zustand appeared at that time in the titles of learned books, 
treatises on current conditions or states of affairs in an area of study. Alexander von Humboldt’s 
1815 Versuch über den politischen Zustand des Königreichs Neu-Spanien (Essay on the Political 
Situation in the Kingdom of New Spain) demonstrates that no-frills function of the word. Of 
course, Zustände does not only refer to an institutional or social state of affairs, but can be used 
to describe one’s personal condition as well: the state of one’s body or private affairs. Rutger 
Booß’s book on German correspondence journalism coming out of Paris in 1830s traces Heine’s 
use of the word “Zustand” throughout his letters.176 He apparently did not use the word in his 
letters before 1830, at which point it gained relevance for him. His letters depict both his 
personal “Seelen-Zustand” as well as the “politischen Zustände” (condition of the soul and 
political conditions, respectively) of his time. Booß insists that because Heine discusses both 
kinds of Zustände at more or less the same time that this suggests a conscious attempt on Heine’s 
part to show their relation (Booß 131-132). While this is possible, one can also delve into 
contemporaneous uses of the term Zustand to see that this interplay was widespread in the 
                                                          
176 Booß, Rutger. Ansichten der Revolution. Paris-Berichte deutscher Schriftsteller nach der Juli-Revolution 1830: 




political discourse. Heine’s personal touch with the word was to make it sound potentially 
euphemistic. It could be translated into English simultaneously as “The Conditions in France” 
and “The French Conditions,” which makes the title seem to refer to a potential national health 
problem.   
 The most prominent conditions in France at the time of Heine's writing were, of course, 
those related to the political and social situation following the July Revolution of 1830. The 
French condition, on the other hand, was the innate quality of the French that made such a 
revolution possible in the first place. This distinction is expressed elsewhere as one between 
“Personen” and “Dinge,” or persons and things (Heine 130). Heine’s German readership was 
hungry for news about France’s constitutional monarchy that had ended centuries of Bourbon 
rule in a single week, a moment that had become known as die große Woche. It seemed like the 
French Revolution was happening all over again, but might work out this time without 
descending into terror. If the new government was successful and there was a functional 
constitution in France that would mean a new chapter in world history. It would also mean that 
such a representative form of government might be possible in Germany. 
 This last thought is what Heine wants to check with the double meaning of Französische 
Zustände. Heine’s answer to the question of whether Germany could have a republic or even a 
constitutional monarchy was no, or more precisely, not yet. The French, Heine writes, were met 
in 1830 with what one might call in Marxian terms a historical contradiction. They found 
themselves living under a monarch when their essence as a people had developed (since the first 
revolution) into a republican one. Although the French may have appeared like the old monarchy 
on the surface, they were truly republicans in their souls.177 Fate worked inversely for the 
                                                          
177 “Diese Menschen, deren Bedürfnissen von Auszeichnung und Prunk nur die monarchische Regierungsform 
entspricht, sind dennoch, durch die Unvereinbarkeit ihres Wesens mit den Bedingnissen des Royalismus, zur 
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Germans, however, according to Heine. Although they could justify a republic philosophically, 
their essence was caught in another political era: “Die Deutschen sind noch nicht in diesem Falle 
[of the French], der Glaube an Autoritäten ist noch nicht bey ihnen erloschen, und nichts 
Wesentliches drängt sie zur republikanischen Regierungsform” (ibid.).178 One could make the 
distinction here between national conditions and national character. The conditions in France in 
1830 were wrong for a republic — the monarchy held its power through Louis Philippe —, but 
the French character was right; in Germany, the intellectual conditions were right, but the 
German character was wrong for a republican revolution. 
 Beyond these specific comparative national conditions, however, Heine was also 
interested in the literary problem of how to represent the conditions of the historical present at 
all. Heine’s most generous contemporary readers interpreted the Zustände as a prose experiment 
that managed to show the multifaceted present by disrupting established hierarchies of content. 
The heterogeneity of social and personal Zustände would be reflected in the form of the prose, 
according to this view. Karl Gutzkow, whose writings were banned in Germany along with 
Heine’s by the 1835 decree against Young Germany (reproduced in Hauschild 41), described 
Heine’s Zustände specifically as a prose work definitively freeing German letters from the 
constraints of metered verse and thereby enabling it to represent the multidimensional present. 
                                                          
Republik verdammt.” “These people, whose need for distinction and pomp derives from the monarchical form of 
government, are however doomed to have a republic by the irreconcilability of their being with the conditions of 
royalism.” (Heine 181). 
178 “The Germans are not yet in this snare, their faith in the authorities is not yet dead, and nothing crucially pushes 
them to the republican form of government.” This passage is key to understanding Heine’s often misunderstood 
sentence about being of a monarchic cast of mind: “Monarchisch gesinnt, wie ich immer es war und wohl auch 
immer bleibe, widerstrebt es meinen Grundsätzen und Gefühlen, daß ich die Person der Fürsten selber einer 
allzuherben Rüge unterwürfe.” “Monarchically disposed, as I have always been and will always remain, it goes 
against my principles and feelings to subject the person of the prince to an all-to-harsh rebuke.” (72). Heine is not 
taking a side here, but rather elaborating on his personal “German condition.” His being born German inalterably 
affects his most basic principles and sentiments. Whether he pursued republicanism or not is a secondary concern: 
he could only do it within an royalist framework. One can call it Heine’s declaration of his ideology. 
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Gutzkow stages a conversation about modern German literature in his 1837 novel, Blasedow und 
seine Söhne (Blasedow and His Sons), where Heine’s Zustände come up as the latest 
advancement in German prose: “Unter dem Namen Zustände haben wir eine eigenthümliche Art 
gefunden, Massen von Lebenserfahrungen, wie sie der Tag und die Geschichte darbietet in die 
anmuthigsten Gruppen zu vertheilen […]”179 Then he has the character, Guido von Lippmann, 
present a list of things that can be brought together in such prose that would never be grouped in 
verse, one assumes for reasons of meter and rules of content: “Könige und Bettler, Hemelin und 
Lumpen, Frauen und Courtisanen, Zellen, Gazellen, Ghasalen, Giraffen, Caraffen, Caravanen, 
Girandolen, Mandolinen und Knackmandeln, alles in Eins” (Gutzkow 319).180 Along with the 
broken hierarchy that brings together kings and beggars, Heine’s prose form also gives a space 
for the assonances and alliterations of these nouns that Gutzkow enjoys playing with. The point 
of the Zustände is to show the objective relations of things, not just the superimposed relations of 
hierarchy. This way of writing requires one to look both high and low for associations: “Die 
Schreibart der Zustände muß von Berg zu Thal wandern, hier steinig und chaussirt, wo eine 
Thatsache zu entwickeln ist, dort grün und kosend, wo es gilt, sie in ihren mannigfachen 
‘Bezügen’ zu schildern” (ibid.).181 The prose form of the Zustände left them open to representing 
very diverse content. 
 Robert Prutz uses almost the same formulation of high and low ten years later to describe 
the historical and political stakes of journalism. In his 1847 book, Geschichte des deutschen 
                                                          
179 “With the name conditions we have found a peculiar way to distribute in the daintiest groups masses of life 
experiences that the day and history presents us.” Gutzkow, Karl. Gesammelte Werke, V,  H. Costenoble Verlag, 
1879.  
180 “Kings and beggars, ermine and rascals, wives and courtesans, gazelles, ghazals, giraffes, carafes, caravans, 
girandoles, mandolins and raw almonds, all in one.” 
181 “The form of writing associated with conditions have to wander from mountain to valley, here stony and 




Journalismus, Prutz contextualizes the development of journalism with those of political and 
literary historiography.182 Political history, says Prutz, had shown itself since the French 
Revolution to be not only populated by kings and, in a parallel development, literary history was 
no longer the story of a few geniuses, but rather of the total conditions of their time that gave 
them meaning:  
 
Wir wissen jetzt, daß auch die Literaturgeschichte vor allem und erstlich Geschichte ist; wir wissen, 
daß auch hier der Weg der Erkenntnis nicht bloß, in raschen Sprüngen, von Gipfel zu Gipfel geht: 
sondern auch die unscheinbaren Thäler, die ermüdenden Einöden müssen durchwandert und 
überwunden werden, indem auch sie dem großen Gebiet des Geistes und der Geschichte angehören, 
und wir das Ziel der historischen Einsicht, des geistigen Verständnisses nicht anders erreichen 




Like Gutzkow, Prutz brings together mountain peaks and valleys as a continuity and argues that 
that continuity must be shown in a new form of writing. Gutzkow’s enthusiasm, however, is 
primarily literary: he is interested in the multifaceted representation (Schilderung) of the 
hierarchy-shattering Zustände. Prutz, on the other hand, focuses on the historical knowledge that 
can be gained from the development of journalism. Literary history is first of all history and 
shares its structure with political history: one does not tell its whole story of literature through a 
discussion of Shakespeare and Goethe, just as one does not exhaust political history by just 
talking about Queen Elizabeth and Napoleon. One has to show how these great figures were 
embedded in their times in order to understand their work; one derives from that study not just an 
understanding of their personal genius, but of the genius of their age. To do this, one must 
                                                          
182 Prutz, Robert. Geschichte des deutschen Journalismus. C.F. Kius Verlag, 1845. 
183 We know now that the history of literature is firstly and before all else history; we know that knowledge does not 
travel here exclusively in quick jumps, from summit to summit: rather it goes through unremarkable vallies. The 
tedious wastelands must be explored and overcome insofar as they also belong to the great territory of the mind and 




descend into what seem the most ephemeral elements of that age. Journalism was for Prutz a 
deep dark valley in written form upon which mountain peaks depended for their prominence.   
  For Prutz, Zutstände were not a new literary form in the sense that Gutzkow described 
them, and he certainly would not attribute a liberal advancement in literature to Heine.184 
Zustände were rather the real-world relations that impressed themselves irresistibly upon 
journalism. They were the subject matter of the republican epoch: “der Journalismus hat keinen 
Inhalt an sich, sondern er empfängt seinen Inhalt erst von den Zuständen, die er wiederspiegelt” 
(Prutz 61).185 As this quotation implies, journalism has no choice over what conditions he 
reflects, but merely “receives” (empfängt) their content by virtue of cohabiting a period in time 
with them. The fact that such a reflection was possible in writing at all signaled to Prutz the 
dissolution of hierarchies across the board and the dawning of a republican epoch that enabled 
the historical and political representation of the Volk.  
 The Zustände were furthermore for Prutz a prism through which the national-republican 
development of the Volk could be observed. By studying “[d]ie eigentlichen Zustände des Volks 
[…], das, was eigentlich seine Geschichte bildet,” one sees as well, “die Entwicklung also seiner 
inneren Verhältnisse, die Ausbildung seiner Nationalität, seines Rechts, seiner Sitten und 
Gesetze” (Prutz 2).186 One can observe in a people’s state of affairs the complex development of 
it as a nation, in a microcosm-macrocosm relationship. The Zustände provide in miniature an 
image of the national whole. The form these texts take for the historian is that of a grand drama: 
“Längstvergangene Zustände, Ereignisse und Begebenheiten, deren Kenntniß uns bis dahin nur 
                                                          
184 Prutz gives a generally negative assessment of Heine in his Vorlesungen über die deutsche Literatur der 
Gegenwart (Lectures on German Literature of the Present, 1847). His critique is similar to Börne’s in that he 
denounces Heine’s arias to “freedom” as the flowery expressions of an aesthete. Prutz, Robert. Vorlesungen über die 
deutsche Literatur der Gegenwart. Gustav Mayer Verlag, 1847. 
185 “Journalism has no inherent content, rather it receives its content from the conditions that it reflects.” 
186 “The actual conditions of the people, which really constitute its history […] the development of its internal 
relationships, the cultivation of its nationality, justice, customs, and laws.” 
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dogmatisch überliefert wurde, werden uns hier, in dramatischer Mannigfaltigkeit, noch 
unmittelbar lebendig” (ibid. 8).187 In the preceding hierarchical age, history was known in a form 
where its meaning was preordained: there were winners and losers of history, kings and everyone 
else. It was presented as a narrative. In the republican age, with the help of journalism, history 
can be studied by the statements that constitute it. The immediate reactions to events that are 
contained in journalism present to the historian a spontaneous, unmediated dialogue that a 
particular epoch holds with itself. 
 Heine intercedes in this conversation about the use of journalism for history by drawing 
attention to the unacknowledged biases that inform much of the political press. To isolate a 
statement from the private feelings that originally motivated it was for Heine to distort its 
meaning in a crucial, and potentially dangerous way. The statements of heroic revolutionaries 
from 1789 could be quoted as in a dialogue, but the situation of 1830 is not the same. Rather than 
trying to establish a set of principles to ensure the objectivity of journalism, Heine sets about 
revealing the work of private feelings where he sees them influencing the representation of 
political conditions. He seems to believe that the intercession of such private feelings is 
inevitable, but must be made known in order for accurate historical knowledge to be possible. 
This is a knowledge where the influence of personal and social Zustände are inextricably tied. 
 
Private Feelings (Privatgefühle) 
The source of so much political confusion, Heine contends, are the private feelings 
motivating public decisions and statements. He summarizes the dynamics of this confusion in a 
discussion of French constitutionalism: 
                                                          
187 “Long gone conditions, events and incidents, the knowledge of which was heretofore transmitted only 




Beide, Volk und Regierung, wollen die Constituzion nach ihren Privatgefühlen auslegen und 
ausbeuten. Das Volk wird hierzu mißleitet durch seine Schreiber und Sprecher, die, entweder aus 
Unwissenheit oder Partheysucht, die Begriffe zu verkehren suchen; die Regierung wird dazu 
mißleitet, durch jene Frakzion der Aristokratie, die aus Eigennutz ihr zugethan, den jetzigen Hof 
bildet und noch immer, wie unter der Restaurazion, das Repräsentativsystem als einen modernen 




The two principal political actors of the time, the people (a potentially revolutionary force) and 
the government, are misled by institutions of interpretation and advice: the press and the 
aristocratic “court,” respectively. The problem is not simply that the people and the government 
are misinformed, but that the private feelings motivating their decisions are themselves being 
manipulated by their sources of advice. In the case of the Volk, their republican pundits189 guide 
their trust or mistrust of certain terms (Begriffe) in constitutional debates through tendentious 
interpretations of them. The government and its advisers, however, adopt the terminology of 
constitutionally representative government, but secretly maintain the old governmental actors 
(Menschen) and desires (Wünsche), with liberal vocabulary as a mere banner. The impulses 
spurred by private feelings are the main culprit for distorting the understanding of the present. 
Conservatives and liberals have particular tendencies in their obfuscations of the present, 
however, which Heine tries to show in his coverage.  
 First are the conservatives, whom Heine generally aligns with the government and crown. 
Their principal technique for distorting the understanding of the present is taking the “names and 
                                                          
188 “Both, the people and the government, want to interpret and exploit the constitution according to their private 
feelings. The people have up until now been misled by their writers and speakers, who try to pervert concepts either 
out of ignorance or partisanship; the government until now has been misled by a faction of the aristocracy. This 
faction is partial to the government out of self-interest, constitutes the present court, and still, as it did during the 
Restoration, regards the system of representation as a modern superstition […]” 
189 Heine doesn’t name the republicans here specifically, but one can infer that that is the reference by his regular 
(and often ironic) allusions to them and “Volksfreunde.” That expression is a translation of the name of the French 
political society Amis du peuple. 
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forms” of representative politics and surreptitiously carrying out old forms of government under 
them. Heine calls this a “Gaukelspiel” in the foreword to the book edition, what one might 
translate into contemporary political jargon as “shell game” (ibid. 71). This characterization of 
the government as a trickster begins in his first articles, where he profiles the most influential 
political actors of post-revolutionary France. Heine’s profile of Louis-Philippe, the 
constitutionally elected “roi citoyen” (citizen king), sets the tone for the rest of his 
characterizations of figures in government reckoning with the all-pervasive spirit of revolution. 
The modern governmental response to revolution, says Heine, is to play along. Thus Louis-
Philippe first appears in the Zustände as a theatrical actor. Immediately after the July Revolution, 
which brought him to power, Louis-Philippe walked the streets of Paris in the modest garb of a 
citizen, but since then he had been seen donning the glacé gloves of one who spends his days 
fraternizing with nobles and bank ministers rather than with the common man. “[E]s ist schon 
lange her, seit er das letztemal, mit rundem Hut und Regenschirm, durch die Straßen von Paris 
wanderte, und mit raffinirter Treuherzigkeit die Rolle eines biedern, schlichten Hausvaters 
spielte” (ibid. 81).190 Not only had his costume changed, but he had completely retired from his 
former stage. Now that the commotion of the revolution had passed, Louis-Philippe could return 
to “seine höhere Region” (higher region) of political power (ibid.). 
 Louis-Philippe’s withdrawal back into the rarified air of the court is one form of political 
representation masquerading as another. He gained popularity by representing a specific social 
type through his modest clothes and presence in the street. He appeared as though he were a part 
of a category greater than himself. His retreat to the court, however, showed that this popular 
gesture was just for show. When it came down to making political decisions, he did not represent 
                                                          
190 “It has been a long time since the last time he wandered through the streets of Paris with a round hat and 
umbrella, playing the role of the honest, plain paterfamilias with subtle naivete.”   
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the people of his state, rather he and the aristocracy were the state by virtue of the exclusivity of 
their authority. For now, instead of displaying his inalienable power in all its absolutist majesty, 
he concealed it under a little bourgeois hat and umbrella. Louis-Philippe enjoyed the power of a 
king, but presented himself as a quintessentially mediocre member of the middle class. 
 Louis-Philippe’s withdrawal from the public eye into an exclusive courtly space is 
exemplified in his redesign of the public Tuileries garden to include a private bower for his 
family (ibid. 83-84). Heine’s account of the affair, popularly known as fossés des Tuileries (pits 
of the Tuileries) after the ditches that separated the private garden from the rest of the space, is 
full of theatrical imagery. Besides the image of the “Publikum” gathered around the construction 
site, the decision to alter the park is compared to editing a tragedy by Racine, whose “süblim 
langweiligen Einheiten, pathetischen Marmorgestalten, gemessenen Abgängen und sonstig 
strengen Zuschnitt” do not tolerate such change (ibid. 84).191 The references to exits and cutting 
are clearly meant to evoke the threat of the guillotine resulting a monarch’s inattention to his 
subjects. Heine draws this out in his comparison of Racine’s writing to “Le Notres [the garden 
designer] grüne Tragödie, die mit der breiten Tuilerien-Exposizion so großartig beginnt, und mit 
der erhabenen Terrasse, wo man die Katastrophe des Concordeplatzes schaut […]” (ibid. 84). 
192The layout of the garden is described like the plot of a tragedy, beginning with a great, open 
exposition of the park, and proceeding to a view of the Place de la Concorde, the site of the most 
famous executions of the French Revolution. Louis-Philippe not only retired from the view of 
the public that enthroned him in the first place, but seemed to cover his own eyes to the recent 
history of France and the political risks he was taking. 
                                                          
191 “Sublimely boring unities, pathetic marble forms, measured exits and other cuts.” 
192 “Le Notre’s green tragedy, which begins magnificently with the wide Tuilerie-exposition and with the lofty 
terrace, where one sees the catastrophe of the Place de la Concorde.” 
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 When Heine describes the motivations of Louis Philippe, however, they sound petty, 
originating in personal whims and not from political strategizing. The king’s Privatgärtchen, as 
Heine mockingly called it, appears to be a confusion of Louis-Philippe’s between the powers of a 
constitutional monarch and an absolutist. If he were an absolutist, says Heine, he would have 
taken the Tuileries all for himself and the garden would have been all the more majestic 
(herrlich) for it. His taking just a small part, however, demonstrates how unsure Louis-Philippe 
was about his role. On the one hand, he had retreated into the older position of what Habermas 
would call the representational public sphere where he could impose his authority onto passive 
subjects (Habermas 61).193 On the other, however, he tried to make concessions to the 
constitutionalist ideals heralded by his coronation. Considering this personal confusion of 
France’s first citizen king, Heine deems Louis Philippe’s “Gartenidee” (garden idea) innocent of 
malice against the people, as stupid as it may have been (Heine 12/1 83).  
 Heine elaborates this idea of the modern throne caught between the conservation of old 
privileges and the pacification of a politicized citizenry in the foreword to the book edition of 
Französische Zustände. He refers again to the theater of the state, where in a hybrid 
manifestation of publicness between the representational and bourgeois forms, figureheads of 
liberalism are recruited as extras (Comparsen) to justify the state. This is a case specific to 
Prussia, a state which “weiß sogar von seinen Revoluzionären Vortheil zu ziehen” (ibid. 70).194 
Heine names Hegel, Schleiermacher, Leopold von Ranke, among others as “fellows” 
                                                          
193 Habermas makes a crucial distinction between this form of a public sphere and the later bourgeois form when he 
says that the representation at royal court is not a matter of “Vertretung” or standing in for another entity. Rather, the 
princes, bishops, and dukes who meet at court are the country itself: “Solange der Fürst und seine Landstände das 
Land “sind,” statt es bloß zu vertreten, können sie in einem spezifischen Sinne repräsentieren; sie repräsentieren ihre 
Herrschaft, statt für das Volk, ‘vor’ dem Volk.” “As long as the prince and local diets are the country, rather than 
simply standing in for it, they can represent in a specific since; they represent their sovereignty, rather than for the 
people, before the people” (Habermas 61). 
194 “It even knows how to draw an advantage from its revolutionaries.” 
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(Stipendiaten) of the Prussian state who write liberal tracts for half the year, and then like 
Proserpina are called upon by hell to fulfill a contradictory obligation (ibid. 71). Heine is 
interested here in the use of these writers as representational figures. They occupy a complicated 
position where the authority of the crown is no longer just represented by king and court, but by 
obligated minds in the supposedly independent public sphere. They appear as “Lichtmenschen” 
(people of light), Heine says, with reference to the metaphor of reason as light in the darkness 
(ibid.). In this case however, they represent the intellectual clarity of the enlightenment without 
actually illuminating anything, and this symbolic form is precisely what allows them to be 
instrumentalized by the state to justify its outmoded ways.  
 This displacement of representation goes one step further in the case of the Federal 
Ordnances of 1832 (Bundestagsbeschlüsse), which get the brunt of Heine’s attack in the 
foreword. Even written law, the concrete assurance of popular representation in governance, is 
mobilized against the people by a distrustful state. The Ordnances followed promises from the 
king of Prussia for a constitution and indeed resembled a constitution, but in form only.195 In 
their meaning, they increased the power of the king.  
 
Nun es aber ins rechte Tageslicht gestellt wird, dieses Meisterstück, nun die eigentlichen 
Schönheiten des Werks, die geheimen Springfedern, die verborgenen Ringe woran jede Kette 
befestigt werden kann, die Fußangeln, die versteckten Halseisen, Daumschrauben, kurz nun die 
ganze künstliche, durchtriebene Arbeit allgemein sichtbar wird: jetzt sieht jeder, daß das deutsche 
Volk, als es für seine Fürsten Gut un Blut geopfert und den versprochenen Lohn der Dankbarkeit 
empfangen sollte aufs heilloseste getäuscht worden, daß man eine freches Gaukelspiel mit uns 
getrieben, daß man, statt der zugelobten Magna Charta der Freyheit, uns nur eine verbriefte 
Knechtschaft ausgefertigt hat” (ibid. 71).196    
                                                          
195 The Bundesbeschluß über Maßregeln zur Aufrechterhaltung der gesetzlichen Ordnung und Ruhe in Deutschland 
(The Federal Resolution on Measures for the Maintenance of Lawful Order and Pease in Germany) were written 
after a decade of promises for a Prussian constitution, following the nationalistic Wars of Liberation against 
Napoleon. It was published in the form of a constitutional declaration, but actually came out against constitutional 
rights and reasserted the power of the monarchy (see Heine 12/2 731). 
196 “Now that it’s been shown in the right light of day, this masterpiece becomes generally visible: the real beauties 
of this work, the secret coil springs, the hidden rings where every chain can be fastened, the mantraps, the hidden 





The Ordnances are a “masterpiece” of political subterfuge. They are tortuously convoluted to the 
point of achieving a kind of literary art, implied in the term “Werk.” The reference to instruments 
of torture not only describes the secret punishments hidden in the meaning of the text, but also 
invokes a medieval atmosphere that the constitutionalist conversation was meant to supersede. 
The constitutional form itself has become a stand-in for an antiquated, monarchic form of 
representation. A constitution is meant to set laws in print and to liberate them from the whims of 
a monarch.197 Prussia, by promising a constitution in the independent public sphere and then 
reneging on it in the same public sphere had broken a contract it thought it could control through 
its old forms of representation and power. Heine presents here another form of popular 
representation: the attorney. He represents the Volk here as he would a client, not going so far as 
to side with republicans who are also arguing against the Ordnances, but maintaining that they 
have been exploited in the breaking of a contract. He invokes his legal training (“Kraft meiner 
akademischen Befugnis als Doktor beider Rechte”)198 and begins his prosecution of the state: 
“ich klage sie an des Hochverraths am deutschen Volke, ich klage sie an!” (ibid. 71-72). 199 
 This prosecutorial move against the government does not align Heine with liberal 
movements in France, however, and certainly not with those in Germany. Liberals in France 
were also motivated by private feelings that distorted their view of reality. German liberals, 
                                                          
awfully tricked out of the payment promised to it in gratitude when it sacrificed its goods and blood to the princes. 
Everyone sees that an impertinent shell game has been played against and that instead of a celebrated Magna Carta 
of freedom, we were merely issued a well-documented servitude.”  
197 In his discussion of nineteenth-century German constitutional movements, Nipperdey remarks on the hardcopy 
form of the constitution: “Und diese Verfassung muß geschrieben sein — ein Blatt Papier, wie Friedrich Wilhelm 
IV verächtlich gesagt hat —, dadurch ist sie stabil und beweisbar, ist sie eben — Recht.” “And this constitution must 
be written – a sheet of paper, as Frederick William IV disdainfully said –, in this way it is stable and provable, it is 
indeed law” (Nipperdey 291).  
198 “[…] By the power of my qualification as a doctor of both systems” 
199 “I accuse them of high treason against the German people. I accuse them!” 
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Heine says, were so blind to their own situation that they could not even see that German 
republicanism was impossible. Heine saw the governments as dishonest and their deceptive 
behavior in law-making was reprehensible. The liberal response to governmental shell games, 
though, was characterized by a drunken hopefulness. “Sie berauschen sich im Champagner ihrer 
Hoffnungen,” Heine says generally of the “Opposizionskotterien,” the liberal countermovements 
to the government (ibid. 129).200 In Article VI, Heine describes this hope as the distorted lens 
through which the liberals believe to observe historical dialectics. “Jedes Mißgeschick,” Heine 
continues, “deuten sie als ein nothwendiges Ereigniß, das sie dem Ziele desto näher bringe” 
(ibid.).201 Every bump in the road can easily be interpreted by the liberals as a historical 
necessity in a causal chain that irresistibly culminates in their triumph. Far from a critique of 
Hegel, this sentence rather mocks the adoption of Hegelian terminology by liberal movements 
and its imposition on observation. It is a handy formula for explaining the historical significance 
of their experience and stands in the way of deduction. The idealism of liberals does not go 
beyond a delusional utopianism, or what Heine calls their “träumenden Privatgefühle” 
(fantastical private feelings) (ibid.). 
 As with his descriptions of the French government, Heine forefronts the private 
motivations of French liberals in his article series. He describes in Article III a meeting of the 
republican group Amis du Peuple, chaired by Louis-Auguste Blanqui.202 Like many 
contemporary observers, the Amis du peuple saw in the July 1830 events a reappearance of the 
Jacobin spirit. At least, they wanted to see it. Heine describes the resurrection of Jacobin words 
                                                          
200 “They are getting drunk on the champagne of their hopes.” 
201 “They interpret every mishap as a necessary event that brings them ever so closer to the goal.” 
202 This group placed itself in the radical revolutionary tradition by naming itself after Jean-Paul Marat’s newspaper, 
L’Ami du peuple. 
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and rituals among this group not as a case of history repeating itself, but as an epigonal 
phenomenon. 
 
Es ist thörigt, wenn man jetzt, zur Nacheiferung aufreizend, den Gesichtsabguß des Robespierre 
herumträgt. Thörigt ist es, wenn man die Sprache von 1793 wieder heraufbeschwört, wie die Amis 
du peuple es thun, die dadurch, ohne es zu ahnen, eben so retrograde handeln, wie die eifrigsten 
Kämpen des alten Regimes (97).203  
 
 
His judgment is encapsulated in the word Nacheiferung and the later play on it in the expression 
“eifrigsten Kämpen.” There is more psychology implied in the word “Nacheiferung” than in 
more neutral forms of imitation, such as “nachahmen” or “nachmachen.” This eager striving to 
emulate the heroes of the past is paralleled with the assiduous defenders of the former regime. 
The retrograde tendencies of these republicans inspired an unlikely alliance between them and 
the Carlists, whose project was to reinstate Charles X on the throne. That is, Charles X, who was 
deposed by the July Revolution, the same event the Amis du Peuple saw conjuring the spirits of 
1793. The ambition and admiration of the contemporary republicans for the Jacobins had led 
them to “die lächerlichsten Tollhausbündnisse,” or the most absurd madhouse coalitions (97). 
Moreover, neither was following the course of events and realizing the necessities of history, 
rather “Republikaner und Karlisten sind Plagiaren der Vergangenheit […]” (ibid.).204 
 Germans, Heine says, take this decontextualization even further by trying to establish 
republicanism east of the Rhine. The conditions simply do not exist in Germany or in the 
German character to make true republicanism a possibility there. Germany cannot have a 
republic, says Heine, because it is royalist in its essence. France, however, is republican to its 
core. Heine gives a definition for both: 
                                                          
203 “It is foolish if one now, encouraging emulation, carries around a bust of Robespierre. It is foolish if one conjures 
up the language of 1793 again, as the Amis du peuple do, who without knowing it proceed as retrogradely as the 
most eager champions of the old regime.” 




Der Royalismus eines Volks besteht, dem Wesen nach, darin: daß es Autoritäten achtet, daß es an 
die Personen glaubt, die jene Autoritäten repräsentiren, daß es in dieser Zuversicht auch die Person 
selbst anhängt. Der Republikanismus eines Volks besteht, dem Wesen nach, darin: daß der 
Republikaner an keine Autorität glaubt, daß er nur die Gesetze hochachtet, daß er von den Vertretern 
derselben beständig Rechenschaft verlangt, sie mit Mißtrauen beobachtet, sie kontrolirt, daß er also 
nie den Personen anhängt, und diese vielmehr, je höher sie aus dem Volke hervorragen, desto 
emsiger mit Widerspruch, Argwohn, Spott und Verfolgung niederzuhalten sucht (ibid. 180).205 
 
 
This passage on the one hand gives characterizations of the Germans and French that are 
consistent with Heine’s descriptions of them throughout the Zustände. This text can therefore be 
used a kind of key to reading his comparisons of both nations, as audacious as the statement 
might be. Additionally, though, the passage can be read as a satirical performance of Heine’s 
Germanness. When Heine distinguishes between royalism and republicanism as they relate to 
national characters, he cannot help but present the distinction in the form of an authoritative-
sounding parallel definition. The authoritative tone comes from the parallel grammar of the 
sentences, lending them the semblance of a system, but its form also invites German and French 
readers to reflexively prove his point. One would assume, if Heine is right, that a German reader 
would honor Heine’s authority based on his presentation and pursue the question of German 
republicanism after incorporating Heine’s point into the argument, citing him accordingly. A 
French reader, however, would impulsively contradict Heine, show skepticism at his very 
audacity for making a claim at all. Heine therefore shows that he cannot demonstrate the 
differences between France and Germany without his own Germanness framing the observation.  
 Heine’s presentation would then be symptomatic of royalism as “die unwillkührliche 
Richtung, nicht der ausgesprochene Wille eines Volkes,” which is how he describes the 
                                                          
205 “The royalism of a people derives in its nature thus: that it regards authorities highly, that it believes in the people 
who represent these authorities, and that in this trust it depends upon these people. The republicanism of a people 
derives in its nature thus: that the republican believes in no authority, that he only regards the laws highly, that he 
demands accountability from the representatives of the law, observes these with mistrust, controls them, that he thus 
never depends on people. Indeed, the more a representative distinguishes himself from the people, the more a 
republican attempts to suppress him with contradiction, suspicion, derision, and persecution.”  
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manifestation of political temperaments in populations (182).206 The unintentional nature of this 
tendency absolves a nation from any blame for it, but also puts it in terms of irresistibility and 
fate. German republicanism is a logical contradiction, and any claims to it are a kind of poetry 
divorced from reality. Heine says of the writers for the German republican magazine, die 
Tribüne: “Noch immer, wenn ich meine deutschen Republikaner betrachte, reibe ich mir die 
Augen und sage zu mir selber: träumst du etwa? Lese ich gar die deutsche Tribüne und ähnliche 
Blätter, so frage ich mich: wer ist denn der große Dichter, der dies alles erfindet?” (176).207 Their 
political ideals are so far-fetched that they approach a kind of dreamy poetry. 
 This poetic work is not for nothing. This whole passage is an early example of Heine 
working out his pet theory that Germany first had to work out its revolution in philosophy and art 
before it could enter politics, which he unfolds famously in Geschichte der Religion und 
Philosophie in Deutschland (History of Religion and Philosophy in Germany). The work of 
literature and philosophy are crucial to revolutionary change in Germany, but it cannot take the 
same form as in France. The practical political fruits of this work will take shape, Heine is 
convinced, but long after he is dead:  “[…] ich bin überzeugt, wenn wir längst ruhig in unseren 
Gräbern vermodert sind, kämpft man in Deutschland mit Wort und Schwert für die Republik” 
(ibid.119).208 The reason for his conviction is perhaps more interesting than its object; Heine sees 
the German revolution as deriving necessarily from the so-called Kunstperiode: 
 
Denn die Republik ist eine Idee, und noch nie haben die Deutschen eine Idee aufgegeben, ohne sie 
bis in allen ihren Consequenzen durchgefochten zu haben. Wir Deutschen, die wir in unserer 
Kunstzeit die kleinste ästhetische Streitfrage, z.B. über das Sonett, gründlichst ausgestritten, wir 
                                                          
206 “The involuntary course, not the explicit will of the people.” 
207 “Still, if I see my German republicans, I rub my eyes and say to myself: are you dreaming? If I read the German 
Tribune or similar publications, I ask myself: who is the great poet who is inventing all of this?” 
208 “I am convinced that after we have long rotted in our graves, one will still fight with fist and sword for the 
republic in Germany.” 
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sollen jetzt, wo unsere politische Periode beginnt, jene wichtigere Frage unerörtert lassen? (ibid. 
119)209   
 
 
It is in the German character to pursue lines of questioning rigorously to their end, therefore the 
German interrogation of the Republic concept will inevitably bring them to the point of having to 
put it into action. It will just take a few more generations. 
 A year later in 1833, these questions were still pressing, but Heine faced the even more 
pressing, albeit less grandiose question of how to make his articles coherent as a book. There is a 
similar incongruity in this project of remediation as that which Heine points out in contemporary 
conservative and liberal imaginations. How can Heine present his old reporting in a way that 
honestly captures the tone of the moment, or “Farbe der Gegenwart” (133) in which they were 
written, without skewing their meaning to align with a political interest? In the final section of 
this chapter, I will show how Heine used the remediation of his articles into a book as an 
opportunity to reflect on how historical knowledge is constructed and used to political ends. 
Heine intervenes in this practice by suggesting a way to avoid this pitfall of reporting and 
historical memory.  
 
Part 3 
“Das ist ein Höllenzwang”210 
The Book Edition of Französische Zustände  
 
 The decision to reprint the Zustände as a book was by no means a common publication 
practice in the early nineteenth century, as Heine’s correspondence shows. In a letter to Karl 
                                                          
209 “For the republic is an idea, and never have the Germans given up on an idea without having followed it through 
all of its implications. We Germans, who fundamentally fought out every aesthetic point of debate during our art 
period, for example over the sonnet, should we now, at the beginning of our political age, leave this even more 
important question undebated?”  
210 “That is a conjuring book” (Heine 12/1 75). 
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Varnhagen von Ense, Heine asks his friend’s opinion on the desirability of such a volume: 
“Halten Sie es der Mühe werth ein Dutzend solcher Artikel als Buch späterhin in die Welt zu 
jagen? Es ist eine wenig gebrauchte Form” (in Heine XII/2 649).211 Heine’s German publisher, 
Julius Campe, was skeptical of the project from the beginning. After receiving only circuitous 
answers from Heine regarding new work he might publish, Campe wrote him with some 
annoyance, “Aus Ihrer Mittheilung sehe ich, daß in Ihrer liter. Werkstatt nichts zu finden ist, als 
die in der allgem. Zeitung abgedruckten Zustände” (ibid. 650).212 He published it anyway, but 
his hesitancy was retroactively justified by the book’s poor market performance. The trepidation 
Heine initially expressed to Varnhagen about the project’s belatedness (“späterhin” is the word 
demarcating his insecurity about the book) hung over all subsequent discussions of its 
performance. “Die Zustände sind hier [in Germany] furchtbar zurückgegeben,” Campe wrote in a 
letter after they had be published, “alte Zeitungs Artikel scheinen den Leuten nicht [sic]!” (ibid. 
670).213 Who wanted to read a book of old news? 
 Heine addresses the issue of “old news” in numerous small additions he made to the 
Zustände text to prepare it for republication. These were originally composed to get the book 
over the 320-page hurdle of the Prussian censor.214 Although they are discussed in the 
correspondence as a practical matter of word count, almost as filler, Heine uses the new 
foreword and various mediating notes to reimagine the Zustände as a book. These new texts shift 
the object of Heine’s reporting from relaying facts about events as they develop to imparting 
                                                          
211 “Do you think it is worth the effort to put a dozen such articles in the world as a book later on? It is a rarely used 
form.” 
212 “From your message I see that there is nothing to find in your literary workshop except the ‘conditions’ published 
in the General Newspaper.” 
213 “The Conditions have been given back dreadfully here […] old newspaper articles do not shine for the people!” 
214 Campe to Heine: “20 1/2 Bogen müßen wir geben; da sich das nicht so genau berechnen läßt, so geben Sie für 
den Fall einige Einschaltungen, die Wegbleiben, wenn es reicht, und benutzt werden, wenn es nöthig wäre.” We 
have to give 20 ½ sheets; since that cannot be reckoned so precisely, provide some interpolations. If it is sufficient, 
they can remain out, and they can be used if it is necessary.” (ibid. 650).  
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“unverfälscht die Farbe des Augenblicks”215 in which they were written (Heine 12/1 133). They 
frame Heine’s by-then vintage articles and provide them with the proper context in which to be 
understood. Heine’s articles had gained distance from the events they covered, and now, rather 
than being of immediate political relevance, they could communicate how one had talked about 
the present a year ago. Since they were written with the immediacy demanded by the periodical 
press, they could present an unadulterated image of how one saw the world at a particular 
historical juncture. It is the present, warts and all, without any beautifying revisions. 
 Throughout the book edition of Französische Zustände, Heine repeatedly asserts that he 
reproduces his articles in an unaltered form for the book edition. This claim is of historical 
importance. Like the republicans he accused of plagiarizing and misusing citations from the 
French revolutionary period, he imagined the juste-milieu of Paris would skew the point of his 
old journalism in their references to it. He writes in the preliminary remarks to the 
Tagesberichte, a shorter series of articles he wrote covering the failed anti-government 
insurrection of June 5th and 6th 1832: 
 
Die folgenden Tagesberichte, geschrieben Angesichts der Begebenheiten, im Geräusch des 
Partheykampfs und zwar immer kurz vor Abgang der Post, so schleunig wie möglich, damit die 
Correspondenten des siegenden Juste-milieu nicht den Vorsprung gewönnen — diese flüchtigen 
Blätter theile ich hier mit, unverändert, in so weit sie auf die Insurrektion vom 5. Junius Bezug  
haben. Der Geschichtschreiber mag sie vielleicht einst um so gewissenhafter benutzen können, da 
er wenigstens sicher ist, daß sie nicht nach späteren Interessen verfertigt worden (ibid. 193).216  
 
                                                          
215 “The unadulterated color of the moment.” 
216 “The following daily reports, in the face of the incidents, in the noise of the partisan fight and indeed always just 
before mail dispatcher left, as rapidly as possible, so that the correspondents of the triumphing juste-milieu did not 
win an advantage. I relate these fugitive pages here, unaltered, in so far as they relate to the insurrection of June 5th. 
The historian may eventually be able to use them more conscientiously in that he can at least be certain that they 
were not prepared according to later interests.” 
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On the one hand, Heine’s descriptions of the conditions of writing excuse any errors or 
infelicities of style one might encounter in it. The reports are influenced by the intensity of 
events and political discourse, but also by the hastiness with which they had to be prepared for 
publication. Moreover, there is the overarching concern that if Heine did not print his reports in 
time, the juste-milieu would dominate with their message. On the other hand, the imperfections 
of his reports can be read as marks of authenticity. They mark the articles as documentary 
materials. He has not cleaned up the writing to align it with personal interests that have 
developed since the insurrections that would sway him to interpret them in a particular manner. 
If there are any personal interests to be found in the reports, they are original to the time of 
composition and therefore contribute to an accurate portrayal of the time as Heine experienced it. 
That way, a historian could use them conscientiously, that is, with an awareness of the conditions 
in the midst of which they originated. 
Heine warns against the hasty appropriation of historical narratives throughout the book 
edition of Französische Zustände. Heine compares such narratives to conjuring spells in the 
Vorrede, or forword. He warns the government and aristocracy: 
 
Nur vor einem möchte ich Euch warnen, nemlich vor dem Moniteur von 1793. Das ist ein 
Höllenzwang, den Ihr nicht an die Kette legen könnt, und es sind Beschwörungsworte darin, die viel 
mächtiger sind als Gold und Flinten, Worte womit man die Todten aus den Gräbern ruft und die 
Lebenden in den Tod schickt, Worte womit man die Zwerge zu Riesen macht und die Riesen 
zerschmettert, Worte die Eure ganze Macht zerschneiden wie das Fallbeil einen Königshals (75). 217 
 
 
The Moniteur universel was a newspaper that co-originated with the French Revolution in 1789 
and subsequently proved to be one of its most comprehensive chronicles. In the intervening 
                                                          
217 “I only wish to warn you about one thing, namely about the Moniteur of 1793. That is a conjuring book that you 
cannot restrain. There are conjuring words contained there which are much more powerful than god and guns, words 
with which one can call the dead out of their graves and send the living into death, words with which one can turn 




years, says Heine, it had become a Höllenzwang, like one of the conjuring books of (falsely) 
attributed to Dr. Faustus.218 More than the money and guns of state power, the revolutionary 
chronicle contains formulas that could turn the world on its head if properly understood. Its most 
radical effects would result in the king’s decapitation. 
 The Höllenzwang is a specialized text, however, one requiring a high level of literacy. 
Those attributed to Dr. Faustus are often written in a combination of German, Latin, Hebrew, 
and various cipher scripts. By analogy, the Moniteur is a supremely, even supernaturally, 
powerful text, but easily misunderstood and misapplied. This guards it against the republicans, 
whom Heine sees as eager to conjure all the most violent spirits in the book, “aber sie wußten 
eben nicht das rechte Wort im Buche zu finden, und hätten es auch mit ihren dicken Lippen nicht 
aussprechen können” (ibid.).219 It also holds back those who know how to read it (Heine 
identifies with this group), “denn ach! wir wissen nicht das Sprüchlein, womit man die Geister 
wieder zähmt” (ibid.).220 He suggests a messianic “verhüllter Mann der Zeit”,221 a collective 
singular representing all 36 German states and duchies, who could unleash these spirits and then 
calm them again (ibid.). The problem of the parties remains, however, and with them the misuse 
of history gleaned from chronicles. 
 Heine seems to pose the Zustände as following the same process of remediation as the 
Moniteur from disparate periodical to bound book. To guard against the misuse of his articles, 
Heine gets out in front of the message. He brings together his “flüchtigen Blätter als festes Buch” 
                                                          
218 Höllenzwänge, as the name suggests, were books meant to “drive” spirits out of hell and into the world. They 
appeared in Germany starting in the 17th century and gave instruction on the summoning of spirits. There seems to 
have been a resurgence of interest in these books during the Vormärz, as several were republished during this time. 
One example: Doktor Johannes Faust’s Magia naturalis et innaturalis oder Dreifacher Höllenzwang: letztes 
Testament und Sigelkunst. Edited by J. Scheible, Verlag von J. Scheible, 1849. 
219 “They do not even know how to find the right word in the book, and, wit their fat lips, would not have been able 
to pronounce it.” 
220 “Oh! We do not know the quote that would tame the spirits.” 
221 “Veiled man of the times.”  
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(ibid. 65).222 Furthermore, he sees in them the possibility of communing with the dead, as he 
suggests of the Moniteur’s power. Nowhere in the Zustände is this thought more developed than 
in Article VI. It is a turning point. Here Heine draws on the historical import of his journalism 
and shifts from writing profiles of prominent men to more general elaborations of concepts (the 
articles following it unpack absolution, constitutional monarchy, and republicanism). The object 
of Article VI is history and historiography. What is the historiographical use of journalism, 
Heine asks, if the majority of it is filtered through partisan bias? Heine dedicates the rest of his 
journalistic project to writing “soviel als möglich partheylos,” in as nonpartisan a manner as 
possible, the history of the present (Heine 12/1 129). 
 Article VI was originally published in two parts when it came out in the Augsburger 
Allgemeine Zeitung. The first part, where Heine describes a historiographical project, was 
published first (pages 129-131 in the critical edition), and the second part describing the spring 
1832 cholera epidemic (pages 133-142) followed it in the next issue. What were originally two 
articles are presented as one in the book edition of Französische Zustände with mediating notes 
contextualizing their original composition. The historiographical project Heine proposed in the 
first part of the article, he says in the note, was interrupted by the appearance of cholera in Paris 
and necessitated his turning his attention away from the study of the past. One sees, however, 
some thematic continuity between the two sections, despite Heine’s characterization of them as a 
resulting from a break in his attention. Heine had proposed, for instance, to seek “den Schlüssel 
der lärmenden Tagesräthsel zunächst in der Vergangenheit,”223 to look for the origins of the July 
Revolution in the 1789 revolution (129). While he seems to have given up this project to cover 
the events in the streets of Paris, figures from the eighteenth-century revolutionary period 
                                                          
222 “[…] fugitive pages as a bound book.” 
223 “First seek the key to the present day’s alarming riddles in the past.”  
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regularly appear. The deadliness of the cholera is compared to Robespierre at the height of the 
Terror, and a paranoia grips Parisians that is also reminiscent of those dark days. Rather than 
functioning as an interruption to Heine’s historiographical project, his “Bülletin” of the cholera 
epidemic appears to be a continuation of it. 
 Heine opens Article VI with what is by now a familiar criticism of the acknowledged 
partisanship of journals: 
 
Nicht den Werkstätten der Partheyen will ich ihren banalen Maaßstab entborgen, um Menschen und 
Dinge damit zu messen, noch viel weniger will ich Werth und Größe derselben nach träumenden 
Privatgefühlen bestimmen, sondern ich will so viel als möglich partheylos das Verständnis der 
Gegenwart befördern, und den Schlüssel der lärmenden Tagesräthsel zunächst in der Vergangenheit 
suchen. Die Salons lügen, die Gräber sind wahr. Aber ach! die Todten, die kalten Sprecher der 




Heine will begin pursuing the historical stakes of his critique of the parties, which up to now he 
has only hinted at. As we saw when he criticized the Amis du peuple for plagiarizing history, 
Heine sees the parties as closing their ears to the voices of the dead. The delusional standards 
(Maaßstab) of the parties do not just distort the perception of the present, but the relationship of 
the present to the past. Death and the cold voices of the dead are missing from their accounts. 
This implicates the whole political discussion in France and Germany, which Heine sees 
occurring without any respect for its own ephemerality, here represented by death. It can be 
understood, however, through the examples of the already dead. Heine therefore proposes to seek 
the key to the present’s riddle in the past: for the graves are true.  
                                                          
224 “I will not measure people and things according to the banal standards of parties. Much less will I justify the 
value and scope of those standards with illusory private sentiments. Rather, I will promote the understanding of the 
present in as nonpartisan a way as possible and first seek the key to the present day’s alarming riddles in the past. 
Salons lie. Graves are true. But oh! The dead, the cold spokesmen of history speak in vain to the raging crowd, 
which only understands the language of the passions.” 
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 Heine critiques the historiographical misunderstandings of both the conservative royalists 
and liberal republicans in his account. Heine presents history as a long causality. The reason 
there is so much misunderstanding around this trajectory is the incessant spin of the parties who 
confuse the significance of “persons” and “things.” Heine defines things as “geistige und 
materielle Interessen,” or spiritual and material interests, and persons as “die Repräsentanten 
dieser Interessen,” or the representatives of these interests (ibid. 130). This relationship has 
reached an imbalance (Mißverhältniß) in France. To judge a person is to evaluate character, 
which, importantly, changes. To judge things, however, one must be more careful. When Heine 
later discusses his criticism of Louis Philip, he explains that his estimation of the citizen king 
changed over time, but his thoughts on the “system” he represents have been unwavering (ibid. 
193). The king shares the interests of the system in which he is implicated, but is still distinct 
from it. Therefore, Heine distinguishes his judgments of the king’s participation in a system from 
his estimation of the system itself, both in order to be fair to Louis-Philippe, and so as not to 
oversimplify the bounds of the administration he heads. 
 The arrogant self-assuredness of the parties leads us astray (verleiten) to errors of 
judgment (129). The aristocratic salons scoff at “das feurige Mene-Tekel der Tagesblätter,”225 
while the “oppositional” liberals are shown investing too much hope in a figure of fate that 
reinterprets every failure as a historical necessity on the way to democracy (ibid.). Heine’s image 
of history, however, is one where elements of the past and present coexist and interact in a 
complicated way: the past does not simply culminate in the present and future, but certain of its 
elements reappear within these modalities of history, sometimes in ways that are hard to discern. 
Heine goes so far as to conflate the description of the present with that of the past:  
 
                                                          
225 “The fiery Mene-Tekel of the dailies.” 
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[Ich] will den Beginn der Revoluzion in meinen nächsten Artikeln besprechen. Es ist dieses ein 
doppelt nützliches Geschäft, da, indem man die Gegenwart durch die Vergangenheit zu erklären 
sucht, zu gleicher Zeit offenbar wird, wie diese, die Vergangenheit, erst durch jene, die 
Gegenwart, ihr eigentlichstes Verständnis findet, und jeder neue Tag ein neues Licht auf sie wirft, 
wovon unsere bisherigen Handbuchschreiber keine Ahnung hatten (ibid. 131).226 
 
 Heine’s phrasing describes a state where one can never describe the past or present on its own, 
but only ever both at once. Moreover, one can only learn what the present “wants” by peering 
into the past to figure out how the motivations of that time brought us here. But then, to learn 
what this time wants, we will have to wait for an equally puzzling future moment to look back on 
our present, now past, to see how the motivations of that time brought us to this future.227  
 The other important facet of Heine’s historiographical reflection is the theme of 
indifferent, all-consuming death that runs through it and lends the passage a melancholy, elegiac 
tone. The line, “Die Salons lügen, die Gräber sind wahr”228 points to the ephemerality of political 
discourse. The passions of the day will dissipate, and that transience remains one of the few 
things of which one can be sure. This consideration makes the text into a kind of vanitas, where 
instead of an arrangement of flowers and coins there are newspapers, journalists, and other 
spokespeople from the parties. “Die Gesellschaft der Gewalthaber glaubt wirklich an die ewige 
Dauer ihrer Macht,” writes Heine, “wenn auch die Annalen der Welthistorie und das feurige 
Mene-Tekel der Tagesblätter und sogar die laute Volksstimme auf der Straße ihre Warnungen 
aussprechen” (ibid. 129).229 That’s three death threats: world history is presented, as Hegel had 
                                                          
226 “In my next articles, I will discuss the beginning of the revolution in order to answer these questions. This work 
will be doubly useful insofar as when one tries to explain the present through the past, it becomes clear at once how 
the past first finds its understanding in the present, and that every new day casts new light upon it, something our 
contemporary writers of historical handbooks still cannot grasp.” 
227 Willi Goetschel describes a similar dynamic of the past and present in three of Heine’s texts from the 1820s, 
1830s, and 1840s. Goetschel, Willi. “Heine and Freud: Deferred Action and the Concept of History.” Freud and 
Monotheism: Moses and The Violent Origins of Religion. Edited by Karen Feldman and Gilad Sharvit. Fordham UP, 
2018. 65-86.  
228 “The salons lie, the graves are true.” 
229 “Those in power actually believe that their power will last forever, despite the warnings found in the annals of 
world history, the press’ fiery Mene-Tekel, and the voice of the people crying out in the street.” 
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it, as a chopping block of interests and passions.230 The mene-tekel (shorthand for the “writing on 
the wall” that appeared during King Belshazzar’s feast, the night before he was murdered) 
appears in the newspapers; the implication here might be that the message is clear, but the author 
is mysterious. Furthermore, the voice of the people cries out in the street, a probable allusion to 
the specter of violent revolution. The liberals, or “Opposizionskotterien,”231 have their own 
delusions (ibid.). They are oblivious to the import of their failures, and place full faith in an 
image of history that culminates in their triumph. “Jedes Mißgeschick deuten sie als ein 
nothwendiges Ereigniß, das sie dem Ziele desto näher bringe” (ibid.).232 The word “nothwendig” 
is probably a reference to the concept of historical necessity (historische Notwendigkeit), which 
Heine interprets here as a delusional apologism, or the description of historical events as 
necessary to the goal of republicanism. Heine proposes his nonpartisan history of the revolution 
as a corrective to these tendentious historical perceptions that lead their holders to believe their 
momentary interests have eternal validity. 
 When the article was first published, the change in subject matter from historiography to 
the cholera was mediated by the limitations of the periodical press. The historiographical section 
and cholera report were published in separate issues of the AZ, and therefore the shift may not 
have come off so abruptly as it does in the book edition where they are printed together for the 
first time. Heine accounts for this abruptness with a mediating note that explains the conditions 
of the article’s composition. “Ich wurde in dieser Arbeit viel gestört,” Heine writes, “zumeist 
durch das grauenhafte Schreyen meines Nachbars, welcher an der Cholera starb” (ibid. 132). The 
whole text became imbued with an awareness of death’s proximity, he says: “… es ist doch sehr 
                                                          
230 Hegel, G.W.F. Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte. Suhrkamp, 1986. 
231 “Coteries of opposition.” 
232 “They interpret every misfortune as a necessary event that brings them closer to their goal.” 
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störsam, wenn einem beständig das Sichelwetzen des Todes allzuvernehmbar ans Ohr klingt” 
(ibid.).233   
 Heine dedicates the last paragraphs of his note to discussing the stakes of reproducing 
this break a year later. “Die folgende Mitthelung,” he writes, “hat vielleicht das Verdienst, daß 
sie gleichsam ein Bülletin ist, welches auf dem Schlachtfelde selbst, und zwar während der 
Schlacht, geschrieben worden, und daher unverfälscht die Farbe des Augenblicks trägt” (ibid. 
132-133).234 Heine does not attest to the factual accuracy of his account, rather his account 
shares a tone or coloration with the time in which it was written. For this reason, Heine declares 
leaving his texts unaltered as compositional principle of his book. This is an ethical imperative. 
As he said earlier about not editing his daily reports according to belated political interests, 
Heine preserves the false prophecies and skewed perspectives evident in Article VI, “da sie zu 
Geschichte der Zeit gehören” (ibid.).235  
 This is Heine’s solution to the issue of presenting reports on events that always get 
filtered through private feelings. This filter is unavoidable, but in reproducing his old 
expressions, he can do so with a documentary passivity that allows the Zustände of those times 
to shine through his personal limitations to some extent. “Die Ereignisse selbst bilden immer die 
beste Berichtigung,” he writes at the end of his note: “The events themselves always constitute 
the best correction.” This is of course impossible because the events are inaccessible except via 
representations like those of the press. This symbiotic relationship is implied in the word 
“Berichtigung.” On the one hand, the event contains all of the qualities of the future report, 
                                                          
233 “I was disturbed often by the horrible screams of my neighbor who was dying from cholera […] It is indeed very 
disruptive, when the sharpening of death’s sickle sounds all-too-clearly in one’s ear.” 
234 “The following report will perhaps be useful insofar as it is a bulletin written from the battlefield, indeed during 
the battle, and it therefore carries the unaltered color of the moment.” 
235 “Because they belong to the history of the times.” 
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“Bericht,” of it, and yet it contains infinitely more, which can supplement and correct 
(“berichtigen”) the report. The best one can do is provide access to the expression of a personal 
state of affairs that is bound up in and thereby reflective of a general state of affairs.     
“Die Gegenwart ist in diesem Augenblicke das Wichtigere,” Heine concedes after having 
just introduced his plan for the history: “the present is in this moment more important” (ibid. 
131). He proceeds from here with a breathtaking, kaleidoscopic account of the disease’s effects 
on Paris. The contagion spreads “unumschränkt […] ohne Rücksicht auf Stand und 
Gesinnung”236 and thus provides a medium to Heine through which he can observe all facets of 
the city, from the ragpickers (chiffoniers) to the most prominent politicians and the king. It has 
been remarked that Heine’s report of the cholera seems to demonstrate some of the assertions he 
makes in the historiographical section.237 Figures of the past are frequently alluded to in order to 
describe the crisis. The disease is compared, for instance, to Robespierre and Napoleon in its 
decimation of the humanity that stands in its way (ibid. 133). Elsewhere it is called a “guillotine 
ambulante,” or traveling guillotine (ibid. 132). Moreover, the confusion resulting from the 
mismanaged government reaction to the epidemic gives rise to street scenes reminiscent of the 
1793 Terror. One heard again cries of “à la laterne,” or “to the lamppost!” (ibid. 136). These 
historical references imply that the contemporary French crisis can only be understood in 
comparison with the last one that touched each tier of its society: the French Revolution. 
                                                          
236 “Unrestrained, without consideration of class or view.” 
237Ortwin Lämke compares Heine’s historiographical role here with Hegel’s first form of historical observation, 
characterized by the “ursprüngliche Geschichte” (Hegel’s terminology) of Herodotus and Thucydides (Lämke 621; 
Hegel Philosophie der Geschichte 11). In this form, the historiographer shares a spirit with the actions (Handlungen) 
of his times. Therefore, the histories he writes must be read as not only exhibiting the limitations of the 
historiographer, but the limitations of that age’s self-knowledge. Lämke, Ortwin. “Geschischtsschreibung der 
Gegenwart”. Zu Artikel VI der Französischen Zustände. Aufklärung und Skepsis : Internationaler Heine-Kongress 




One sees the language and imagery of the French Revolution, and specifically the Terror, 
throughout Heine’s bulletin on the cholera. His point with invoking the Terror is not to show the 
ruin of specific revolutionary or republican ideals, as is thematized by the Dantonists in Georg 
Büchner’s play Dantons Tod, for example. Rather, the pastiche of historical references to 
describe the effects of the cholera seem rather to demonstrate Heine’s point from the 
historiographical section of his article that the present can only be understood through the past, 
and likewise the past can only be understood through its interpretation in the present. One sees 
an example of this historically simultaneous perspective in a scene where an unfortunate person 
is accused by a violent crowd of being a poison mixer (at the epidemic’s height, rumor spread 
that a secret group had been sprinkling poison onto produce at the markets and that this had 
caused the recent deaths, attributing them ill-will rather than an accidentally spreading disease). 
The death of this seems on the one hand to be an exact restaging of similar events during the 
Terror of the 1790s, where one faced spontaneous mob tribunals in the streets of Paris and had to 
either run away or be killed under suspicion of being an aristocrat (the following chapter on 
Dantons Tod will look closely at such an instance). Heine shows, however, that this instance is 
not the simple reemergence of elements of the past in the present, but is also an instance of the 
past being reinterpreted through the conditions of the present: 
 
In der Straße St. Denis hörte ich den alt berühmten Ruf “à la laterne!” und mit Wuth erzählten mir 
einige Stimmen, man hänge einen Giftmischer. Die Einen sagten, er sey ein Karlist, man habe ein 
brevet du lis in seiner Tasche gefunden; die Andern sagten, es sey ein Priester, ein solcher sey 
Alles fähig. Auf der Straße Vaugirard, wo man zwey Menschen, die ein weißes Pulver bey sich 
gehabt, ermordete, sah ich einen dieser Unglücklichen, als er noch etwas röchelte, und eben die 
alten Weiber ihre Holzschuhe von den Füßen zogen und ihn damit so lange den Kopf schlugen, bis 
er todt war. Er war ganz nackt und zerquetscht; nicht bloß die Kleider, sondern auch die Haare, die 
Scham, die Lippen und die Nase waren ihm abgerissen, und ein wüster Mensch band dem 
Leichname einen Strick um die Füße, und schleifte ihn damit durch die Straße, währen er 
beständig schrie: voilà le Cholera-morbus! Ein wunderschönes, wuthblasses Weibsbild mit 
entblößten Brüste und blutbedeckten Händen stand dabey, und gab dem Leichname, als er ihr nahe 
kam, noch einen Tritt mit dem Fuße. Sie lachte, und bat mich, ihrem zärtlichen Handwerke einige 
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Franks zu zollen, damit sie sich dafür ein schwarzes Trauerkleid kaufe: denn ihre Mutter sey vor 
einigen Stunden gestorben, an Gift (ibid.).238 
 
While the scene of the unfortunate person’s death seems to emerge right out of the past heralded 
by the that old famous call, the appearance of a beautiful, half-naked woman flushed with anger 
signals that the imagery of the passage is a mix of vintage and contemporary. The woman 
resembles Eugène Delacroix’s allegorical figure of Liberty in his 1830 painting, “Liberty 
Leading the People.” This painting was a sensation at the 1831 Paris salon, which Heine 
attended. He said in his account of the exhibition, Französische Maler (French Painters), that 
the figure of Liberty reminded him “an jene peripatetische Philosophinnen, an jene 
Schnellläuferinnen der Liebe oder Schnellliebende, die des Abends auf den Boulevards 
umherschwärmen” (ibid. 20).239 The figure’s status as a prostitute serves two purposes: on the 
one hand, it is meant to deflate any bourgeois attempt to make revolutionary violence more noble 
than it was (at the painting exhibition, Heine reports overhearing a viewer tell his son that 
Liberty is naked in protest against the white underwear of the aristocracy),240 and on the other it 
connects the two figures, making the woman in Französische Zustände firmly contemporary, not 
the reappearance of an 18th-century figure.  
                                                          
238 “I heard in the street St. Denis the old famous call “a la lanterne!” and several angry voices told me that they 
were hanging a poison mixer. One said that the accused was a Carlist, for they had found a brevet du lis in his 
pocket; the others said he was a priest and capable of anything. In Vaugirard street, two people were killed for 
possessing a white powder, and I saw one of these unfortunate men as he was still wheezing on the ground. An old 
woman took off her wooden shoe and beat his head with it until he died. He was naked, bloody, and broken. Not 
only had his clothes been torn away, but his pubic hair, lips, and nose as well. A rakish person tied his feet with a 
rope and dragged him through the street crying out: “Voilà le Cholera-morbus!” An enchantingly beautiful woman, 
pale with anger, stood nearby with her breasts exposed and blood on her hands. She kicked the corpse as it passed 
her. She laughed and asked me to pay her a few francs for her handiwork so that she could buy a black mourning 
dress. Her mother had died a few hours earlier from poisoning.” 
239 “Those peripatetic philosophers, those sprinters of love or fast lovers, who swarm the boulevards at night.” 
240 “Eine wahre Freyheitsgöttin, liebes Kind,” the exhibition visitor tells his son, “Hat gewöhnlich kein Hemd, und 
ist daher sehr erbittert auf alle Leute, die weiße Wäsche tragen.” “A true goddess of liberty, dear child, usually has 
no shirt and is therefore very bitter over all the people who wear white linens” (ibid. 21).  
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Heine’s report was early on accused of betraying a royalist sympathy for these 
comparisons. His measuring up of the cholera with the revolution seemed to some like 
identification of the two: revolution as epidemic. Heine’s comparisons of the public health crisis 
could also be read as a smear against revolutionary history. A neo-Jacobin view could take his 
comparison of the disease and Terror as anti-revolutionary insofar as he seems to refer to that 
purgative movement as chaos rather than an attempt at political purification. Heine also praises 
Louis-Philippe’s allocations of government money to the poor during the crisis (ibid. 138-139), 
but mocks German liberals who left Paris. Ludwig Börne found this account of the situation 
incomplete and unfair. Heine, he said, had purposely left out of his chronicles the good deeds of 
liberals who had remained in the city, some of whom had died in the midst of their work.241 Such 
passages in Heine’s article never develop into full-fledged allegiance to the crown. Heine insists 
on the right of the neutral journalist to judge a person such as Louis-Philippe for his individual 
deeds with a standard distinct from that used in judging the political system he represents. 
Heine’s defense, again, would be that he is evaluating the “person” and not the “thing.” 
 Article VI concludes with a withholding of account. Heine has ridden with the corpse of 
an acquaintance to the famous Père Lachaise cemetery, the largest in the city and the busiest as a 
result of the cholera. “Ich will,” writes Heine, “um die Gemüther zu schonen, hier nicht erzählen, 
was ich auf dem Père-la-Chaise gesehen habe” (142).242 The horrors that occurred here are by 
now well known: a lack of space made it necessary for bodies to be piled in mass graves and 
treated with quicklime to accelerate their decay (Heine 12/2 859). He insists that one can learn 
about dying by observing a deathbed, but the burial of corpses in a mass grave is unfathomable 
and he therefore declines to describe it (ibid.). He actually leaves the site of his report and turns 
                                                          
241 See Börne III 810.  
242 “To protect the reader’s peace of mind, I will not tell of what I saw on the Père-la-Chaise.” 
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his eyes toward the inner city of Paris, which one can see from the cemetery hill: “Ich rettete 
mich so rasch als möglich auf den nächsten Hügel des Kirchhofs, wo man die Stadt so schön vor 
sich liegen sieht” (ibid.).243 This is a demonstrative case of where the events constitute the best 
corrective to a report as Heine mentions in the mediating note above. In this case, however, he 
decides to cut short his report of the direct effects of the cholera, so that these events, which had 
already passed, go unreported. 
 It is a break that is reminiscent of Heine’s earlier turn from historiographical reflection to 
“bulletin” writing, insofar as Heine ends his detailed report of urban death and recommences 
with a melancholy reflection on history: 
 
Eben war die Sonne untergegangen, ihre letzten Stralen schienen wehmüthig Abschied zu nehmen, 
die Nebel der Dämmerung umhüllten wie weiße Laken das kranke Paris, und ich weinte bitterlich 
über die unglückliche Stadt, die Stadt der Freyheit, der Begeisterung und des Martyrthums, die 
Heilandstadt, die für die weltliche Erlösung der Menschheit schon so viel gelitten! (ibid.).244  
 
 
Heine is painfully reminded of his earlier declaration that “die Gräber sind wahr” (129). The 
graves are a constant in a continuum of history that puts nations on the chopping block. Heine 
surveys Paris and sees simultaneously its past, present, and future. The present in this moment is 
a site of bitterness and melancholy. It is where Heine is stuck, amazed at the sacrifices of Paris, 
the City of Martyrs, but also incredulous of its promise of the future. It is meant to be a “Savior 
City,” a Heilandstadt, but after all it has given, it continues to suffer. This scene comes at the end 
of an article that wanted to elucidate the present through the past, but it has come a point where 
                                                          
243 “I escaped as quickly as possible to the highest hill of the churchyard, where one has a beautiful view of the city.” 
244 “The sun had just set and the last beams seemed to woefully say goodbye, the mist of twilight wrapped up the 
white sheets of diseased Paris. I cried bitterly for the unhappy city, the city of freedom, the city of enthusiasm and 




the horrors of the present make the past seem pointless and hopes for the future impossible to 
achieve. 
 To conclude, Heine’s Französische Zustände intervenes in the political discussion of the 
calamitous 1830s in two ways, with one way being essential to its character as an article series 
and the second to its character as a historical document collected in a book. First, it critically 
surveys the contemporary political discourse without favoring either the liberals or 
conservatives. Both can be skewered by Heine’s wit on his mission to uncover the private 
feelings that motivate partisan observations and reports of events. The influence of private 
feelings is inevitable however, and Heine shows the understanding of the present to be 
constituted by an interaction of personal and social conditions, or Zustände. If private feelings 
are inextricably bound to reports of events, and thereby to historical narratives, then how can one 
expect to understand a newspaper article a year or more removed from its original context? 
Heine addresses this in the book edition of the Zustände. He turns the collection of articles into a 
reflection on how historical knowledge is possible in the first place. He does this with mediating 
notes in the book edition of the Zustände that problematize their understandability by 
emphasizing the changed social conditions under which they are now read. In the following 
chapter I will investigate a similar displacement in Büchner’s Danton’s Tod, which Büchner 











“Nicht heller sehen”: Internal Citation in Dantons Tod 
 
Introduction 
The turn to drama in the final chapter of this dissertation may seem abrupt and 
unprompted, but Georg Büchner’s 1835 Dantons Tod is no ordinary drama. As a montage of 
episodic scenes that jump in Lenzian fashion across time and place, totally doing away with 
Aristotelian unities, and composed as it is of verbatim historical quotations from the annals of the 
French Revolution, it could be called a historiographical drama. That is, rather than giving a 
coherent representation of a historical moment, the play’s dense pastiche of dramatic styles and 
source materials question how history is composed and understood. Büchner’s documentary 
theater, as it has been called, resembles in its effect Robert Prutz’s description of historical 
journalism, which he compares to drama: “Längstvergangene Zustände, Ereignisse und 
Begenbenheiten, deren Kenntniß uns bis dahin nur dogmatisch überliefert wurde, werden uns 
hier, in dramatischer Mannigfaltigkeit, noch einmal unmittelbar lebendig” (Prutz 8).245 As a 
spontaneous record of the day’s events, journalism in Prutz’s conception provides the ideal 
“script” for restaging history as it really happened in one’s understanding. Büchner actually puts 
these same materials into dramatic form in Dantons Tod. For Prutz, as we have also seen with 
Börne, the historical situation of the source – the writer of the document – guarantees its fidelity 
                                                          
245 “Long-past conditions, events, and occurrences, the knowledge of which has up to now only been passed down to 
us dogmatically, here become for immediate and alive in their dramatic manifoldness.”  
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as an expression of its time. We shall see, however, that Büchner deeply questions the reliability 
of sources in his various modes of citation. 
Büchner’s use of citation has been one of the most actively studied aspects of the 
nineteenth-century author’s literary writing. His citations from historical, legal, and medical 
documents lend his literary writing an air of social authenticity that led him to be claimed as the 
forerunner of various modern aesthetic and political ideals, including Naturalism and Socialist 
Realism.246 Moreover, the liberty he took with such citations, cutting and pasting them into 
montages247 that blur the perceivable boundaries between quoted language and original 
composition, make him a kind of an aesthetic forebear of Heiner Müller248 and Alexander 
Kluge.249 The conspicuousness and density of citation in Büchner’s literary oeuvre raises many 
questions about his poetics, not least of all what to even call his use of it. Is it really a 
“technique,” as Reiner Niehoff insists in his comprehensive study of Büchner’s use of citations 
(Niehoff 40)?250 This term assumes a specific intention in its use. It is difficult to talk about 
Büchner’s citations in technical terms simply because he never discusses citation explicitly 
anywhere in his letters or journals, our only sources for Büchner’s aesthetic-theoretical thought. 
Even if he had, these sources have their own problems, as I have alluded above. Therefore, 
                                                          
246 See Dietmar Goltschnigg’s ongoing anthology of the critical reception to Büchner since 1875, now in its third 
volume: Georg Büchner und die Moderne. Texte, Analysen, Kommentar. Erich Schmidt Verlag, 2001. 
247 Montage is of course an anachronistically modern term to apply to Büchner’s approach of arranging citation. It is 
a term that has come in and out of favor in Büchner studies for its apparent alignment of Büchner with modern 
avant-garde aesthetic history. The first use of the term with reference to Büchner seems to have been in Gerhard 
Knapp’s introductory volume from 1977, which had a section called “Büchners Ästhetik der Montage” (Knapp 50). 
The revision of the text from 2000 deemphasizes this term, retitling the section more neutrally “Ästhetik und 
Wirkung des Dramas.” Knapp, Gerhard. Georg Büchner. Metzler Verlag, 1977 and 2000.   
248 Müller’s acceptance speech for the 1985 Büchner-Preis, “Die Wunde Woyzeck,” is available on the website of 
the Deutsche Akademie für Sprache und Dichtung: https://www.deutscheakademie.de/de/auszeichnungen/georg-
buechner-preis/heiner-mueller/dankrede. 
249 See Kluge’s acceptance speech for the 2003 Büchner-Preis, “Das Innere des Erzählens” in Fontane Kleist 
Deutschland Büchner. Zur Grammatik der Zeit. Verlag Klaus Wagenbach, 2004.  
250 Niehoff, Reiner. Die Herrschaft des Textes. Zitattechnik als Sprachkritik in Georg Büchners Drama „Dantons 
Tod“ und Berücksichtigung der “Letzten Tage der Menschheit“ von Karl Kraus. Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1991. 
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describing the many instances of citation as part of a “technique” seems to ascribe to Büchner an 
aura of precision that is almost Brechtian and hard to support as such. Rüdiger Campe has 
recently opted for the more neutral description of “modes” of citation, which rather than trying to 
speculate about Büchner’s intentions with citation, attempts to categorize observable patterns of 
citation in Büchner’s work.251 I follow Campe’s terminology in this chapter to describe patterns 
of citation observable in Büchner, and I interpret their poetic effect. Furthermore, I propose to 
add another citational mode to his list, what I call internal citation. 
This chapter will start by looking at three crucial modes of citation used in Dantons Tod, 
according to Campe: historical citation, literary citation, and internal citation. The first, historical 
citation, is the most well-known and discussed form of citation employed by Büchner. It refers to 
the extensive borrowings he makes from historiographical sources, in this case, books he read on 
the French Revolution by Adolphe Thiers and others. Such citations from history lend Büchner’s 
drama what we might nowadays call a documentary authenticity. In addition to this, literary 
citation refers to instances of literary allusion and resemblance throughout Büchner’s work, such 
as the structural similarities between his crowd scenes and those of Shakespeare or Goethe. 
Büchner’s literary citations also participate in the historically accurate conjuration of the Terror, 
but by different means. Rather than drawing directly on the language of the age’s great orators, 
Büchner’s mobilization of literature participates in a history of depictions of the poor. His 
biggest takeaway from this literary reading seems to have been his use of dialect and obscenity, 
which work together with his historical citations to produce a kind of historical verisimilitude.   
                                                          
251 Campe, Rüdiger. “Three Modes of Citation: Historical, Casuistic, and Literary Writing in Büchner.” The 
Germanic Review 98.1 (January-March 2014), pp. 44-59. See also Campe’s entry on “Zitat” in the Büchner-





The third mode of citation I will discuss in this chapter is internal citation, with which I 
refer to passages in the play where the characters cite each other. This form has not been 
discussed in the scholarly literature as far as I can tell. There are many instances and variations 
of this mode in Dantons Tod, from the citizens of the so-called Volksszene quoting the allusions 
to ancient Rome popularized by the politicians, to those politicians using one’s words against 
another. There are also cases where a quotation snakes through one scene and level of society to 
the next, with its significance and relationship to an original source changing at each turn. I will 
look at the exemplary case of an episode in the street (I,2), part of which is then quoted and 
manipulated by Robespierre in a speech to the Tribunal (I,3), and finally when the scene is 
quoted almost verbatim to Camille Desmoulins and he is referred to as the author and cause of 
this event. The circulation of rhetorical figures demonstrated here (in this case the word 
“Erbarmen” and a clever turn of phrase) throws the relationship of citation to source into 
question. The internal citations happen in the interactions of the characters, and the historical as 
well as literary citations are included among them. In this sense, the internal citations undergird 
and make the Zitatmontage coherent. In addition to this, however, it defamiliarizes the 
relationship of certain (canonical) citations to their source texts and intensifies the inkling 
Helmut Müller-Sievers has pointed out that every sentence of Büchner might be a citation to the 
point that one wonders if every citation of Büchner’s is a quote of a “‘quote.’”252 
The discussion of “internal citation” in Dantons Tod begs the question of why we do not 
just call such iterations of language motifs. Büchner’s text has many motifs, which, like his 
internal citations, take on new meanings as they are repeated throughout the play. Büchner, 
                                                          
252 See Müller-Sievers, Helmut. Desorientierung. Anatomie und Dichtung bei Georg Büchner. Wallstein Verlag, 
2003. He makes this point on page 8. 
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moreover, is well known for using lots of them. “Death” (Tod) is an obvious example from 
Dantons Tod, along with Schrei (“scream”),253 and a number of other repeating figures. The 
incident with the young man referred to above, which is cited in three separate instances in the 
drama, could be discussed in terms of a motif (stories of young men escaping death at the last 
minute were a motif of the revolutionary period, as Thomas Michael Mayer has shown).254 The 
episode qua motif is interesting because it connects Dantons Tod to the history of similar 
representations, which is one of the objects of motif studies,255 with which it can then be 
compared. One could argue, however, that the episode has already become a motif of 
revolutionary discourse in the play itself and that this is the starting point for a further poetic 
operation. As a motif originating in a time within memory (unlike motifs included in lexicons 
such as “God visiting earth” or “island life” which seem closer to timeless Jungian 
archetypes),256 the author could realistically be established. The motif, in this case, becomes a 
citation for which provenance must be established in order to achieve specific goals of the 
revolution, such as accusations of political subversion and subsequent execution.   
There is another repeating figure in Dantons Tod that resembles a motif more directly, 
namely the repeated instances of pointing or using the demonstrative da, da (there, there!). I refer 
to these figures in the play as deictic gestures and expressions. In contrast to the clear 
citationality of the Erbarmen example, established through the effort on the part of the characters 
                                                          
253 Campe follows this motif throughout Büchner’s play in his essay, “‘Es lebe der König!‘— ‘Im Namen der 
Republik!‘ Poetik des Sprechakts“. Rhetorik. Figuration und Performanz. Edited by Jürgen Fohrmann, Metzler 
Verlag, 2004, pp. 558-581. 
254 Mayer, Thomas Michael. “‘An die Laterne!’ Eine unbekannte ‘Quellenmontage’ in Dantons Tod (I,2). Georg 
Büchner Jahrbuch 6 (1986/1987), pp. 132-158. 
255 See the preface to Horst S. and Ingrid Daemmrich’s lexicon Themes and Motifs in Western Literature: A 
Handbook. Tübingen: Francke Verlag, 1987. See also on motifs: Frenzel, Elisabeth. Motive der Weltliteratur. Ein 
Lexikon Dichtungsgeschichtlicher Längsschnitte. Alfred Kröner Verlag, 1980. Also the entry on literary motif in 
Nünning, Ansgar. Grundbegriffe der Literaturtheorie. Metzler Verlag, 2004. 
256 Both of these examples of motifs are from Frenzel’s book. 
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to track the word’s provenance, deictic gestures and expressions occur in a manner where they 
do not seem explicitly connected to each other. The characters do not knowingly cite each other 
when they point. I will not look at these instances of pointing to see if they connect to art-
historical depictions of deixis,257 or in the history of theater. Rather, I am interested in how 
pointing occurs in the play as the repetition of a basic form of citation. Charles Saunders Peirce’s 
theory of signs brings such pointing under the category of “degenerate index”: “Any mere 
landmark by which a particular thing may be recognized because it is a matter of fact associated 
with that thing, a proper name without signification, a pointing finger, is a degenerate index” 
(Peirce 163). Pointing can be thought of as among the more rudimentary forms of citation, but 
more interestingly, it reveals the “matters of fact” associated with pointing and what is being 
pointed at. If we look at the instances of Danton, Robespierre, and Lucile pointing in the play, 
we not only see another form of internal citation, but their different assumptions about the 
relationship between themselves (those pointing) and what they are pointing at. That is, we see 
three different understandings of citation that coexist and interact in the play. 
The instances of pointing in the play are also interesting to us for how they reflect on 
each character’s relation to the present or to his or her own presence in time. Put another way, 
what demands a mutual understanding of co-presence more than the gesture of pointing at 
something, a gesture that poses the question, “Do you see what I see there?” Büchner’s drama, 
by pressing the particular context-dependency of deixis,258 shows some of the many standpoints 
from which this question can be posed and the different answers that it expects. It shows through 
                                                          
257 The conference proceedings in Deixis. Vom Denken mit dem Zeigefinger contain interesting discussions of the 
functions of pointing, mostly in the history of painting, but also in literature and curatorial studies. Deixis. Vom 
Denken mit dem Zeigefinger. Edited by Heike Gfrereis and Marcel Lepper, Wallstein Verlag, 2007. 
258 “One of the most important aspects of deixis is that it is invariably distinguished by its use” (Green 122). Green, 
Keith. “Deixis and Poetic Persona.” Language and Literature. 1.2 (1992), pp. 121-134. 
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a different process the lesson of his other modes of citation that words repeated, even verbatim, 
in another context change their meaning. Rather than reading this result negatively, where this 
plurality of possible meanings would result in arbitrariness and meaninglessness, I read this 
polysemy as indicating a complicated simultaneity of different meanings. By collecting 
juxtaposing discreet instances of a word or gesture, Büchner’s play is able to present examples of 
how a sign can have multiple meanings at once and the role of this polysemy in the experience of 
the historical present. The present, Büchner shows, is experienced in a form of immediacy, but 
its content is pulled from the past.   
This is not a radically new interpretation of Büchner’s play, rather I hope that this 
presentation of internal citation will add to the lines of interpretation that inspired this one. 
Campe’s work, already cited here, on expanding the notion of citation as it applies to Büchner’s 
work sets the stage for my investigation of internal citation. Additionally, Harro Müller’s 
ongoing reading of the simultaneity of various historical hermeneutics in the play has proved 
crucial to how I interpret Büchner’s use of citation. The investigation of internal citation in this 
chapter will I hope deepen our understanding of how Büchner goes beyond the mere 
mobilization of external texts, but goes on to generate what Campe has called “the aura of 
quotation itself” (Campe 46). The relationships of Büchner’s citations to their sources is not clear 
cut. Even though many of them have been traced back to specific passages from his reading, 
there is nevertheless an ambiguity as to where they ultimately come from. It is perhaps useful to 
remember that Unsere Zeit (1826-1830) and Adolphe Thiers’ Histoire de la Révolution 
française, Büchner’s main historical sources for Dantons Tod, are works of secondary literature. 
The speeches he quotes are already embedded in his primary documents as citations, which 
creates the sense of a further deferral of his quoted language’s origin. This chapter presents 
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internal citation as another means by which Büchner leads his readers to a perspective on history 
and language itself as a complex of endlessly nested citations. 
The title of this chapter comes from an exclamation of a young man about to be hanged 
by an angry mob who have taken him for an aristocrat. When his impromptu executioner cries 
out the familiar slogan of republican street violence, “An die Laterne” (“to the lamp posts!”), the 
young man responds, “Meinetwegen, ihr werdet deswegen nicht heller sehen!” (“Alright, but that 
won’t make things any brighter!” Büchner I 19).259 His cleverness is then applauded and he is set 
free. I chose to quote the young man for the title for two reasons. First, his words are later quoted 
back to Desmouslins, but this time to accuse the journalist of provoking such incidents (“deine 
Verbesserung der Straßenbeleuchtung hat in Frankreich nicht heller gemacht,” “your 
improvement to street lighting has not made France any brighter,” Ibid. 60). It is therefore an 
instance of internal citation in the play (which I look at in some depth below). The second 
reason, though, is that the content of the young man’s exclamation (not just its quality as an 
internal citation in the play) seems to reflect on the thesis I draw from following such internal 
citations through the play. The young man’s individual death, an iterative execution of a party 
platform, will not improve (brighten) the conditions of the poor. Moreover, the hunt of the 
characters in the play for the originators of certain inflammatory speech makes it seem unlikely 
they will reach a definitive answer. This bears resemblance to Heine’s declaration in Article VI 
that he would shed light on the “Verständnis der Gegenwart” (“understanding of the present”) 
which inevitably led to increased complexity and new paradoxes. 
                                                          
259 Although I consulted other English translations, the renderings of Büchner’s texts into English discussed in this 
chapter are my own. For a translation of Büchner’s complete literary works and letters, I recommend Georg 
Büchner: Complete Works and Letters. Translated by Henry J. Schmidt. Continuum, 1996. 
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Like Heine in the book edition of Französische Zustände, Georg Büchner investigated in 
his 1835 drama Dantons Tod how history is produced and understood. He did this by 
interrogating the composition of its basic material: historical documents, and more 
fundamentally, the act of citation. This is especially the case with his 1835 drama Dantons Tod. 
Büchner wrote programmatically of the role of the dramatist: “Seine höchste Aufgabe ist, der 
Geschichte, wie sie sich wirklich begeben, so nahe als möglich zu kommen” (Büchner II 410).260  
Of course, what we can claim to know about the nuts and bolts of Büchner’s poetics is limited if 
not dubious. We have very little in the way of reliable statements about the dramatist’s 
poetological intentions, and what we do have is either voiced by fictional characters, as in the so-
called “Kunstgespräch” (“discussion of art”) of the Lenz fragment, or often-cited passages from 
his letters. Neither source, despite their frequent citation by scholars, can be taken as totally 
reliable, not when Lenz’s basis for reality is constantly undermined by the narrative in which he 
is enmeshed, or when the primary aim of Büchner’s letters seems to be to defend himself to his 
family against public charges of obscenity, or just to explain why he hasn’t written in so long. 
Nevertheless, one sees a continuous interest in presenting historical stories or characters in as 
objective a manner as possible; how they are (or were) as opposed to an idealized form. If one 
does not want to go so far as to call objectivity Büchner’s explicit end with his literary writing, it 
is certainly one of his favorite themes. Danton, Robespierre, Camille Desmoulins, Leonce, Lenz, 
and Woyzeck all struggle with the relationship of reality and thought and how the latter can most 
accurately express the former.  
                                                          
260 “His highest task is to come as close as possible to history as it really happened.” I predominately cite here Henri 
Poschmann’s two-volume edition of Büchner’s writings. The first volume, Dichtungen, is cited as “Büchner I,” 
while the second volume, Schriften Briefe Dokumente, is cited as “Büchner II.” Georg Büchner, Sämtliche Werke, 
Briefe und Dokumente in zwei Bänden. Edited by Henri Poschmann. Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1992. Citations 
from other editions of Büchner, such as the philologically rigorous Marburger Ausgabe, are noted. 
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One notes a correspondence between Büchner’s claim of immunity from charges of 
indecency – “Sein [the dramatist’s] Buch darf weder sittlicher noch unsittlicher sein, als die 
Geschichte selbst” (“His book may be neither more nor less moral than history itself,” ibid. 410) 
– and Heine’s appeal to the events of history that precede interpretation, “Die Ereignisse selbst 
bilden immer die beste Berichtigung” (“The events themselves always constitute the best 
correction,” Heine 12/1 133). Heine attempted historical objectivity in Französische Zustände by 
reissuing his journalism as a historical text, giving it the status of a primary document in the 
modern historiographical sense, “wie ich sie ursprünglich geschrieben” (“as it was originally 
written,” ibid.), making the collected journalism essentially a long citation of himself from a year 
before. Büchner also seems to approach his ideal of objectivity through citation, but he uses 
citation differently than Heine. Büchner collects citations from various historiographical, literary, 
and other sources, montages them together throughout his drama, and has his dramatic figures 
recognizably repeat the words and gestures of historical and literary figures who precede them. 
In this sense, Büchner’s drama literally restages episodes from history; it is in his words, drama 
that “die Geschichte zum zweiten Mal erschafft” (“creates history a second time,” ibid.). Both 
Heine and Büchner use citation not only to revisit the past, but to make it present again in a 
sense. They present verbatim citations in order to make the past visible in its complexity from an 
outside perspective. That way one may observe developments that had previously occurred 
unbeknownst to their historical actors.261   
                                                          
261 One also notices a remarkably similar view of history in Christian Grabbe’s much quoted statement on the 
contemporary experience of history in post-Napoleonic Europe: “Die Guillotine der Revolution steht still, und ihr 
Beil rostet – mit ihm verrostet vielleicht auch manches Große, und das Gemeine, in der Sicherheit, daß ihm nicht 
mehr der Kopf abgeschlagen werden kann, erhebt gleich dem Unkraut sein Haupt. Napoleons Schlachtendonner sind 
gleichfalls verschollen. […] Mit Napoleons Ende ward es mit der Welt, als wäre sie ein ausgelesenes Buch und wir 
ständen, aus ihr hinausgeworfen, als die Leser davor und repetierten und überlegten das Geschehne” (Grabbe 93). 
Grabbe, Christian. Werke und Briefe. Historisch-kritische Gesamtausgabe in sechs Bänden. IV. Edited by Alfred 
Bergmann. Verlag Lechte, 1960-1973.  
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What one sees in history the second time around is of course different from the first. For 
one thing, the statements of that previous time are now present as a kind of quotation rather than 
as spontaneous reactions to events. Speakers restaging the events of the past now appear as 
actors in a kind of theater. Historical citations will also be understood in a context modified by 
the historical present, a framework of understanding to which they could not have been bound 
before but which changes their meaning. Bodo Morawe has recently argued that the play could 
be read as an example of what Heine called, “Geschichtsschreibung der Gegenwart” 
(“historiography of the present”) as opposed to a historical play, because its “hybrid rhetoric” has 
as its object a mutual illumination of the past and present rather than an exclusive elucidation of 
a particular historical moment.262 According to Morawe, the use of rhetorical anachronisms as 
well as the interweaving of source material with original compositions (Robespierre’s speeches 
and those of St. Just respectively),263 intensify the partisan rhetoric of the characters and create 
an impression that is not altogether historically accurate but draws attention to commonalities of 
the revolutionary period of the French 1790s and that of the German 1830s (Morawe 69-70). 
Büchner’s commonality with Heine on historiographical form is that both try to show where the 
causality of past, present, and future is blurriest. Heine and Büchner express this relationship 
very differently Heine explores the ambiguities of the historical present by publishing a 
collection of his journalism in book form. Büchner uses the form of drama to demonstrate the 
drama of the revolution itself, which relies on citation. One thinks here of Marx’s remark that 
                                                          
262 This, we recall, is the problem Heine encountered when he proposed to study the 18th-century French Revolution 
as a means of understanding the July Monarchy of the 1830s. Both events were inextricably bound in his historical 
understanding, and neither could be primary in his interpretation of the other. Morawe, Bodo. “‘die Revolution ist 
eine und dieselbe.‘ Geschichtsschreibung der Gegenwart und hybride Poetik in Dantons Tod.” Enttäuschung und 
Engagement. Zur ästhetischen Radikalität Georg Büchners. Edited by Hans Richard Bittnacher and Irmela von der 
Lühe, Aisthesis Verlag, 2014, pp. 65-82. 
263 The example Morawe makes the most out of is the when Robespierre says to Danton, “Die soziale Revolution ist 
noch nicht fertig” (Büchner I 32; Morawe 77-78). “Social revolution” was not a Jacobin expression, but rather one 
that caught on after their fall with the rise in interest in the French anarchist François-Noël Babeuf. 
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world-historical events and persona occur twice: once as tragedy and again as farce. This is 
because, “Die Menschen machen ihre eigene Geschichte, aber sie machen sie nicht aus freien 
Stücken, nicht unter selbstgewählten, sondern unter unmittelbar vorgefundenen, gegebenen und 
überlieferten Umständen“ (Marx 115).264 Heine and Büchner try to show, through their 
journalism and drama respectively, such historical givens and passed-down situations that 
simultaneously include the irreducible complexity of a historical moment from perspectives 
where the reader observes historical developments of which the historical actors are unaware. 
Although Börne and Heine were influences on Büchner’s literary writing – he alludes to 
them anachronistically in Dantons Tod – the three are rarely discussed together. This is due in 
part to their politics not quite squaring: Börne advocated representative republicanism in the 
form of his journalism, while Büchner favored, at least in his earliest published writing, outright 
uprising, revolution. The three writers are interesting to compare, however, in their approach to 
representing history, and particularly to the historical nature of the present. Although Büchner’s 
play does not, at least on the surface, engage directly in the politics of the 1830s like Heine’s 
writing did and Börne’s did in the journalism we have read of his from the 1820s, the drama does 
investigate how a particular historical moment assumes its historical character. For Büchner, this 
occurs through the play-within-a-play motif of Dantons Tod and the manifold use of citation. In 
this way, Dantons Tod fits into the discourse about historical ages spontaneously producing their 
historical self-images that we have seen in Börne, Heine, and the writers of Young Germany. 
While for Börne and many of the Young Germans this image is seamless through journalism, 
Heine shows how such an image is mediated through its various iterations in different formats, as 
                                                          
264 “Men make their own history, but they do not make it freely, in a way they choose themselves, but rather in 
immediately preexisting, inherited circumstances.” Marx, Karl. Werke. V. 8. Berlin: Dietz Verlag, 1982. 
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when he republishes his periodical writings in a book. Büchner’s use of internal citation shows, 
however, that the way an age characterizes itself might be corrupted from the beginning, and its 
origin unidentifiable.  
Part I 
Modes of Citation in Dantons Tod 
Rüdiger Campe distinguishes two principle modes of citation in Dantons Tod, namely the 
historical, which relies on direct citation from historiographical sources, and literary citation, 
which presents in the form of allusions and echoes rather than direct references.265  That is, 
Büchner’s citations consistently differ, not only in terms of what they cite, but how they cite. A 
third form, which this chapter focuses on primarily, is internal citation, in which the characters of 
the play quote each other. This form of citation differs from the others in that it does not cite 
“outside texts” (although sometimes the repeated lines involve content sourced from 
historiographical or literary texts), but statements already uttered in the context of the play. 
Internal citations also differ from the other two modes insofar as instances of it can always be 
recognized as citation. Internal citation in Dantons Tod does not require the same sort of intense 
philological work needed to establish the play’s connection to Thiers or Shakespeare. The 
difficulty, I would suggest, as a reader or audience member of the play would be in recognizing 
the iterations of a word or sentence as citations because they occur within the flow of dialogue.  
This form of citation undergirds these first two forms by creating a consistent sense of reality. It 
binds the various sources together in the play’s diegesis. Put another way, the “montage” of 
                                                          
265 Campe identifies a third, not discussed in this chapter, which he calls “casuistic” citation, whereby the literary 
text draws upon a case study, as in Lenz and Woyzeck. In the latter play, Campe argues that by placing Woyzeck in 
various “frameworks of citation” where he may become a case study (the doctor’s physiological experiments, the 
captain’s philosophical inquiries of him, etc.), generalizes Woyzeck’s character to the point where discussions of his 
accountability for murdering Marie are made problematic (Campe 56). While this form of citation is an important 
aspect of Büchner’s literary work, it does not figure in Dantons Tod and will therefore be left out of this study. 
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quotations is held together by the interactions of the play’s characters, who talk to each other, in 
part by repeating what the other has said. 
Before going into Büchner’s internal citations, his use of historical and literary citations 
must be clarified in order to show why the internal ones are necessary, as well as why the 
utilization of these various citational strategies together is crucial for Büchner’s historiographical 
aims with drama. Historical citation has been by far the most studied citational mode of 
Büchner’s. Karl Viëtor’s 1933 essay “Die Quellen von Büchners Drama Dantons Tod” (“The 
Sources of Büchner’s Drama, Dantons Tod”)266 inaugurated this branch of philological research, 
which in more recent years has been carried on by Thomas Michael Mayer, Burghard Dedner, 
and others.267 Much of this work has been synthesized into the recent historical-critical edition of 
Büchner’s works, or Marburger Ausgabe, published by the Georg Büchner Gesellschaft. I 
discuss Viëtor’s foundational essay here more than recent work on Büchner Quellenphilologie in 
order to point out the basic fact that it demonstrates about the play and demonstrates well: that 
the plot and much of the familiar content of Büchner’s play could be reproduced by simply 
providing the long quotations he took from his historical source books.268 By printing Büchner’s 
                                                          
266 Karl Viëtor “Die Quellen von Büchners Drama Dantons Tod.” Euphorion 34 (1933), pp. 357-379. 
267 To name just two representative articles from the very active field of Büchner-oriented Quellenforschung: 
Dedner, Burghard. “Georg Büchner: Dantons Tod. Zur Rekonstruktion der Entstehung anhand 
Quellenverarbeitung.” Georg Büchner Jahrbuch 6 (1986/1987), pp. 106-131, as well as the Mayer article cited 
above. Also of interest here are Helmut Müller-Sievers’ pointed, sometimes caustic, criticisms of this branch of 
Büchner studies. His essay-review “Büchner—Cult,” praises John Reddick’s hostilely-received book, Georg 
Büchner: The Shattered Whole (1994), for its daringness to take a more speculative approach to Büchner’s writing, 
find reasonable connections between his scientific work and literary writing, as well as its apparent immunity to the 
philological dogma of German Büchner studies (which Müller-Sievers locates in Thomas Michael Mayer and the 
Georg Büchner Gesellschaft). His essay also praises Jan Christian Hauschild’s Büchner biography for refraining for 
its deft handling of Büchner’s practical political and literary work, which Müller-Sievers sees scholars associated 
with the Gesellschaft as trying to conflate (Dantons Tod is a play about revolutionaries by a revolutionary, the play 
is therefore somehow activistically contributing to a revolutionary movement continuous with these being the logic 
at which he bristles). “Büchner – Cult.” Modern Language Notes 112.3 (April 1997), pp. 470-485. See also Müller-
Sievers, Helmut. “Reading Without Interpreting: German Textual Criticism and the Case of Georg Büchner.” 
Modern Philology 103.4 (May 2006), pp. 498-518. 
268 The top three books he relied upon the most for Dantons Tod were, in order from most- to least-cited: Unsere 
Zeit, oder geschichtliche Uebersicht der merkwürdigsten Ereignisse von 1789-1830, a 30-volume periodical with 
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text side-by-side with passages from his sources, Viëtor showed the great extent to which 
Büchner relied on these texts for writing Dantons Tod.269 There are long passages taken verbatim 
from the history books Büchner checked out from the library in Darmstadt, such as 
Robespierre’s speech to the Tribunal where he responds to accusations of tyranny with the 
breathtaking, and to modern ears almost Orwellian reversal: “Die Revolutionsregierung ist der 
Despotismus der Freiheit gegen die Tyrannei” (“The revolutionary government is the despotism 
of freedom against tyranny,” Büchner 23; Viëtor 361-362). These long quotations are the most 
well-known and obvious instances of citation in Büchner’s literary writing. They were instantly 
recognizable to Büchner’s contemporaries, who, like him, had been steeped in French 
revolutionary history since their youth. Büchner’s editor and literary mentor, Karl Gutzkow, 
reported in a letter that the play had been misunderstood at a salon reading as little more than a 
dramatized chapter from Thiers.270 Despite this lukewarm response, it nonetheless suggests that 
                                                          
several issues dedicated to the French Revolution and Terror, published between 1826-1830; Histoire de la 
Révolution française (published between 1823-27) by the historian and future President of the Third Republic, 
Adolphe Louis Thiers – Büchner translated passages borrowed from this book from French into German; and 
Histoire de la Révolution française, depuis 1789 jusqu’en 1814 (published 1824) by François Mignet, excerpts from 
which Büchner also translated. 
269 The Marburger Ausgabe uses the more effective and precise, though admittedly less aesthetic method of coding 
each source text as a form of underlining. In the quellenbezogen edition of Dantons Tod, which is meant to show the 
textual sources in the body of the play, a word marked with a solid underline, “___,” is sourced from Unsere Zeit, 
and a word underlined with dots, “…..,” is from Thiers. A word marked with a solid underline and dots can be found 
in both texts. Moreover, words written in bold indicate a literal borrowing from the source text, while a word in non-
bold face indicates a citation in sense only (see key on page 365 of MBA 3.2). 
270 Gutzkow writes to Büchner that the audience mistook the jokes of the characters as the author’s own flourishes, 
and determined that the rest came straight out of the history books. It is actually the other way around, Gutzkow 
says, and that many of the jokes are historical while much of what was perceived as historical came from Büchner’s 
imagination. He is not wrong: “Ihr Danton zog nicht: vielleicht wissen Sie den Grund nicht? Weil Sie die Geschichte 
nicht betrogen haben: weil einige der bekannten heroice Dicta in Ihre Comödie hineinliefen und von den Leuten 
drin gesprochen werden, als käme der Witz von Ihnen. Darüber vergaß man, daß in der That doch mehr von Ihnen 
gekommen ist, als von der Geschichte und machte aus dem Ganzen ein dramatisirtes Capitel aus Thiers.” Your 
Danton did not grab anyone: perhaps you do not know the reason? It’s because you did not betray history: because 
some of the well-known heroice dicta came into your comedy and were spoken by the people in it as though the joke 
were yours. They forgot that indeed more came from you than from history and they imagined the whole thing to be 
a dramatized chapter from Thiers.”  (Büchner II 441).  
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at a certain level, Büchner’s ambition as dramatic poet to make history a second time was 
successful. 
Besides the historical quotations, there are literary quotations throughout Dantons Tod, 
most prominently from Shakespeare’s plays and from Sturm-und-Drang Goethe, but also from 
Brentano, Heine, and other romantic writers (whose translations of Shakespeare were probably 
Büchner’s primary point of access to the Bard).271 These references do not strike the ear in the 
same way as the citations from Thiers and Unsere Zeit, though. Rather than verbatim quotes, 
literary citations typically take the form of echoes, allusions, and resemblances. Scene I,2, where 
Robespierre first appears, shares clear similarities with Egmont II,1 (“Platz in Brüssel”) where 
the titular character appears in a crowd. The scene in Dantons Tod, which moreover bears 
resemblance to crowd scenes in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, does not derive its content directly 
from these predecessor plays, but only follows them in the movement of its characters. As 
Campe puts it, Büchner cites the theater of Shakespeare and Goethe “in a structural way,” not 
word-for-word (Campe 52). These allusions, mostly concentrated in what critics refer to as 
Volksszenen (taking place between Tribunal and Club scenes), do not invoke the facticity or 
reality of history, but invoke rather the history of depicting the underclasses and crowds in 
literature. 
                                                          
271 Jan-Christoph Hauschild’s standard work, Georg Büchner. Biographie (1993), gives a detailed account of what 
literature (distinct from scientific texts, which made up the bulk of his reading as a medical student) Büchner may 
and may not have been reading (“Der Autor als Leser” in Hauschild 423-431). Another source of Büchner’s that 
Hauschild discusses at some length but must be left out here is Büchner’s love of folk songs such as those in 
Arnim’s and Brentano’s Des Knaben Wunderhorn – quoted multiple times in Dantons Tod – and other collections. 
Moreover, his brother Ludwig Büchner recalls that he would “collect” folk songs wherever he could, suggesting that 
he wrote them down as he heard them, rather than getting them from anthologies. The frequent occurrence of folk 
songs in Dantons Tod (as well as in his other literary texts) adds to Büchner’s particular document-driven reality 
effect. They differ from the historical citations, however, insofar as their authors tend to be anonymous, often 
figured as being the German people themselves, and they are transmitted more often via oral tradition than by 
archives (Hauschild discusses Büchner and folk songs on pages 426-427). 
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In the sense that the crowd scenes invoke the history of such scenes in literature, the 
literary citations in Dantons Tod can be read as a kind of historical citation, though one with 
different aims than those outlined above. Campe has argued that the Volksszenen contain a form 
of historical authenticity that was of crucial importance to Büchner, namely vulgarity and 
obscenity. When Simon, the theater prompter, walks on stage in I,2, beating his wife and 
shouting insults, it echoes the theater of Shakespeare, but also brings “the undocumented primary 
utterances of life onstage” (Campe 46). Here it is important to recall that Büchner frames his 
dramatic program as a response to charges against him of immorality. The dramatist is not 
responsible for the morality or immorality of what his characters say because they are speaking 
from their particular situation in history, over which the dramatist has no control. A historically 
accurate play about the French Revolution, according to Büchner’s sense of historical accuracy, 
must contain obscenities: “Wenn einige unanständige Ausdrücke vorkommen, so denke man an 
die weltbekannte, obscöne Sprache der damaligen Zeit, wovon das, was ich meine Leute sagen 
lasse, nur ein schwacher Abriß ist” (Büchner II 410).272 Despite “Büchner’s” vulgarities being 
only a sparse sketch of the Terror’s true obscenity, the Volksszenen were among those most 
heavily redacted by Gutzkow in preparation for publication, and therefore the censor.273 These 
redactions therefore not only embarrassed Büchner personally,274 but were to him a falsification 
of history. The dramatist, again, does not teach morality, rather “er erfindet und schafft 
Gestalten, er macht vergangene Zeiten wieder aufleben, und die Leute mögen dann daraus 
lernen, so gut, wie aus dem Studium der Geschichte und der Beobachtung dessen, was im 
                                                          
272 “If a few indecent expressions appear, one should reflect on the world-famous obscene language of those times, 
of which what my people say is a mere thin outline.” 
273 Büchner’s marginalia in the “abgeschmackt” book edition of the play mark instances where obscenities have 
been replaced by euphemism with ironic exclamations like “!anständig!” and “!honett“ (ibid. 488).   
274  Büchner writes in a letter to his family: “Außerdem hat mit der Correktor einige Gemeinheiten in den Mund 
gelegt, die ich in meinem Leben nicht gesagt haben würde“ (ibid. 410). 
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menschlichen Leben um sie herum vorgeht“ (ibid.).275 The results of studying history present in 
the extensive direct quotations in the play, and the results of observations from life, no less 
quotations, though in a different sense, present in the truthfulness of coarse language gleaned 
from Büchner’s favorite literature. 
 
Internal Citation 
A third distinct form of quotation in Dantons Tod, one that has not been discussed as 
thoroughly in the critical literature as the above two, is where the characters quote each other, 
what I will call here internal citation. 276  Characters in the play often repeat each other’s words 
back to each other, or relay what they have heard other characters say in a messenger capacity. 
These citations do not rely on an outside intertext, but rather they create one within the diegesis 
of the play. Internal citation, more than perhaps the other modes cited by Campe, shows 
citationality to be an inborn characteristic of language rather than just a quality of Dantons Tod’s 
participation in a literary or historiographical canon. It is a mode of citation that does not require 
acquaintance with outside literary and historical texts to recognize, and it thereby shows in 
striking relief the specific problems pertaining the constitution of the people (das Volk) as a 
historical actor. Internal citation in Dantons Tod shows how expressions that seem to be 
spontaneously produced by crowds may actually have their origin in individual bourgeois 
writers. Büchner’s use of such citations is meant to make their ultimate sources ambiguous. 
                                                          
275 “He invents and creates forms, he brings past times back to life, and people may then learn from it as well as 
from the study of history and the observation of what happens around them in human life.” 
276 Reiner Niehoff’s book on Büchner’s use of citation, for instance, brings up that material from Büchner’s notes on 
philosophy, his letters, and even der hessischer Landbote reappear in Dantons Tod, constituting another form of 
internal citation (Niehoff 39). These citations are instances of material being reworked by an author, however, 




Before exploring such an instance in depth, I will give two examples that show the prevalence of 
internal citation in Büchner’s play, one of Robespierre quoting Danton and one of Danton 
observing what seems to be the repetition of a previous scene, which appears in the play as a 
self-citation. Both of these scenes, while demonstrating internal citation, also exemplify both 
characters’ concept of language: for Robespierre, language is a rational tool where symbols have 
an almost identical relationship to what they represent. For Danton, language is plagued by 
ambiguity and can be endlessly interrogated.  
Scene I,6 shows a meeting between Danton and Robespierre, two of the most influential 
rhetoricians of the revolutionary period. Danton has come to talk with Robespierre in order to 
criticize his insistence that a vaguely defined “virtue” (Tugend) must guide the new republic, a 
term which Danton believes will be used to impose overly strict moral imperatives, apart from 
simply being mendacious: the use of terror to bolster virtue is historically necessary, but simply 
cruel. “Um bei deinen Begriffen zu bleiben” (“to use your terminology”), Danton prefaces his 
criticism of Robespierre’s attempt to distinguish what he calls “Streiche”277 that are beneficial to 
the republic from bad ones (ibid. 34). Danton’s boldness to use Robespierre’s own words against 
him in an argument irritates the Jacobin to the point that he repeats Danton’s words to himself 
several times in the same scene (the following are all fragments of what Danton just said to 
Robespierre): “Keine Tugend! Die Tugend ein Absatz meiner Schuhe! Bei meinen Begriffen!” 
                                                          
277 He used this word, which describes the “slash” motion of a blade, in two different speeches (found in I,2 and I,3), 
which advised the people of France on how to administer its punitive powers. While the sword of the people (the 
guillotine) must vanquish the enemies of the state, but because the enemy will seem to be of the people, they must 
be cautious not to harm their own. “Aber Volk deine Streiche dürfen deinen eigenen Leib nicht verwunden, du 
mordest dich selbst in deinem Grimm,” “But people, your slashes may not wound your own body, you murder 
yourself with your ferocity” (ibid. 20). Danton seizes on Robespierre’s appeal to prudence to show him that he 
himself had acknowledged the danger of executing the innocent along with the guilty. Robespierre counters this 
assumption by saying that it goes too far: “Wer sagt dir denn, daß ein Unschuldiger getroffen worden sei?” “Who 
told you that innocents have been affected?” (ibid. 34). Danton’s assertion amounts to betrayal of the state in 
claiming that the will of the people had led to the execution of innocents. 
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(“No virtue! Virtue the heel of my shoes! My terminology!” ibid. 35). Robespierre’s fury here 
derives from his anxiety around Danton as a rhetorician who can turn the people against the 
leaders of the republic, just as he had done against the monarchy. The more Robespierre repeats 
Danton’s words, confirming against his wishes the abilities of his adversary, the greater his 
anxiety becomes. He can only stop the ringing of Danton’s words in his ears by conjuring the 
symbolic image of a bloody hand that will kill Danton and stop his voice (this scene is discussed 
at length in the next section of this chapter).  
The second example of internal citation shows a scene from the play partly repeated. In 
II,2. Danton and Desmoulins observe a Young Gentleman (junger Herr) flirting with the grisette 
Eugenie: 
JUNGER HERR zischelt Eugenie in’s Ohr Sehen Sie dort die hübsche Dame mit dem alten Herr? 
EUGENIE Ich kenne sie. 
JUNGER HERR Man sagt ihr Friseur habe sie à l’enfant frisiert. 
EUGENIE lacht Böse Zunge! (Büchner 43)278 
 
When Danton comments on this scene that, “Ich begreife nicht warum die Leute nicht auf der 
Gasse stehen bleiben und einander in’s Gesicht lachen,” he also implicates himself in the 
people’s ridiculousness, for the scene quoted above strongly echoes the play’s first scene.279 In 
I,1, Danton addresses Julie, his wife, similarly to the Young Gentleman: “Sieh die hübsche 
Dame” (referring to a woman playing cards), and makes a scandalous joke in French, “man sagt 
sie halte ihrem Manne immer das coeur und anderen Leuten das carreau hin” (ibid. 13).280 
                                                          
278 YOUNG GENTLEMAN whispers in Eugenie’s ear Do you see the charming lady with the old gentleman? 
EUGENIE I know her. 
YOUNG GENTLEMAN It’s said she had her hair done à l’enfant 
EUGENIE laughs Your wicked tongue! 
279 “I don’t understand why people don’t stand in the street and laugh in each other’s faces.” 
280 “See the charming lady […] it is said she hides the coeur from her husband and the carreau from other people.” 
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Eugenie’s response also echoes Julie’s, who insists, “Du kennst mich Danton” (“you know me, 
Danton”), against his insistence about the impossibility human’s knowing each other beyond a 
superficial level. In this example of internal citation, the play quotes itself in order to give 
Danton, a resolute pessimist, confirmation of his fatalistic worldview where patterns of behavior 
and history endlessly repeat themselves. He says in a later scene, referring to the “langweilig” 
(“boring”) inevitability of putting on a shirt and pants in a certain order and then putting one foot 
before the other in order to walk, “daß Millionen es schon gemacht haben und daß Millionen es 
wieder so machen werden” (“that millions have already done it, and that millions will do it 
again,” ibid.). This scene, in which Danton is made basically exchangeable with the Young 
Gentleman, confirms this statement for him.  
These two examples suggest that what I call internal citation in Danton’s Tod is a rich 
area of inquiry in the already active discussion around citation in Büchner’s writing. Such dense 
self-reference is perhaps unsurprising in a play populated by characters so concerned with their 
own theatricality. Danton’s and Robespierre’s conflicting views of history and politics can be 
described in terms of two hermeneutics of history: Danton reads history as a grotesque comedy, 
while Robespierre sees history as high tragedy.281 Robespierre’s anxiety over the Dantonists 
stems from his belief that, “Sie parodieren das erhabne Drama der Revolution” (“They parody 
the lofty drama of the revolution,” Büchner I 23). These competing worldviews characterize a 
world in which all speech and action is interpreted as being part of a dramatic text. St. Just’s 
remarks on this to the Tribunal are well known: “ist es da so zu verwundern, daß der Strom der 
Revolution bei jedem Absatz, bei jeder neuen Krümmung seine Leichen ausstößt?” (“Is it so 
                                                          
281 Harro Müller’s recent essay on Dantons Tod provides in-depth characterizations of Danton and Robespierre 
motivated by these two hermeneutics. I deal more extensively with these characterizations in the final section of this 
chapter. Müller, Harro. “Danton’s Tod: Eine Relektüre.” Commitment and Compassion: Essays on Georg Büchner. 
Festschrift for Gerhard P. Knapp. Edited by Patrick Fortmann and Martha B. Helfer, Rodopi, 2012, 47-63. 
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amazing that the current of the revolution ejects its corpses break [MS: or paragraph], at every 
bend?” Ibid. 55). While Robespierre and St. Just see the revolution as a kind of writing – every 
great event indents a new paragraph (the Krümmung of an Absatz)282 — it is a matter of 
interpretation for the Dantonists, hence their “parody,” where they take material at hand and 
present it in a new light. The circulation of phrases between both of these camps in the form of 
citation is then a kind of political strategy. The Dantonists will forever comment on and lampoon 
the “text” of the Robespierre and St. Just in order to mitigate their intensity (they are thus the 
party of moderation and mercy), and these two will take the representations of the Dantonists in 
order to denigrate them as dangerous parody. In the following section I will look at a complex 
example of internal citation and show how reflects on the various competing theories of history 
represented in the play.  
 
“Erbarmen.” The Disputed Authorship of a Term 
The circulation of rhetorical figures in Büchner’s drama goes beyond this mere back-and-
forth, however, suggesting a porousness between the chaotic language production of the crowd 
and the public propaganda machine of the Tribunal. We see this inverted directionality in action 
in Robespierre’s first speech to the Tribunal where he discusses two factions currently 
threatening the Republic. The first are the Hébertists, whom Robespierre describes as crypto-
royalists for having plunged the republic into chaos through their radical criticisms of religion 
and property. The other faction, rather than calling for a chaotic radicalization of the republic, 
                                                          
282 St. Just invokes the Hegelian, and anachronistic, “Weltgeist” (“world spirit”) to make this point. The revolution is 
the realization of the World Spirit, which he compares to writing. The great drama of the revolution, in other words, 
already exists as World Spirit, but needs to be “written out” in the world by the revolutionaries (ibid. 54). 
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urges moderation, which is just as dangerous because it makes the republic weak. “Ihr 
Feldgeschrei,” says Robespierre, “heißt: Erbarmen!” (“Their battle cry is: Mercy!” Ibid. 23). He 
continues: 
Erbarmen mit den Royalisten! rufen gewisse Leute. Erbarmen mit Bösewichten? Nein! Erbarmen 
für die Unglücklichen, Erbarmen für die Menschheit. Nur dem friedlichen Bürger gebührt von 
Seiten der Gesellschaft Schutz. In einer Republik sind nur Republikaner Bürger, Royalisten und 
Fremden sind Feinde (ibid.).283 
 
The Christian virtues of mercy plays no role in the revolution if it means a compromise for “die 
Menschheit,” according to Robespierre. We know that when Robespierre cites the “certain 
people” calling for mercy that he means Danton and his friends. In Act III, “Erbarmen” is 
specifically associated with Camille Desmoulins, who is made out to be a kind of originator of 
the word in the revolutionary context (“Laßt ihn!,” says one of his fellow prisoners, “Das sind 
die Lippen, welche das Wort Erbarmen gesprochen;” “Leave him be! Those are the lips that 
spoke ‘Mercy.’” I discuss this scene in detail below. Ibid. 60). Robespierre uses the word to mark 
a nationalistic turn as well: one should not show mercy to the royalists, but to the citizens who 
have suffered at their expense. He specifically associates the cry for political moderation and 
mercy with foreign revolutionaries (Fremde, such as the American revolutionary, Thomas Paine, 
who appears with Danton and Desmoulins later in the prison scene) who enthusiastically joined 
the revolutionary effort in the beginning. Robespierre is clearly citing a word associated with 
moderate factions in order to show their disloyalty to the new republic and to the people.  
In addition to the status of Erbarmen here as a citation of the Dantonists, this section of 
Robespierre’s speech is quoted verbatim from Unsere Zeit, making it a historical citation in the 
                                                          
283 “‘Mercy for the royalists!’ certain people cry. Mercy for villains? No! Mercy for the misfortunate, mercy for 
humanity. Only peaceful citizens can earn protection from society. Only republicans are citizens in a republic, 
royalists and outsiders are enemies.” 
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sense discussed above (ibid. 501-502). On top of that, the word carries a biblical echo that cannot 
be linked to a specific passage of the Old or New Testament, but connects the use of the word in 
the play to that discourse, making it a kind of literary citation as well. The Dantonists are one of 
many possible originators of the offensive sense of the word, then, but are the ones Robespierre 
seizes upon for political ends here. In the context of the play, however, it is possible that neither 
Danton nor Desmoulins are the people from whom Robespierre last heard the word “Erbarmen.” 
It seems that Robespierre is actually quoting the Young Man (Junger Mensch) of the previous 
Volksszene, who cries out “Erbarmen!” just before he is released from almost being hanged. The 
young man exclaims the word just before Robespierre arrives on stage, Egmont-style, and invites 
the crowd to the Jacobin Club (ibid. 21). It is likely that Robespierre heard the young man’s cry. 
Robespierre’s appearance on stage in the mode of a dramatic allusion may even be cued by the 
theatrical quality of the young man’s release. It is one of many play-within-a-play moments in 
Dantons Tod that, among other things, serve as scenes of the foundation of a new state, showing 
how the agents of the revolution mythologized their own actions in a period when historical time 
seemed suspended.284  Upon responding to his would-be executioner with a clever remark, the 
audience of onlookers applaud, cheer “bravo,” and ask for his release. 
Eine Laterne wird herunter gelassen. 
JUNGER MENSCH Ach meine Herren! 
ZWEITER BÜRGER Es gibt hier keine Herren! An die Laterne! 
[…] 
JUNGER MENSCH Erbarmen! 
                                                          
284 On the play-within-a-play form in Dantons Tod see Helmut Schneider, “Tragödie und Guillotine. ‘Dantons Tod’: 
Büchners Schnitt durch den klassischen Bühnenkörper.”  Die deutsche Tragödie: neue Lektüren einer Gattung im 
europäischen Kontext. Edited by Volker C. Dörr and Helmut J. Schneider, Aisthesis Verlag, 2006; Simons, Oliver, 
“Theater of the Revolution and the Law of Genre: Bertolt Brecht’s The Measures Taken (Die Maßnahme).” The 
Germanic Review. 84.4 (2009), pp. 327-352 (specifically pp. 343-345).   
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DRITTER BÜRGER Nur ein Spielen mit einer Hanflocke um den Hals! S’ist nur ein Augenblick, 
wir sind barmherziger als ihr. Unser Leben ist der Mord durch Arbeit, wir hängen 60 Jahre lang 
am Strick und zappeln, aber wir werden uns losschneiden. 
An die Laterne! 
JUNGER MENSCH Meinetwegen, ihr werdet deswegen nicht heller sehen! 
DIE UMSTEHENDEN Bravo, bravo! 
EINIGE STIMMEN Laßt ihn laufen! 
Er entwischt 
Robespierre tritt auf, begleitet von Weibern und Ohnehosen (ibid. 19-20).285  
 
The metaphorical language of the Citizen qua executioner sounds like some of the more 
inflammatory language of the Jacobin speeches, or even Büchner’s own Hessischer Landbote. 
The young man’s successful plea for mercy, staged in such a context of competing rhetoric, 
could easily be interpreted by Robespierre as the moderate program overtaking his own. This 
suggests that his invocation of “Erbarmen” in his Tribunal speech following this scene is a 
response to this troubling episode of street justice.  
Looking at source texts for these two scenes, the Volksszene and Tribunal scene, makes 
their connection even more likely. The Marburger Ausgabe shows “Erbarmen!” in Robespierre’s 
speech to be a citation from Unsere Zeit issue XII (MBA 3.3 201). The young man’s 
exclamation, however, as suggested by the Marburger Ausgabe, is a citation in its meaning only, 
                                                          
285 A lamppost is lowered. 
YOUNG MAN Oh gentlemen! 
SECOND CITIZEN There are no gentlemen here. On the lamppost! 
[…] 
YOUNG MAN Mercy! 
THIRD CITIZEN Just a game of the hemp rope around the throat. It’s only a moment, we are more compassionate 
than you. Our life is a murder through work, we hang on the rope for 60 years and struggle, but we will cut 
ourselves loose. 
On the lamppost! 
YOUNG MAN For my sake, you will not see any better! 
ONLOOKERS Bravo, bravo!  
SOME VOICES Let him go! 
He escapes 
Robespierre enters, accompanied by women and sans-culottes 
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or only sinngemäß quellenabhängig, in the editors’ terminology. There is a similar episode in a 
supplementary volume of Unsere Zeit (S II) with “einen jungen” (“a youth”) being threatened 
with execution. There, however, he yells “Gnade! Gnade!” (“mercy” or “clemency”) rather than 
“Erbarmen!” (ibid. 261). This would suggest that Büchner changed the young man’s expression 
to match Robespierre’s so it would seem that the Jacobin heard it in the street, was disgusted by 
the influence of his political adversaries, and now uses it to turn the people against the 
Dantonists.  
This circulation of rhetoric marks the momentous changes occurring in practical political 
representation initiated by the French Revolution, which smashed the centralized sovereignty of 
the king and attempted to distribute the representation of the people among a more diverse 
political body.286 Danton as well as Robespierre use their voices in the interest of the people 
(Danton on trial at the Tribunal: “Meine Stimme, die ich so oft für die Sache des Volkes ertönen 
ließ, wird ohne Mühe die Verleumdung zurückweisen;” “My voice, which so often resonated for 
the cause of the people, will rebuff this slander without effort.” Büchner 63), and therefore they 
will quote the people in the decision-making venue of the revolutionary Tribunal. This 
spokesperson role distributes the authorship of the rhetorical figures used in the play, locating 
their origin in a collective entity for which Robespierre, Danton, and other Tribunal members act 
as vocalizers. Danton’s self-defense at the Tribunal (III,4) argues for his continuing importance 
to the revolution, but he is careful to tie his exceptional individuality to the role it plays for the 
collective: “Männer meines Schlages sind in Revolutionen unschätzbar, auf ihrer Stirne schwebt 
                                                          
286 Harro Müller makes the point that the particular publicity of this new government (open debates in the Tribunal, 
public executions via the guillotine, etc., not to mention the revolution in the journalistic press) distinguishes itself 
from the previous governmental form, where proceedings and decision-making were carried out in closed chambers, 
by its theatricality. It thereby lends a theatricality to the character of modern history (Müller 170). Müller, Harro. 
Giftpfeile. Zu Theorie und Literatur der Moderne. Aisthesis Verlag, 1994. 
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das Genie der Freiheit” (“Men of my ilk are invaluable in revolutions, the genius of freedom 
hovers over their brow.” Ibid.). Despite his exceptionality, Danton has merely been touched by a 
power greater than his own; genius has graced him, but he is not a genius in the contemporary 
individualist sense. Such speeches perform a delicate dance between investing the power of the 
state in one person who has the best interest of the people in mind and the claim that the voice of 
the Tribunal member is actually the voice of the people. 
The lives of these rhetoricians are endangered precisely when they seem to slip out of the 
role of spokesperson and into that of author. We see such slippage when we follow the quotation 
of “Erbarmen” into the third act of the play. Here, Büchner’s internal citation performs a reversal 
in the meaning of the Dantonist’s Feldgeschrei, as Robespierre called it. In III,1, Danton and 
Camille Desmoulins, along with the other Dantonists, arrive in a holding cell at Luxembourg 
Palace, which at this time has been converted into a prison where Thomas Paine and Louis-
Sébastien Mercier are also being held (the earlier action of the scene consists in a philosophical 
dialogue between them and another character, Chaumette, on the existence of God and the 
concept of a creator). Their reception is hostile at first. Mercier blames Danton for the death of 
the Girondins, “Das Blut der zwei und zwanzig ersäuft dich” (“You are drowned by the blood of 
the 22nd.” ibid. 60). Then another prisoner accosts Desmoulins, referencing the pamphlet from 
1789 that made him famous, “Discours de la Lanterne aux Parisiens.”287 In this text, Desmoulins 
had justified the lynching of aristocrats that occurred throughout Paris when the revolution broke 
out. As soon as this happens, though, another prisoner comes to his aid. Both prisoners are 
anonymous in the text and identified as “ein Andrer”: 
 
                                                          
287 Discours de la Lanterne aux Parisiens. Chez Garnéry, 1789 (“L’an premier de la Liberté” on the pamphlet). 
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EIN ANDRER   zu Camille: Nun Generalprokurator der Laterne, deine Verbesserung der 
Straßenbeleuchtung hat in Frankreich nicht heller gemacht. 
EIN ANDRER Laßt ihn! Das sind die Lippen, welche das Wort Erbarmen gesprochen. Er 
umarmt Camille, mehrere Gefangne folgen seinem Beispiel (ibid.).288 
 
This scene, of course, retells the events of I,2, except in this version, it is Camille crying out for 
mercy, and in a different modality than the young man. It is as though the earlier episode of 
street theater were being reinterpreted as a product of the journalist’s imagination, the young 
man’s personal misadventure translated to Desmoulins as a matter of general principle. 
Desmoulins is presented in III,1 as both crowd and young man from the previous scene. He is the 
crowd because his justifications of mob justice have not made the streets any brighter (the young 
man says to the lynch mob, “Meinetwegen, ihr werdet deswegen nicht heller sehen” ibid. 19). He 
also embodies the young man because he is also the one who cries out for mercy, “Erbarmen!” 
 The event from the Volksszene, which was set up in a way to provide Robespierre with 
the right buzzword to attack the Dantonists, now itself appears to have been anticipated by the 
journalistic genius of Desmoulins. We can say the event actually happened to the young man – 
we witnessed it with our own eyes, after all –, but it is presented to Desmoulins as a 
manifestation of his politics. Language that is part of Desmoulins political program has 
manifested as spontaneous action among the people. As Mercier says to Danton in a later scene, 
“Blickt um euch, das Alles habt ihr gesprochen, es ist eine mimische Übersetzung eurer Worte,” 
to which Danton responds, “Du hast Recht. Man arbeitet heut zu Tag Alles in Menschenfleisch” 
(“Look around you, you spoke all of that, it is a mimetic translation of your words;” “You’re 
                                                          
288 ANOTHER to Camille Now, general proctor of lampposts, your improvement of street lighting has not made 
France any brighter. 




right. One does all one’s work in human flesh these days.” Ibid. 62). These statements could be 
read as conflating authorship or imagination with physical causality, or practice. Should this 
mean that Camille’s text about an anthropomorphized streetlamp talking to Parisians is the 
definitive source text and cause of all this carnage? And can one identify the cause of such 
actions the way one identifies the author of a statement? 
Declaring Desmoulins the definitive source of this word, and of the event in the street, 
would only be part of the full story, however. Rather than establishing Desmoulins as the author 
of the Volksszene, the circulation of this episode through the play, first from the street, then to the 
tribunal, and “back” to Desmoulins, ambiguates its origin, both in the causal sense and 
philological sense. Perhaps Desmoulins can be held partly responsible for authoring the event by 
justifying what occurred in 1789. He may have helped cause it by stoking the resentments of the 
poor against the rich, moreover he may have authored it by intensifying the slogan, “à la 
laterne,” which he may not have coined, but certainly put into wider circulation through his 
rhetorical strength. In this sense, Desmoulins might be said to have caused and authored the 
incident. This begs the question, however, at what point his authorship and role as the catalyst 
for street violence begins? The public first became of aware of Desmoulins after he published his 
pamphlet on lynching, where he justified the events of 1789. He cannot be said to have authored 
or caused those outbursts of violence. Presumably, however, these are the ones upon which the 
event in I,2 was based, if it was authored and caused by Desmoulins’ writing. Moreover, Thomas 
Michael Mayer has shown stories like these of young men being saved at the last minute from 
lynching circulated in France as a familiar motif of revolutionary discourse.289 The young man in 
                                                          
289 Mayer shows multiple episodes of young men escaping near death through quick-wittedness appearing four times 
in Unsere Zeit alone, with each containing essential elements of Büchner’s staging of such an incident: the young 
man; a citizen telling him there are no “Herren” in France; an object in the young man’s possession that marks him 
as an “aristocrat;” and some quick-witted remark that lets him get away, such as “Ihr werdet deßhalb doch nicht 
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that case could be read not as an individual whose life we see saved, but as part of a paradigmatic 
demonstration. Rather than giving us a clear sense of the cause of violence, the attribution of the 
rampant lynching to Desmoulins puts him in a series of deferrals of cause and authorship. The 
finger is pointed at him, but he turns out to be just a stand-in.  
Such ambiguities of authorship and cause with Büchner’s internal citations on the 
function of historical and literary citation also bring the latter’s provenance into question. Of 
course, the historical and literary citations have source texts clearly associated with them, by 
Thiers, Mignet, Shakespeare, Goethe, etc. When these citations circulate among the different 
characters of Büchner’s play, however, their obvious philological origin becomes more tenuous 
through their various uses. The exclamation “Erbarmen!” is to be found in Unsere Zeit, making it 
one of Büchner’s historical quotations. Its other use in one of his internal quotations, however, 
distributes its coinage between him, a young man in the street, and Desmoulins. Büchner’s 
internal quotations have the surprising ability to defamiliarize obvious, indeed canonical citations 
that show their strangeness and novelty for his characters in the diegesis, but also obscures their 
sources for reader. Helmut Müller-Sievers remarks that the reader of Büchner experiences the 
sense that every word might reveal itself to be a quotation, “Grundsätzlich schwebt über jedem 
Satz, über jedem Wort in Büchners Texten der Verdacht, es könne nicht von ihm sein” 
(“Fundamentally, the suspicion hovers over every sentence, over every word in Büchner’s texts 
that it might not be his.” Müller-Sievers 8). One might add that this suspicion about the 
provenance of “Büchner’s” words is intensified by his use of internal citation, to the extent that 
                                                          
heller sehen wie jetzt,” or “You will not see for that any better than you do now.” (see Mayer 134-135 for a parallel 
printing of the relevant passages from Unsere Zeit with Büchner’s text).  
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even the known citations in Büchner’s work threaten to bottom out and reveal themselves as 
citations of citations.  
This section has shown that rather than orienting Büchner’s play with a clear sense of 
where the slogans of the French Revolution come from and their connection to the events in 
which they participate, they experience a deferral of provenance. Historical and literary citations 
in the play, whose source texts are well-known to scholars as well as Büchner’s contemporaries, 
who were better acquainted with many of his sources than perhaps we are, are made strange by 
being not simply quoted in the play, but requoted by various characters. Their origin thereby 
becomes harder to determine, as does the cause of the events that certain of them were imagined 
to have incited. This observation confirms statements like Rüdiger Campe’s that rather than 
writing a historical drama that uses well-known citations toward the effect of authenticity, 
Büchner’s play (and his work at large) evoke an “aura of quotation itself,” they show the various 
ways language is citable in the first place and that this does not imply a clear relationship 
between reference and its corresponding source (Campe 46). In the next section, I will look at 
another example of internal quotation, namely three instances of the deictic gesture of pointing 
performed by Danton, Robespierre, and Lucile respectively. As in the case with “Erbarmen!” the 
instance of pointing, a basic and, by some accounts, pre-verbal form of reference, clouds the 
relationship between the reference and its source.       
Part 2 
“Da, dahin!”  
The Motif of Pointing in Dantons Tod 
This section looks at another instance of internal citation in Dantons Tod. I argue that the 
circulation of expressions by means of internal citation also occurs at the level of deictic gestures 
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and statements, what St. Augustine called, “the natural language of all peoples.”290 These 
citations present more like a Leitmotiv that recurs through the play and whose different nuances 
are revealed through repeated use. They do not draw attention to themselves as citations, as do 
the previous examples, but are repeated by different characters who do not seem aware that they 
are echoing each other. The citational quality of deictic gestures and expressions comes through 
in the play by the fact that these expressions are themselves a kind of citation. The way the 
citation of texts invokes earlier discussions, earlier arrangements of thought, pointing, with the 
finger or with a demonstrative pronoun, calls forth a particular object to be scrutinized.291 The 
motif of pointing in the play allows Büchner to repeatedly show the most basic act of citation in 
different modalities as it is carried out by different characters. The repetition of this figure 
throughout the play, I argue, presents a multi-perspectival view of citation that likewise reflects 
the multi-perspectival view of history discussed in the previous section. 
Three characters use the gesture of pointing in Dantons Tod in ways that betray different 
assumptions about how that pointing works. My descriptions of these instances will require 
characterizations of the figures and the political programs (or lake thereof) they describe 
throughout the play. The first is Danton, who uses the demonstrative expression and gesture in 
the first scene. Here pointing is part of a demonstration of limits of knowledge. All that we can 
know is what we see before our eyes and can touch with our hands, “da da.” The expression is 
used in his case as part of a demonstration of a materialist-sensualist interpretive framework that 
                                                          
290 I quote this expression from Wittgenstein’s translation of St. Augustine at the beginning of Philosophische 
Untersuchungen. Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Werkausgabe, I, Suhrkamp Verlag, 2006. 
291 Campe, although he does not look at these particular cases of citation in Büchner, uses this definition in his essay 
on citational modes: “citation is meant to highlight the process by which a thing (or person) is, by being cited, made 
to appear before an audience – whether to bear witness before a jury, to undergo scrutiny before an assembly of 
experts, or to honor a public with its authoritative presence (cf. the German expression jemanden vor Gericht 
zitieren)” (Campe 48).  
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foregrounds what is visible.292 Danton points to what he can see and name, but any description of 
it necessarily relies upon metaphor and extrapolation, therefore distancing itself from the 
originally referenced object. For Robespierre, on the other hand, pointing and exclaiming 
“there!” references the forward motion of the revolution that necessarily mows down those who 
stand in opposition to it. He imagines a bloody hand pointing the way forward and thereby seems 
to mobilize the gesture of pointing into being part of an idealist-political interpretive framework. 
For Robespierre, thoughts are realized in the world, made literal, while for Danton concrete 
experience is translated into thought. Finally, for Lucile, the deictic gesture takes on aspects of 
both and culminates in an unrepeatable final gesture triggering her individual death, which the 
frameworks of Danton and Robespierre make nearly impossible. Moreover, the relation to other 
objects that are present with the person pointing, but which they relate to differently through the 
use of the same word and gesture is interesting with regard to discussion of internal citation. 
Büchner takes deixis, which by default can never mean the same thing twice and is presentist in 
its orientation, and uses it as a way to show the constantly shifting perspectives that characterize 
his play. 
These instances participate in a rich symbolism of hands that Büchner develops 
throughout the play. There are fingers and hands all over Dantons Tod. They are mentioned, 
surprisingly, about as often as heads, which one would expect to be the most numerically 
prominent body part in Büchner’s dramatic autopsy of Guillotinenromantik (“Guillotine 
romanticism.” Büchner I 14).293 Hands and phalanges take on many meanings throughout the 
                                                          
292 Patrick Fortmann examines the primacy of vision in Büchner’s aesthetics and philosophical thought, finding its 
sources in his scientific reading, in: “Die Bildlichkeit der Revolution. Regime politischer Beobachtung bei 
Büchner.” Georg Büchner Jahrbuch. 13 (2013-2015), pp. 63-92. 
293 I have counted about 10 references to each in the play. This number goes up for fingers and hands if one counts 
the frequent use of metaphors like “handeln” and “vorhanden sein,” which are important in the interpretation of 
Robespierre’s use of the figure.  
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play, but can be divided roughly into two categories, which I call here materialist-sensualist 
(Danton and company) and idealist-political (Robespierre and St. Just). First, I’ll look at some of 
the materialistic associations of hands in the play. These are associated with the body, they are 
facts. One’s class standing can be read in the softness of the hands, or the use of a handkerchief. 
Aristocrats can be identified by their “Samthände” (“Velvet hands.” Ibid. 18). At another point, a 
citizen exclaims upon apprehending a supposed aristocrat, “Was? er schneuzt sich die Nase nicht 
mit den Fingern? An die Laterne!” (“What? He doesn’t blow his nose into his fingers? On the 
lamppost!” ibid. 19). The hands also express and act on sexual desire, which Büchner does not 
show through lyrical romance (unless ironically), but as simple coupling. Hands here grab for 
flesh, as in the first scene when Hérault-Séchelles reaches out for a woman he is playing against 
in a card game: “Was haben Sie nur mit ihren Fingern vor?” she exclaims (“What are you 
planning with your fingers?” Ibid. 13). Moreover, the continuity of the hands with the rest of 
one’s body can serve as an orientation point in space and time. When asked how old she is, 
Rosalie replies, “so alt wie mein kleiner Finger” (“As old as my little finger.” Ibid. 42). When 
Camille wakes up from a nightmare on the eve of his execution, he reorients himself in 
wakefulness by holding his hand before his eyes: “Das bist du,” he says to Danton, “das ich, so! 
Das ist meine Hand” (“That’s you. That’s me, yes! That is my hand.” Ibid. 80).  
The quintessential instance of this materialist/sensualist use of the hand is in the first 
scene of the play. Danton and his wife Julie watch a card game between Hérault-Séchelles and 
some unnamed women. A comment Danton makes about the “courteousness” (Artigkeit) of the 
women being part of an elaborate social game of withholding sex and affection leads to a 
discussion about the limits of knowledge itself. For Danton, one can only know what one sees 
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and can name, and extrapolations from that are mere guesses. This point is then echoed in an 
apparently unrelated exchange between the card players. 
 
DANTON Sieh die hübsche Dame, wie artig sie die Karten dreht! ja wahrhaftig sie versteht’s, 
man sagt sie halte ihrem Manne immer das coeur und andern Leuten das carreau hin. Ihr könntet 
eine noch in die Lüge verliebt machen. 
JULIE Glaubst du an mich? 
DANTON Was weiß ich? Wir wissen wenig voneinander. Wir sind Dickhäuter, wir strecken die 
Händer nacheinander aus aber es ist vergebliche Mühe, wir reiben nur das grobe Leder aneinander 
ab, – wir sind sehr einsam. 
JULIE Du kennst mich Danton. 
DANTON Ja, was man so kennen heißt. Du hast dunkle Augen und lockiges Haar und einen 
feinen Teint und sagst immer zu mir: lieb Georg. Aber er deutet ihr auf Stirn und Augen da da, 
was liegt hinter dem? Geh, wir haben grobe Sinne. Einander kennen? Wir müßten uns die 
Schädeldecken aufbrechen und die Gedanken einander aus den Hirnfasern zerren. 
EINE DAME Was haben Sie nur mit Ihren Fingern vor? 
HÉRAULT Nichts! (ibid. 13).294  
 
 Danton is subject to his senses; he only knows what he has observed through sight and touch 
(the two senses he privileges in this passage). That is, he can only list and describe. He observes 
Julie’s dark eyes, curly hair, and even that she calls him “dear,” but any knowledge he claims to 
have besides these discrete facts can only be extrapolated from them.  He points to Julie’s 
forehead as a stand-in for her thoughts and true affections, which are inaccessible to him. The 
                                                          
294 DANTON See the charming lady, how neatly she turns the cards! Truly, she understands. It is said that she 
always hides the coeur from her husband and the carreau from other people. You could make someone fall in love 
with a lie. 
JULIE Do you believe in me? 
DANTON What do I know? We know little of each other. We are thick-skinned, we stretch out our hands towards 
each other, but it is a wasted effort, we only rub our rough leather against each other – we are very lonely. 
JULIE You know me, Danton.  
DANTON Yes, what one calls knowing. You have dark eyes and curly hair and a subtle complexion and you always 
say “Dear George” to me. But he points at her brow and eyes there, there, what is there behind that? Go, we have 
crude senses. Know each other? We would have break open each other’s skulls and tear our thoughts out of the 
fibers of our brains. 
A LADY What are you planning with your fingers? 
HÉRAULT Nothing!   
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deictic expression “da da” indicates here a deferral of knowledge. Danton can only point to what 
is observable about her, but these cumulative facts not only stand for, but permanently stand in 
the way of her thoughts.295 The pursuit of any further knowledge is futile, which is playfully 
reinforced by the exchange between the cardplayers. A woman asks Hérault-Séchelles just what 
exactly he’s trying to do with his fingers (from the script it’s also unclear: he might have tried to 
touch the cardplayer, made a lewd gesture, or was cheating with a card up his sleeve). His 
response, “Nichts!” echoes Danton’s short speech in several ways. If he follows what Danton 
just described about the futility of knowledge beyond what is objectively observable, he’s 
literally trying to do “nothing” because whatever he pursues with his fingers will result in no 
knowledge beyond what is physically there. Moreover, the truth of his response is dubious: in all 
likelihood, he was doing something with his fingers, but is denying it as a flirtation. This echoes 
the playful radicalness of Danton’s response to Julie, which culminates in the image of breaking 
her head open to finally observe her thoughts.   
 The action of pointing and identifying here acts as a cipher for Danton’s passivity. The 
pointer depends upon the pre-existence of whatever there is to be pointed at. Danton’s pointing at 
Julie’s head to demonstrate that he knows nothing about her but what he senses reflects a world 
where meaning has already been established. Later in the scene Desmoulins describes Danton’s 
political activity as a physical reflex rather than a conscientious choice: “[…] glaubt ihr er könne 
die Finger davon lassen, wenn es zum Handeln kömmt?” (“Do you believe you could keep your 
fingers away if there were action?” Ibid. 16). It informs his concept of history as contingent, 
without a cause or a goal (see Müller 51). His statements about history and the revolution reflect 
                                                          
295 Danton’s dedication to surface phenomena is present in a later scene when Lacroix describes the Jacobin meeting 
at the Tribunal (I,5). Robespierre demanded that “man müsse die Masken abreißen” (“We must tear off the masks”), 
in other words, one must work to reveal the enemies of the state hiding in the new republic. Danton responds that 
there are only masks: “Da werden die Gesichter mitgehen” (“The faces will go with them.” Ibid. 30).  
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his passive concept of knowledge. “Die Zeit verliert uns” (“Time loses us”) and “Wir haben 
nicht die Revolution, sondern die Revolution hat uns gemacht” (“We didn’t make the revolution, 
it made us”) reflect concepts of a received world already fixed in its meaning (Büchner I 38-39). 
All Danton can do there is point at what he sees and name it. Deriving further meaning from 
such phenomena is for him a kind of woeful alchemy. It is an attempt to account for a basic lack: 
“Es wurde ein Fehler gemacht, wie wir geschaffen worden, es fehlt uns was, ich habe keinen 
Namen dafür […]“ (“There was an error made in our creation, we lack something, I don’t have a 
name for it.” Ibid. 39). This lack is what would enable Danton to get beyond the heap of 
appearances he is locked into.    
Hands take on another sense in the play when they are associated with “handeln,” or 
action. This metaphor is used throughout the play to describe the relationship between thought 
and political action. This is the case during Robespierre’s soliloquy (I,6), where he 
simultaneously reflects on the relationship of theory and action, and performs it. He is agitated 
by a meeting with Danton, who has just exited. Danton had probed Robespierre’s idealist 
terminology (“Punishment,” “pure conscience,” and “guilt” all come under his scrutiny and are 
dismissed), translating them into realistic situations in order to show their limited scope.296 
Robespierre reacts to this rhetorical display of Danton’s with rage, but also demonstrates his 
adversary’s rhetorical power by compulsively quoting his formulations back to himself, each 
time becoming more agitated. The first line of this excerpt consists of expressions Danton used 
in their discussion: 
                                                          
296 Danton refutes Robespierre by arguing for the multiple perspectives possible for interpreting his terms. 
Robespierre speaks of “virtue,” for instance, from the perspective of someone who has never “borrowed money,” 
“had debt,” or “slept with a woman” (ibid. 33). Danton, however, “würde mich schämen” to go through life with 





Keine Tugend! Die Tugend ein Absatz meiner Schuhe! Bei meinen Begriffen! 
Wie das immer wieder kommt. 
Warum kann ich den Gedanken nicht los werden? Er deutet mit blutigem Finger immer 
da, dahin! Ich mag so viel Lappen darum wickeln als ich will, das Blut schlägt immer 
durch. – Nach einer Pause: Ich weiß nicht, was in mir das Andere belügt (ibid. 35).297  
 
This moment of passivity and self-doubt is unique for Robespierre, whose character in the rest of 
the play is made out to be as ideologically flat and unbending as the Jacobin hardliner St. Just.298 
The state of doubt and passivity that emboldens Danton to extravagance and vulgarity leaves 
Robespierre in despair. The “thought” of the bloody pointing finger, which resembles his own 
accusatory gestures in the Tribunal, is beyond his control. It points forward,299 but without a 
clear, controllable path. It does not point to the inevitable flourishing of republicanism in the 
world, but toward more deaths in its name (blood always pushes through the bandages applied to 
the hand). His earlier exclamations on the destiny of the republic now seem to him a sham (“ich 
weiß nicht, was in mir das Andere belügt”). The effectiveness of political action, “handeln,” 
seems utterly beyond his control in this soliloquy: “Ob der Gedanke Tat wird […] das ist Zufall” 
(“It is random, whether thought becomes action or not.” Ibid.). Danton’s moral relativism has 
                                                          
297 “No virtue! Virtue the heel of my shoe! My terminology! 
How that always returns. 
Why can’t I shake this thought? It always points there, there! With a bloody finger. I can wrap as many bandages 
around it as I want, the blood always pushes through. – After a pause: I don’t know what part of me deceives the 
other.” 
298 See Harro Müller’s recent essay on the interweaving of Danton’s and Robespierre’s concepts of history in the 
play for a good characterization of Robespierre and St. Just. 
299 Earlier in the scene when Robespierre is fuming over his exchange with Danton, he condemns him by imagining 
him standing against an irresistible flow of social progress: “Wer in einer Masse, die vorwärts drängt, stehen bleibt, 
leistet so gut Widerstand als trät’ er ihr entgegen; er wird zertreten” (“He who stands in a mass that pushes forward 
resists as well as one goes against the mass; he will be trampled.” Ibid. 34).  
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shaken Robespierre so much that the Incorruptible begins to sound a bit like his Epicurean 
adversary.  
I,6 is uncharacteristic for Robespierre because it shows him in a state of vulnerability that 
does not occur again in the play. The scene shows, however, the mechanism by which his 
ideological vigor is reinforced. This is where St. Just comes in. St. Just brings Robespierre an 
article by Desmoulins that ridicules the former’s bloodlust. The question of Robespierre’s power 
turns around the effectiveness of his accusations, concentrated in the image of his outstretched 
finger: “Sollte man glauben,” writes Desmoulins (in a passage read aloud by Robespierre), “daß 
der saubere Frack des Messias das Leichenhemd Frankreichs ist und daß seine dünnen auf der 
Tribüne herumzuckenden Finger, Guillotinmesser sind?” (ibid. 37).300 Desmouslins’ mockery 
here is meant to deflate the self-righteousness required to construct these equivalences in the first 
place (coat = national shroud; finger = guillotine blade).301 He brings the symbolic language 
down to earth: what seems to be a shroud, is really just a very clean coat, and what seems to be a 
guillotine blade is actually just Robespierre’s bony digit. As with Danton’s withering words 
before, Desmoulins’ sendup of Robespierre puts the “Blood Messiah” in a rage. St. Just takes 
advantage of this intensity by reinvesting Robespierre’s gestures and words with the symbolic 
power of which Desmoulins tried to deprive them.  
 
ROBESPIERRE […] Weg mit ihnen! Rasch! nur die Toten kommen nicht wieder. Hast 
du die Anklage bereit? 
 ST. JUST Es macht sich leicht. Du hast die Andeutungen bei den Jakobinern gemacht. 
ROBESPIERRE Ich wollte sie schrecken. 
                                                          
300 “Should one believe that the clean tailcoat of the Messiah is France’s winding sheet and that thin fingers 
twitching at the Tribunal are guillotine blades?” 
301 Harro Müller refers to centralizations such as these of national significance in individuals Robespierre’s and St. 
Just’s own brand of “Priviligierungspolitik” (politics of privilege), thus ascribing them a similar level of indulgence 
as that of Danton (Müller 55). 
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ST. JUST Ich brauche nur durchzuführen […] (ibid. 37).302    
 
St. Just reinvests Robespierre’s accusatory gesture (Andeutungen) with power. When 
Robespierre diminishes them again slightly (Ich wollte sie schrecken), St. Just assures him that 
he can realize the meaning of Robespierre’s pointing through their deaths (Ich brauche nur 
durchzuführen). St. Just literalizes the symbolism of Robespierre’s public performances through 
his indictments and control of a police apparatus. This scene does not just show that Robespierre 
and St. Just work to bring the vehicle and tenor of metaphors closer together (Robespierre’s 
fingers become, thanks to St. Just’s wherewithal, as good as a guillotine blade), but the work of 
reinforcement necessary to accomplish this. Robespierre’s fingers maintain their symbolic 
equivalence with the guillotine only if that equivalence is renewed again and again; such renewal 
is St. Just’s job.303 This is the escape from Robespierre’s doubtful reflection: “Ob der Gedanke 
Tat wird […] das ist Zufall” (ibid. 35).  
 The scenes with Lucile that I will look at now seem to try, and fail, at reconciling these 
two views. On the one hand, she pursues an idea; in this case, it is the idea of Sterben or death. 
On the other hand, she does not discuss it as a thought or image, but as a word, a thing in the 
world that one can point at and pursue. In fact, she does just that:  
  
                                                          
302 ROBESPIERRE […] Away with them! Immediately! Only the dead never return. Is your indictment ready? 
ST. JUST It is easy to do. You dropped hints among the Jacobins. 
ROBESPIERRE I wanted to terrify them. 
ST. JUST I just need to carry them out […] 
303 This is, as Harro Müller notes, the double function of the guillotine itself. It is simultaneously metaphor and 
metonymy. On the one hand, it metaphorizes the power of the Tribunal in the moment of execution, on the other 
hand it must be constantly renewed with ever more executions (see Müller 56). 
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Sterben! Ich muß lachen über die Gesichter.304 Sterben! Was ist das für ein Wort? Sag mir’s 
Camille. Sterben! Ich will nachdenken. Da, da ist’s. Ich will ihm nachlaufen, komm, süßer Freund, 
hilf mir fangen, komm! Komm! Sie läuft weg (ibid. 82).305 
 
 
Lucile has lost her mind here (the “süßer Freund” she refers to is a bird), and the boundaries of 
her perception and imagination have become porous. Like Robespierre, Lucile’s deictic 
expression refers to a concept, or something one does not see with one’s eyes but only has a 
mental image of. She seems, however, to indeed see it in the world as something she can 
physically chase. The idea of death takes on an observable quality like the attributes of Julie that 
Danton was able to describe in the first scene, but beyond which he was unable to go without 
recourse to extrapolation and metaphor. 
 Lucile’s characterization of death differs from representations of it in the play, which are 
all theatrical, as in no one is shown dying. Biological or creaturely death is left offstage, while 
the event of death, the theater of execution is put front and center. The last words of the 
revolution’s casualties are likewise judged on the basis of their entertainment value and 
originality: “Das war schon einmal da! wie langweilig!” (“That already happened! How boring!” 
Ibid. 88). The formality of execution at certain points becomes a fate worse than death, as when 
Danton asks the executioner: “Willst du grausamer sein als der Tod?” (“Do you want to be 
crueler than death?” Ibid.). At other points it is referred to as a mechanism, against which one is 
powerless to resist: “So mechanisch getötet zu werden!” (“To be killed so mechanically!” Ibid. 
72). For Robespierre and St. Just, this mechanism of death is part of the control the people must 
                                                          
304 This seems to be an echo of Danton in II,2: “Ich begreife nicht warum die Leute nicht auf der Gasse stehen 
bleiben und einander in’s Gesicht lachen“ (ibid. 43). She is not present in this scene, but it is possible that either 
Danton or Camille Desmoulins told her about their discussion later (they appear together in the following scene). 
305 “To die!I have to laugh at the faces. To die! What kind of a word is that? Tell me, Camille. To die. I will reflect 
on it. There, there it is. I will run after it. Come, sweet friend, and help me catch it. Come! Come! She runs away.”  
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seize in history in order to realize republicanism. Robespierre says to the Volk gathered at the 
Jacobin Club: “das Schwert des Gesetzes roste nicht in den Händen, denen ihr es anvertraut habt. 
– Wir werden der Republik ein großes Beispiel geben…” (“The sword of the law does not rust in 
the hands of those to whom you have entrusted it.” Ibid. 25). The right law will lead to the 
example, the great symbolic death, that will set the republican world in order. This “werden” is 
crucial, however, in that this great example is always deferred. The great exemplary death will 
always be the next one, and this is reflected in how the efficacy of Robespierre’s accusatory 
gestures must always be reaffirmed. Danton, however, views death as a passive melancholic. 
Confronted with a world where meaning is pre-established, all there is left to do is wait for death 
and be lost to time: “die Zeit verliert uns” (ibid. 38). In the case of Robespierre and St. Just, the 
executed sacrifices the singularity of his or death to become an ideologically reinforcing symbol 
of republicanism. Danton’s view is similarly universalizing insofar as it posits all are subject to 
the same passive operation of waiting for death.   
  This is not the form of death Lucile wished to understand in the last scene where we saw 
her; the concept or word she pursues is one that would match up to the end of life, rather than the 
ceremony surrounding its end. The way Büchner has her pursue this search has been criticized as 
being a piece of kitschy theater in itself. Her monologue in IV,8 would fit well in a cheesy 
melodrama and is evidence of Büchner’s shaky command of dramatic form overall (it was his 
first play, after all, and he wrote it in just five weeks).306 This may be true of certain lines in 
Lucile’s final soliloquy (“Es darf Alles leben, Alles, die kleine Mücke da, der Vogel. Warum 
denn er nicht?” “Everything is allowed to live, the little fly there, the bird. Why not him, then?” 
                                                          
306 Jan-Christoph Hauschild connects the death scenes of Julie and Lucile to a history of women dying in the name 
of their husbands in drama and opera (Hauschild 297). Julie’s and Lucile’s deaths for love, argues Hauschild, are 
meant to lend the play, which takes a lot of formal liberties, a bit more of a tragic air. See “Zu einigen 
Extravaganzen und Überspanntheiten in der Büchnerdeutung.“ Georg Büchner Jahrbuch 13 (2013-2015). 275-300.    
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Ibid.). Her last speech does serve the formal function of tying together the beginning and end of 
the play. Her words echo Danton’s from the scene at the card table: 
 
Es regt sich Alles, die Uhren gehen, die Glocken schlagen, die Leute laufen, das Wasser rinnt und 
so so Alles weiter bis da, dahin – nein! Es darf nicht geschehen, nein – ich will mich auf den 
Boden setzen und schreien, daß erschrocken Alles stehen bleibt, Alles stockt, sich nichts mehr regt 
(ibid.).307 
 
Lucile seems to literally approach death with her words. Her sentence is full of metaphors of 
impending death like clocks turning and rivers flowing to the sea, but the longer she invokes 
these metaphors, the closer death seems to get. When she sees it, she points in its direction: da, 
dahin! She has to stop herself short, though, because to get any closer would not be to know 
death, but to allow it to happen: “nein! Es darf nicht geschehen, nein!” Danton pointed at Julie’s 
head to make reference to what one cannot see (da da, was liegt hinter dem?); Lucile gestures 
with her expression (da, dahin) toward biological death, which one cannot know, but only 
approach and then succumb to.  
 She points, in other words, towards the singular experience of death that is on the one 
hand apolitical, but also that cannot be politicized (see on this point Müller 57-58). It is apolitical 
because the individual experience cannot be generalized to construct a program. This is the 
significance of her remarkable exclamation at the end of the play: “Es lebe der König!”, which 
condemns her to death (Büchner I 90). We know from the philological research on the play that 
women during the terror would sometimes shout royalist slogans in the hopes of being executed 
alongside their husbands (ibid. 584-585). Lucile’s exclamation does not indicate that she has 
                                                          
307 “Everything stirs, the clocks run, the bells rings, the people run around, water flows, and so goes everything until 
there, there – no! It can’t happen, no – I want to sit on the ground and scream, so that everything freezes in terror, 
everything balks, nothing stirs.”  
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taken a royalist turn, but rather the statement functions to give her control over her own death. 
She sentences herself. It is a word that does not fit the new tragic text of history being 
established by Robespierre and parodied by the Dantonists. It is an act of self-determination that 
transcends the conflicting camps of the republic. Paul Celan called this in his Büchner-Preis 
acceptance speech a “Gegenwort,” a play on Gegenwart. It is a word goes against the grain of 
the present and simultaneously makes space for its own.  
 Danton’s speech from Act I on the singularity of phenomena can be seen as setting up 
this rhetorical act on Lucile’s part.308 Danton, we recall, says that we can only know what we 
see. He could see Julie’s forehead, but could not know her thoughts (“was liegt hinter dem”). 
Danton takes this as his cue to inaction. Lucile on the other hand is able to extrapolate a single, 
non-repeatable act from this position. In this sense her word becomes action, in the sense that 
Robespierre aspires to in his soliloquy. When she finds herself confronted with this choice in 
IV,8, she screams to try to stop the headlong rush to death characterized above, which terrifies 
her precisely because it is a rush over which she has no control. Her scream is meant produce a 
state close together that freezes the world in place for fear of her outburst: “ich will mich auf den 
Boden setzen und schreien, daß alles erschrocken Alles stehen bleibt” (ibid. 88). When the 
scream does not have the desired effect (“da ist noch Alles wie sonst […] – Wir müssen’s wohl 
leiden;” “Everything is as before […] – We have to suffer it.” Ibid. 89), she turns to the defunct 
royalist slogan. The interjection of its content in the current discourse assures her the effect that 
she wanted with the scream. Campe calls it a “consummated scream” (Campe 575). 
                                                          
308 Rüdiger Campe makes this point in his essay, “‘Es lebe der König!‘— ‘Im Namen der Republik!‘ Poetik des 
Sprechakts“. Rhetorik. Figuration und Performanz. Ed. Jürgen Fohrmann. Stuttgart: Metzler Verlag, 2004. 558-581. 
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 In their use of deictic gestures and expressions, Danton, Robespierre, and Lucile rely 
upon particular assumptions about the present as well as their physical presence in it. Danton 
points to Julie assuming she understands what he is referring to. This is, in fact, the basis for the 
model of knowledge he proposes. Robespierre on the other hand visualizes the gesture and 
mimics it with the expression “da, dahin” as part of a political ambition to realize it in the 
present. Although he may ultimately believe in the arbitrariness of the realization of ideas in the 
world, and therefore align some level with Danton’s belief in history’s contingency (“Ob der 
Gedanke Tat wird […] das ist Zufall.” Büchner I 35), but seems to nevertheless subscribe to a 
gambler logic his odds will improve if he keeps trying to realize these ideas. Danton’s and 
Robespierre’s views are of course different, but they resemble each other insofar as both are 
universalizing. Danton builds a group around himself of atheist libertines who take a similarly 
melancholy perspective and mock Robespierre’s presumption to equate his finger with a 
guillotine blade. Robespierre too generalizes his worldview into a party platform where every 
death is a contribution to a symbolic whole culminating in republicanism.  Lucile’s invocation of 
the pointing finger, however, posits a radical singularity of the experience of death that cannot be 
coopted by either party. 
 
 Conclusion 
 This chapter has shown that in addition to the prominent modes of historical and literary 
citation, there is a mode of internal citation at work in Dantons Tod. This citational mode is of 
interest for two main reasons: it binds together the other citational modes in the diegisis of the 
play and reflects in a new way the multi-perspectival view of history that has been elaborated in 
previous scholarship of Büchner. This contributes to our understanding of Büchner’s use of 
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citation by showing that he was not only interested in referring to outside texts, but in drawing 
out a more fundamental citational quality of writing that organizes the other citational modes. 
Rather than drawing a clear relationship between the citation and the source of the citation, the 
repeated citation of certain statements ultimately obfuscates their provenance. This has 
ramifications for notions of historical causality in the play, where teleological claims 
(Robespierre) coexist with ones of contingency for history (Danton). Instances like the scene of 
the Young Man’s release appear to be simultaneously spontaneous utterances of the people and 
to be rehearsed programs from revolutionary politicians. 
 Pointing and deictic expressions participate in another form of internal citation in the 
play. Characters unwittingly copy each other’s gestures and words, which in the figure of 
pointing presents as a motif of citation itself. Each character who points and repeats the 
demonstrative pronoun “da, da!” was shown to show certain presumptions about the relationship 
of a sign to what it represents. For Danton, pointing participates in a worldview where meaning 
has already been established. The limits of one’s knowledge are expressed in the figure of one 
pointing and naming an object. For Robespierre, pointing expresses an ambition to realize ideas 
in the world. Rather than Danton who is always pointing at something, Robespierre is always 
pointing toward. Lucile merges these two: she points toward death, follows it, and arrives there 
through her radical outcry of, “Es lebe der König!” (“Long live the king!”). The catch for Lucile 







This dissertation, particularly its chapters on Heine and Büchner, would perhaps seem to 
merely present a skeptical perspective on the still-prescient demand for a literature that is 
mimetically and ethically commensurate with the moment in which it is written. That would be 
simplistic. To respond to political and aesthetic avant-garde projects demanding new policies or 
new art by saying that the present is inextricably implicated with the past and that therefore there 
can be no literature of the present would be a feeble response indeed. The dissertation ends with 
Büchner’s deep political pessimism, moreover, in order to show the intensity with the which 
understanding of the present was approached in the nineteenth century, rather than to stake out 
its own position on the politics of the present. The point of showing the speculative work of these 
three authors who were active in a period celebrating the thematization of the historical present is 
not to transpose criticisms of committed literature onto nineteenth-century literature, but rather to 
show the complexity of the interaction of politics and aesthetics as these writers imagined it. For 
these writers, literary writing was not just a vehicle for progressive politics, as it has often been 
characterized in studies of Young Germany, but a complex site where the political and social 
conditions of their time were necessarily expressed because literature, in their imagination, was 
in its essence a social product. In the case of each writer, the complicated relationship of 
literature and politics expresses itself in different ways, and they have different evaluations of it. 
For Börne, the inevitable shining through of present conditions in even the most retrograde of 
political situations is a source of great optimism. Heine and Büchner, however, view the present 
as being a part of a montage of the past and are therefore skeptical of republican optimism that 
would see France or Germany on the brink of new political beginnings in the 1830s (while Heine 
is wary, Büchner seems to reject this notion outright). In this conclusion, I will briefly 
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summarize how I see that relationship in each of their works and end with why I believe this 
study is important for the history of political literature.   
Börne’s theater reviews in Die Wage have typically been described as a means of 
smuggling progressive ideological contraband into the German public discourse. While it is clear 
that Börne used these reviews – under the common assumption that they had an aesthetic and 
apolitical aim – in order to voice criticisms of the government where it presumably was not 
looking for them, his reviews also presented a form of daily journalistic coverage from which his 
overtly political essays were forbidden. Börne’s use of the theater review genre, which in other 
contexts he considered out of touch with the times, also showed how contemporary concerns 
could be shown despite the suppression of speech and thought imposed by outmoded forms. The 
virtual dailiness of his reviews (“virtual” because Die Wage was not literally a daily publication, 
but rather presented Börne’s reviews in the form of a chronological recap that covered a series of 
days) was, I argue, Börne’s real innovation in exploring the relationship of literature and political 
discourse. The key to Börne’s approach to this relationship is in the 1818 introduction to Die 
Wage, where he announces the ambition of the magazine (which he cannot fulfill) as being a 
daily report of the day’s events. Börne’s political essays on censorship and the authoritarianism 
of Prussia and Austria do not approach this ideal as much as his theater reviews do, in part due to 
their sheer volume and the liberty Börne found in them to thematically free-associate. Börne 
continued to pursue this interest in dailiness and free-association in his famous Briefe aus Paris, 
where he also presumed that the mere publication of his daily reflections would reveal the 




 Heine’s reports in Französische Zustände of the royalist and republican newspaper 
coverage of post-revolutionary Paris can be read as an attempt on Heine’s part to get beyond 
politics in journalism and to neutrally describe the political conditions of his time. He himself 
admits that such objectivity of description is impossible, however. Heine, as this dissertation has 
shown, used the book publication of Französische Zustände to reflect on the viability of such a 
claim to nonpartisanship in writing. The temporal distance of his republished articles from their 
initial composition, as Heine reflects in the mediating note to Article VI, revealed instances of 
bias of which he had been previously unaware. Therefore, rather than sidestepping political 
affiliation by interpreting the tendentious reports of the major political parties of his time, Heine 
shows how the political and social conditions (Zustände) of a historical period affect all attempts 
at neutral description. Heine then would agree with Börne that periodical journalism, by its very 
format, would to a certain extent passively reflect the conditions in which its composition was 
embedded. Unlike Börne, however, Heine does not assert that the character of these political 
conditions is essentially democratic, but rather that they reflect the individual situation and 
disposition of the writer. Such unconscious biases have a particularly strong effect on the reading 
public, who according to Heine read such journalism and take it as a neutral report of events, 
when their understanding is actually being influenced by the private feelings of journalists. For 
readers to be aware of this common distortion, writes Heine, is for them to have an 
understanding of the present: the public must not just understand the events of contemporary 
history, but how journalistic narrative contextualizing them is constructed and transmitted. 
 Perhaps the most important context for the journalistic narrative of the July Revolution, 
Heine implies, is that of how the present is experienced. When he republishes his report of the 
1832 cholera epidemic in the book edition of Französische Zustände, the reader’s attention is not 
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only drawn to his riveting descriptions of Paris in crisis, but to the seemingly unconscious 
parallels Heine drew between the deadly sweep of the cholera and the Reign of Terror in the 
1790s. Read in conjunction with his historiographical introduction to the account, the cholera 
report seems to not merely be enlivened with colorful metaphors taken from revolutionary 
history, but a demonstration of Heine’s assertion about historical understanding that one can only 
comprehend the present through the past, and vice versa (Heine 12/1 131). Newspaper readers 
need, then, not just to be aware of the potential political spin in ostensibly objective reports, but 
that reports of the present, particularly those having to do with the revolution in France, were 
shaped by unconscious understandings of the past. Today is a result of yesterday, Heine says in 
Article VI, and in order to know what the results of a contemporary revolutionary movement 
might be, one must understand the revolution of the past (ibid. 130). Heine does not offer a 
conclusive answer about what the July Revolution wants, but instead presents an image of Paris 
as suffering from a lack of historical knowledge that might doom it to constantly repeat the same 
violent purges it has experienced since the Terror. Heine’s text shows the importance of the past 
for understanding the present, as well as the presents’s crucial role in one’s understanding of the 
past.  
 Georg Büchner’s drama, Dantons Tod, also investigates the experience of the present and 
its relationship to the past through citation and the motif of deixis. Through Büchner’s use of 
internal citation, he shows a process by which the seemingly spontaneous expressions of the 
French people (the main example in the chapter is of the young man who narrowly avoids death 
with a quip) derived from political sloganeering, and moreover how the authorship of such 
slogans was itself hard to determine. Internal citation in Dantons Tod shows Büchner’s 
disillusionment with his own earlier Jacobin ideology and faith in popular uprisings. Büchner’s 
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disappointment in the ideals of the revolution go deeper than Heine’s. Heine’s study of the past 
in the service of the present political crisis resulted in his wariness of the revolutionary project, 
but he does not completely give up hope for the Paris as a “Stadt der Freyheit” in the end (ibid. 
142), although it is perhaps waning. Heine’s hopes may fade, but Dantons Tod shows the 
revolutionary project as dead in the water. Crucial to this representation is a sense of political 
discourse’s being inherently out of control. Expressions are shown being both consciously and 
unconsciously coopted by all imaginable political actors, completely detached from their origin, 
if they can be said to have one at all. While Heine also showed contemporary political discourse 
as a montage of received and usually misunderstood signs, this phenomenon in Büchner is 
colored by his profound political pessimism. The motif of deictic statements and pointing in the 
drama underscore the ambiguity of linguistic meaning Büchner produces through his use of 
various modes of citation. The result is that the reader is offered an uncommonly sharp view into 
how the conditions of the present as constructed for the characters in the play, conditions which 
to them appear immediate, spontaneous, and transparent. 
 One sees from these summaries of the formal concerns of Börne, Heine, and Büchner 
why they and their Young-German contemporaries are often described as being primarily 
interested in literature rather than politics in their brands of political literature. None of them 
could be called activists, at least in the writings discussed here. Büchner participated in a kind of 
activism when he co-wrote Der hessische Landbote, but Dantons Tod betrays his disenchantment 
with his own earlier Jacobin thinking and with the revolutionary project in general. Even though 
these writers are not activists does not mean that their writings do not have a practical political 
function, however. Their engagement with the concept of the present would seem to be a 
necessary precondition to the study of any political literature characterized by an emphatic sense 
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of the present. In order to write for one’s time and in the service of contemporary politics, in 
other words, one must have an understanding of the delimitations of that time. 
At the end of What is Literature, his long essay distinguishing the politically committed 
literature of the present (the immediate post World-War-II period) and the rarefied aesthetic 
literature of the past, Sartre describes what it means to “write for one’s age”: 
To write for one’s age is not to reflect it passively; it is to want to maintain it or change it, thus to 
go beyond it towards the future, and it is the effort to change it that places us most deeply within 
it, for it is never reducible to the dead ensemble of tools and customs; it is in movement; it is 
constantly surpassing itself; the concrete present and the living future of all the men who compose 
it coincide rigorously within it (Sartre 243). 
 
It could be argued that each of the texts discussed in this dissertation attempt to effect change in 
the political discourse of their age, to use literature to actively engage with the present, and that 
their most substantial contribution in this effort lies in their interrogations of how the present is 
constituted and understood in literature in the first place. In addition to the individual political 
“projects” of these writers (a Sartrean synonym for “efforts to change” one’s age, examples 
being the emancipation of “negroes” and the restoration of Hebrew to the Jews in Palestine) – the 
political and social emancipation of German Jews, the abolishment of censorship, or democratic 
revolution – all three of these writers insisted that the temporality of these projects, the present, 
had to be explored in literature in order for literature to have any political effect. Although the 
postwar debates about committed literature versus autonomous literature have mostly faded, the 
issue of how literature engages with the times in which it is written is as prescient as ever. The 
three innovative literary texts studied in this dissertation further that line of inquiry by imagining 
how the present, which despite its amorphousness in experience remains an essential concept for 
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